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Jloters' Lists Act, referred to, 1175 
Wemworth County, included in for judicial 
purposes, 1175 
BURYING GROUNDS; see CEMETERIES; 
NIACARA PARKS; U£UCIOUS II'STITO· 
TIO~S 
BUSSES; see HICHWAY TRAFFtc; MONICJ· 
PAL; PUBLIC VEIIICLE; RA!LW AY; 
T£\IISKAMI'(C AND NORTHERN ON· 
TARIQ RAILWAY 
BUTCHERS; see MUNICIPAL; .runuc 
HEALTH 
CADET CORPS; see DEPARTMENT or E.DU· 
CATION j HICH SCHOOLS; PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS; SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
CAFE; see RESTAURANt' 
CAISSON; see DEPARTMENT oF LABOUR 
CA.\JP; see FACTORY, SIIOP AND OFFICE 
BUILDING; CAME AND FISHERIES; 
PUBLIC tlEALTI! 
CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT; 
Liquor Control Act 
see 
BUTLER'S BURYING GROUND; see CANADIAN DEEP WATERWAYS AND 
NIAGARA PARKS POWER ASSOCIATION; see 
MUNICIPAL 
DUTTER; see DAIRY PRODUCTS; FARM PRO· 
DUCTS CONTROL; FARM PRODUCTS CANADIAN HORSE~fEN'S ASSOCIA-
CRADES AND SALES; MILK AND CREAM; TION; see AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIA· 
~IILK, CHEESE AND DUTTER 
BY-LAWS, CO~IPANIES; see COMPANIES; 
EVIDENCE; INTERPRETATION; INSOR· 
ANCE; LOA:'! AI\"D TRUST CORPORA· 
TIONS; RAILWAY 
BY-LAWS, ~IUNICIPAL; see ADMJNISTRA· 
TIONS 
CANADIAN WHEEL\fEN'S ASSOCIA· 
TION; see 1\lUN:ciPAL 
CAPIAS AD SATISFACIENDmt ; see 
FRAUDULENT DEBTORS' ARREST 
TIO N o•· JUSTICE £XPEI'SES; oUJLDtl'iC CAR CO~JPANIES; see CONDITIONAL 
TRADES PROTECTIOt'(; COLO~lZATION 
ROADS; COM~IUNITY HALLS; CON· 
STA BLES; DISTRICT HOUSES OF REFOCEj 
DOC TAX AND UVE STOCK PROTECTION; 
FACTORY, S HOP AND OFFICE DUILDINC; 
f"EMAI.F. REI'UC£5; FIRE GUARDIANS; 
f' IRES EXTI:'IC:UISIIMENT; CAOLS; HALl· 
BURTON; IIICIIWAY TRAFFIC; HOTEL 
f"IRE ACCIDENTS PREVENTION j INTER· 
PIIETATION; LIQ UOR CONTROL; LOCAL 
IMPROVE~IENTj l!UNICIPAL; POUNDS; 
PORLIC HEALTH; PUBLIC HOSPITALS ; 
PURLIC INSTITtmONS 1:'\SPECTIOI'; 
PUBLIC I. IURARIES; P UBLIC UTILITIES; 
PUBLIC VEHICLE; SANATORIA FOR CON· 
Smii'TIVES; S~OW ROADS AND FENCES; 
THEATRES A 'D CINE~IATOCRAPIIS 
CABLES; see 1.1\IITATIONS 
68 
SALES; CORPOR \TIONS TAX 
CARNIVAL; see TRA~ELLII\"C suows 
CARPENTER; see APPRF.I\"TICESIIIP 
CARRIER; sec COMMERCIAL VEHICLE; 
LIQUOR CONTilOL; PUDLIC VEIIICI.Ej 
RAILWAY; SAl.!: OF CO ODS; TEMISKA· 
bfiNC AND NORTHERN ONTARIO RAIL• 
WAY 
CATTLE; see COROISFRS; DOC TAX AND 
LIVE STOCK PROTtCTION; EXECUTION; 
FARM rnODUCTS CONTROL; IIICH\VAY 
IMPROVE~!E:'\T; INJURED ANIMALS; 
UNDLORD AND TENA~T; LIVE STOC K 
BRANDI:-IC; MUI\"ICI PAL; PROTECTION 
OF CATTLE; Pt:BLIC IIEALTII; RAILIVAY 
CATTLE BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION; 
see ARCJCULTURAL ASSOCIATIO:"S 
CATTLE-YARDS; see PUBLIC HEALTH 
CAUTIO~; see OEVOLUTI0:-1 oF ESTATES; 
JUDICATURE; u;-;o TITLES 
CAVEAT; see co~tPA:o;tES; SUR ROC ATE 
COURTS 
CEMETERY; see also A:-<ATO~tY; ASSESS· 
ME:-;T; PUBLIC HEALTH; VITAL STA· 
T!ST!CS 
Adjoining cemeteries, conveying to one, 4348 
Electing trusteeE, 4347 
Animals, penalty for introducing. 4342 
Application for approval, material. 4331 
Transmission to Department, 4331 
Approval, application for, 4331 
Order of Department, 4331 
Registration, 4331 
Aqueduct. pollution of, 4337 
Attorney-General, order for disinterment, 
4340 
Auditor. appointment of, 4333 
To examine cemetery books of account, 
4333 
Bank, payment of fund for upkeep, 4335 
Board of park management, maintenance 
by,4344 
Transfer to, 4344 
Borrowing powers of owner, 4336 
Bridge, order for sale of lot, 4338 
Burial, application for sale for lack of, 4338 
Depth of, 4340 
Distance from building. 4338 
Duty of owner re, 4337 
1'\otice of application for sale, 4338 
Proceeds of sale by order, 4338, 4339 
Sale of lot for lack of, 4338 
By-law for enlargement, 4.'\36 
or municipality, permissible, 43-13 
Prohibiting interment in municipalty. 
4344 
Transferring management, 4344 
Canal. pollution of, 4337 
CE,\IETERY 
Cemetery, aclinining cemeteries con,.eying 
to one. 4348 
69 
Adjoining cemeteries electing trustees. 
4347 
Application for approval, 4331 
For removal of bodies, 4341 
For sale of lot. 4338 
Appointment of trustees, 4345 




or park management, 4344 
Tenure of office. 4344 
Transfer to, 4344 
Borro"ing powers of owner. 4336 
Certificate of disinterment , 43-10 
or judge re removal, 4342 
Char!(es of owner. 4335 
Closing for health purposes. 4340 
Road allowance, 4-'!4{) 
Columbarium powers re, 4348 
Commission, chairman, 4332 
Composition, 4332 
Dutie~. 4332 
Fees and expenses. 4332 
;\laintenance at expense of municipal-
ity, 4343 
::--:otice to municipality re mainten:~nce. 
4343 
Powers. 4332 
Where required. 4332 
Conveyance to truEtces, 4345 
Cremation refused by owner, 4349 
Requirements, 4348 
Crematorium, powers re, 4348 
Default in maintenance. 4338 
By municipality, 4343 
Defined. 4330 
Depth of burial. 4340 
DiEcharging firearms in, 4342 
Di~interrnent under supervision. 4339 
\\:'here contagious disease. 4339 
D'~t urbing funerals. 4342 
Duties of owner, 4337 
Effect of encumbrance, 4333 
Of jud!!ment, 4333 
Election of tru~tees by lot owners, 4346 
CEMETERY 
Cemetery, cont'd 
Enforcing gift for maintenance, 4335 
Enlargement of, 4330, 4336 
Establishment of, 4330 
Expropriation to enlarge, 4336 
Forms,4349 
Gifts for maintenance, 4334 
Injuring property in, 4342 
Interment near building, 4338 
Introducing animals in, 4342 
Limit of area of trustees, 4345 
Lots indivisible, 4333 
Misconduct in, 4342 
Mortgage of, 4336 
~1unicipal by-laws, 4343 
Municipality as owner, 4343 
Transferring management, 4344 
To cemetery Board, 4344 
No!ice of application for removal from, 
4341 
Of applica tion for sale, 4338 
Of order for removal from, 4341 
Nuisance in, 4342 
Order for disinterment, 4340 
Owner absent or unknown, 4343 
Payment to Public Trustee, 4335 
Penalty for disinterment, 4340 
For not obtaining approval, 4331 
Playing games in, 4342 
Pollution of water, 4337 
Prevention of gases, 4340 
Proceeds of sale of lot by order, 4338. 
4339 
Prohibited conduct in, 4342 
Prohibiting interment in municipality, 
4344 
Re-erection of monuments, 4341 
Registration of lot, 4333 
or owner, 4338 
Regulations of owner, 4336 
Reinterment after remo\•al, 4341 
Removal of bodies from, 4341 
Of monuments, 4341 
Repurchase of lot by owner of, 4334 
Sale after removal of bodies, 4342 
Of lot under order, 4338 
To municipality, 4344 
Sewers and drains, 4337 
70 
Time for removal of bodies, 4341 
Transportation where contagious disease, 
4339 
Trustees acquiring other cemeteries, 4346 
Vacancies in elected trustees, 4347 
War memorial committee, 4345 
Certificate of removal, 4342 
Of bodies, 4342 
Registration, 4342 
Charges of owner, 4335 
Closing cemetery for health purposes, 4340 
Columbarium, application of Act to, 4349 
Compartment, effect of judgment, 4333 
Effect of mortgage, 4333 
Registration, 4333 
Defined, 4330 
Establishment of, 4348 
Company, adjoining companies conveying 
to one, 4348 
Adjoining companies electing trustees, 
4347 
Supply of free graves by, 4339 
Conduct in cemetery, prohibited, 4342 
Contagious disease, cremation where. 4348 
Disinterment where, 4339 
Transpo~tation of body, 4339 
Coroner, certificate for cremation, 4348 
Order for disinterment, 4340 
Corporation, supply of free grave by, 4339 
County, war memorial committee, 4345 
Court, order for disinterment, 4340 
Cremation, coroner's certificate, 4348 
Medical certificate, 4348 
Owner's refusal of, 4349 
Powers re, 4348 
Regulation of, 4348 
Time for, 4348 
Where communicable disease, 4S48 
Crematorium, application of Act to, 4349 
Defined, 4330 
Establishment of, 4348 
Dead bodies, restriction re disinterment, 
4339 
Department of Health, application to, 4331 
Enforcing mnintenance, 4338 
Expenses of, 4331 
Need of approval of, 4330 
Order of approval, 4331 
Department of Health, cont'd 
Regulations of, 4331 
Disinterment, certificate of medical officer. 
4339 
Courtorderfor,4340 
From closed cemetery, 4341 
Order of Attorney-General, 4340 
or coroner. 4340 
Penalty for, 4340 
Under supervision, 4339 
Where contagious disease. 4339 
Drains, closing cemetery for lack of. 4340 
Duty and powers of owner, 4337 
Enlargement of cemetery, 4336 
Execution, effect of, 4333 
Expropriation for enlargement, 4336 
Fences, duty of owner re. 4337 
Firearms, penalty for discharging, 4342 
Form of certificate of election of trustee~. 
4349 
0 £ notice of meeting to eJect trUStCeF. 
4349 
Funeral , penalty for disturbing. 4.342 
Games, penalty for playing, 4342 
Gases, prevention of, 4340 
Grave, charge for opening, 4335 
Supply of free, 4339 
Incineration, powers re, 4348 
Indigent. supply of free grave for, 4339 
Interment, application for sale for lack of. 
4338 
Depth of, 4340 
Distance from building, 4338 
-'lunicipal prohibition of. 4344 
Notice of application for sale. 4331! 
Proceeds of sale by ordt>r, 4338, 4339 
Sale of lot for lack of, 4338 
Judge, application for sale of lot. 4338 
Certificate of removal. 4342 
Re bodies, 4342 
Registration, 4342 
Filing of order re gift, 4335 
Notice of application for sale, 4338 
Order r e gift for maintenance, 4335 
J ndgment, effect of, 4333 
Local board, application to, for approval. 
4331 
Board, defined, 4330 
71 
CEMETERY 
Regis trar, notice to owner of gift for 
maintenance, 4334 
Lot, application to judge for sale, 4338 
Certificate of election of trustet>s. 4347 
Charge for maintenance of, 4336 




Election of trustees by owners. 43M 
Granting for maintenance, 4334 
Indivisible, 4333 
-'leeting of owners to elect trustees. 4346 
Non-necessity of registration, 4333 
Notice of application for sale, 4338 
Proceeds of sale under order, 4338. 4339 
Repurchase of, 4334 
Salr for lack of interment, 433!l 
Of maintenance, 4338 
Undivided shares in, 4333 
-'laintenance. a~reement fnr. 43.'!+ 
Application for sale for default. 43::18 
By municipality, 4343 
By parks board, 4344 
l.hargc for, 4336 
Default by municipality, 4343 
By owner. 4338 
Investing fund for. 4334 
Notice of application for sale, 4338 
To owner of gi ft for, 4334 
Requirin!!. 433!l 
Payment of fund in bank. 4335 
Perpetual. payment to public trustee, 4335 
Powers of owner to enforce gift for. 433S 
To receive for, 4334 
Procedure where owner absent fjr un· 
known,4346 
Proceeds of sale by order, 4338. 4339 
Sale of lot for lack of, 4338 , 
Yesting cemetery in trustees for, 4346 
-'f anagement. transfer to parks board, 4344 
~fansoleum compartment, effect of judg· 
ment, 4333 
Effect of mortgage, 4333 
Regist ration. 4333 
~ledical officer, certificate of disinterment, 
4340 
Of health, powers, 4331 
CEMETERY 
Medical officer, cont'd 
Supervising disinterment, 4339 
Miscomluct in cemetery, 4342 
Monuments, charge for, 4335 
Re-erection of, 4341 
Removal of, 4341 
Mortgage, by owner of cemetery, 4336 
EfT cct of, 4333 
Municipal A cl, ref erred to, 4336 
Municipal Board, closing road allowance, 
4346 
Vesting cemetery in trustees, 43% 
Road allowances in trustees, 4346 
Municipality, by-law enlarging cemetery, 
4336 
Default in maintenance, 4343 
Maintenance by. 4.343 
Powers of sale to. 4344 
Re by-laws, 4313 
Prohibiting interment in, 4344 
Supply of free ~ave by, 4339 
Transfer of management by, 4344 
To cemetery board, 4344 
When deemed owner, 4343 
Mutilation of property. action for, 4342 
Penalty, 4342 
Nuisance. penalty for committing, 4342 
Owner, absrnt or unknown, 4343 
Absent. vesting of cemetery in trustees, 
43~6 
Action for injuring property of, 4342 
Agreement to maintain. 4334 
Application for removal of bodies, 4341 
Applying to judge re gift, 4335 
Borrowing powers, 4336 
Certificate of jud11:e re removal, 4342 
Registration, 4342 
Charges of, 4335 
Columbaribm of, 4348 
Crematorium of, 4348 
Damages for pollution of water, 4337 
Default in maintenance, 4338 
Defined, 4330 
Demand on trustee for gift, 4335 
Duties of, 4337 
Enforcing maintenance by, 4338 
Expropriation for enlargement, 4336 
Interment near building, 4338 
72 
Investing fund for maintenance, 4334 
Majntenance by, for charge, 4336 
Mortgage by, 4336 
Notice of applica tion for removal of 
bodies, 4341 
or default in maintenance, 4338 
or expropriat ion,4336 
or order for removal of bodies, 4341 
Order of judge re gift, ~335 
Paying fund to public 1 rustee, 4335 
Penalty for breach of duty, 4337 
For water pollution, 4337 
Pollution of water, 4337 
Powers of sale to municipality, 4344 
Re cremation, 4348 
Re sewers and drains, 4337 
To receive gifts to maintain, 4334 
Lots to maintain, 4334 
Re-erccting monuments, 4341 
Refusal to cremate, 4348 
Registration as, 4338 
Re~:ulations by, 4336 
Reintermcnt after removal, 4341 
Removal of monuments. 4341 
Time for removal of bodies, 4341 
When municipality deemed, 4343 
Perpetual ' care, devise or bequest for, 4334 
Personal representative, notice to owner of 
gift fnr maintenance, 4334 
Payment of gift for maintenance. 4334 
Proceeding~ en forcing gift for mainten-
ance, 4335 
Police village, powers re by-laws, 4343 
Prohibiting interment in, 4344 
l'ollution, damages for, 4337 
or water, 4337 
Penalty for, 4337 
Pond. pollution of, 4337 
Prohibited conduct in, 4342 
Public llealth Act, referred to, 4331, 4348 
Public Inquiries Acl, referred to, 4333 
Public Park's Act, referred to, 4344 
PubJic trustee, payment of fund to, 4335 
fiegistrar-General, registration of owner, 
4338 
Registry Act, referred to, 4347 
Regulations, by Order-in-Council, 4349 
Defined, 4330 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUJ.\'TAJ.\'TS 
Regulations, cont'd 
Of Department, 4331 
Of owners, 4336 
Reinterment after removal from cemetery. 
43-ll 
Remo,·al of bodies. npplication for. 43-11 
Certificate of judge, 4342 
From cemetery, 43 H 
Notice of application for, 4341 
or order for, 4341 
Registration of certificate, 4312 
Reinterment after, 4341 
Sale after, 4342 
Time for. 4341 
Reservoir, pollution of, 4337 
Rh·er. pollution of, 4337 
Road nllowance, closing of, 4346 
Vesting of in trustees, 4346 
Hules, by Order-in-Council, 4349 
Sale of cemetery nfter removal of bodies, 
4342 
or lot, application 10 judge for, 4338 
By judge's onler, 4338 
Notice of application for, 4338 
Proceeds of, 4338, 4339 
To municipality, power of. 434-! 
SanitM)' inspector, powers, 4331 
&wers, duty nnd powers of owner. 4337 
Spring, pollution of, 4337 
Stranger, supply of free grnve for, 4339 
Stream, pollution of, 4337 
Tombstone, charge for, 4335 
Township. appointment of trustees, 4345 
By-law appointing cemetery board, 4344 
Conveyance to trustee~. 4345 
Limit of area of trustees, 4345 
Vesting other cemeteries in trustees, 43-16 
Trustees, acqui ring other cemeteries, 4346 
Application for vesting order, 4346 
To close road allowance, 4346 
Appointment of, 4315 
Certificate of election by lot owners, 4347 
Chairman of meeting of lot owners, 4347 
Conveyanceto,4345 
Date of meeting of lot owners, 4347 
Elected by adjoining cemeteries, 4347 
Filling vacancy, 4347 
Election by lot owners, 4346, 4347 
73 
Form of certificate of election, 4349 
or notice of meeting to elect, 4349 
Limit of area held by, 4345 
.\feeling of lot owners to elect, 43-16 
Notice of mcetin: of lot owners. 43'16 
To owner of gih for maintenance, 4331 
Order vesting cemetery in, 4346 
Payment of gift for maintenance, 4334 
Proceedings enforcing gift for mninten· 
a nee, 4335 
Registration of certificate of election, 4347 
\ 'ault, charge for, 4335 
\' esti ng order of ~~ unicipal Board, 43-16 
Village. by-law appointing cemetery board, 
4345 
Trustees acquiring cemeteries, 43-l6 
War memorial committee, 4345 
Composition of, 4345 
\~'a ter. pollution of, 4337 
11" red Control Act, referred to. 4337 
~'ceds. pro,ision re, 4337 
\~'ell , pollution of, 4337 
CE~SUS; 5ee \fU:>OICIPAL; Pt"BLIC SCHOOLS 
CEPJ CORPCS; see .-RH'Dt:LE:'(T DEBTORS' 
ARREST 
CERTIFIED PURLIC ACCOU:'\TANTS; 
see also CIIARTEHED ACCOUNTMiTS 
Accountant, profession of, 2556 
Accountants, body of, 2558 
Annual general meeting. 2557 
thsistance, 6nancial, 2556 
\Fsori:llion. affairs of. 2556 
Bod) corporate, 2556 
By-laws of, 2556, 2559 
Continued. 2556 
l ncorporated,2558 
Objects of. 2556 
Profits of. 2559 
Secretary-treasurer of, 2558 
.\ uditors, body of, 2558 
Board, application to. 2:;57 
Conditions of, 2558 
Electicn of, 2557 
Officers of. 2577 
Of Governors, 2556 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
Board, cont'd 
Satisfaction of, 2558 
Term of office of, 2556 
Vacancy,2557 
Ily-law, annulment of, 2557 
Of association, 2559 
By-laws, approval of, 2557 
Of board, 2557 
Power to pass, 2557 
Candidates, certificates, 2557 
Examinations, 2558 
For admission, 2557 
Qualifiations of, 2557 
Classes, establishing, 2556 
College, agreement with, 2556 
Donations, receiving, 2556 
Duties, defining, 2557 
Education, requi rements, 2557 
Election of members, 2557 
or officers, 2557 





Examiners, appointing, 2557 
Fees, examination, 2557 
Fund, benevolent, 2556 
Land, disposal of, 2556 
For purposes, 2556 
Lieut.-Gov., annulment of by-laws by, 2557 
i\leetings, procedure at, 2557 
Member, age of, 2558 
Becoming, 2558 
Character of, 2558 
In good standing, 2558 
Misconduct of, 2557 
Qualifications of, 2558 
Residence of, 2558 
Suspension of, 2557 
Title of, 2558 
Members, benefit of, 2556 
Conduct of, 2557 
Disciplining, 2556 
Fees of, 2557 
Names of, 2558 
Membership, admission to, 2556, 2558 
Examination for, 2557 
Privileges of, 2558 
Notice in writing, 2558 
Objects, carrying out, 2559 
Of accountants, 2558 
Of association, 2556 
Offence, penalty, 2558 
Penalty for offence, 2558 
To whom payable, 255B 
Powers, to hold land, 2556 
Practice of accountancy, 2559 
Of auditing, 2559 
Term of, 2558 
Procedure, fixing, 2557 
Profession, misconduct in, 2556 
Of accountant, 2558 
Practice of, 2557 
Proficiency, increasing, 2556 
Profits, division of, 2559 
Of association, 2559 
Register, inspection of, 2558 
Names in, 2558 
To he kept, 2558 
Remuneration, fixing, 2557 
Salary of secretary-treasurer, 2559 
Special general meeting, 2557 
Students, a!lendance of, 2556 
Classes for, 2556 
In accounts, 2558 
Subjects of, 2557 
Studies, courses of, 2557 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 
2558 
Tests of competency, 2556 
Titles, persons to use, 2558 
University, classes. 2556 
CERTIORARI ; see IIAnF.As conl'us 
CESTUI QUE VIE; see c.o:-~vEYANCJNC 
AND LA W OF PROPERTY 
CHAIN RESERVATION ; see NIACARA 
I' ARKS 
CHARGE; see LA:-<o TITLts; Lrf:Ns; MORT· 
CACES 
CHARITABLE GIFT; see CHARITIES AC· 
COUNTING 
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS; see also 
ASSESS)I E~T; OISTII:CT HOUSES OF 
REFUGE; FE)IALE 11EFUCES; CAME AND 
FISHEI11ES; filCH IVA Y TllAFFIC; HOUSES 
Of RE}'UCE; MUNICIPAL; PUBLIC IN· 
STITUTIO:SS; PUBLIC: INSTITUTIO:-IS IN· 
SPECTION 
Act, when regularions to prevail, 4759 
Approval by Order-in-Council, by-laws, r ules 
and regulations, 4759 
Of existing charitable institutions, 4751 
Of new chari table inslitutions, 4757 
Of operation of new charitable inslitu· 
tions, 4757 
Suspension or revoca tion of, 4758 
By-law, approval by Lieut.-Gov., 4i59 
Charitable institulions, approval of exist-
ing, 4757 
Approval of new, 4757 
Of operation of new, 4757 
By-laws, approval required, 4759 
Defined, 4757 
No provincial aid, self-susraining, 4760 
Powers of, 4759 
Provincial aid to, 4759 
Regulations, 4758 
Approval required, 4759 
Restoration of Provincial aid, 4760 
Rules, approval required, 4759 
Suspension or revocation of approval. 
4758 
Withdrawal of Provincial aid, 4760 
Deparlment, defined, 4757 
Power to enforce regulations, 4758 
District !louses of Refuge Act, referred to. 
4757 
Hospitals, Act not applicable to certain. 
4757 
Hospitals and Charitable Institutions Act, 
referred lo, 4757 
Houses of refuge, A~t not applicable to 
certain, 4757 
Houses of Refuge Act, referred to, 4757 
I nfants' home~, Ac1 applies to certain, 4757 
75 
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS 
Approval of new, 4757 
Of operation of new, 4757 
By-laws, rules and regulations, 4759 
Provincial aid to, 4759 
Suspension or revocation of aprro,·al, 
4758 
Inspector, defined, 4757 
Inspectors. appointmenl, powers and duties, 
4759 
Lieut.-Go,·., appointment of inspeclor, 4759 
Appro,·al of existing charitable institu· 
tions, 4757 
Of new charitable institutions, 4757 
Of operation charitable institutions, 
4757 
Regulations by. 4758 
Suspension or revocation of approval , 
4758 
)Jinister, appointment of inspecrors, 4759 
Defined, 4757 
Orphanages, Act applies to certain, 4757 
Approval of new, 4757 
Of operation of new, 4i57 
By-laws, rules and regulations, 4759 
Provincial aid to, 4759 
Suspension or revocation of approval, 
4758 
Penalty for conlra,·ention, 4760 
RecoYery of, 4760 
Private hospitals. Act not applicable tr; 
certain, 4757 
Private Hospitals A ct, referred to, 4757 
Provincial aid, day of ueparrure not count· 
ed,4760 
Defined, 475i 
Distribution to infants' homes, 4i59 
To orphanages, 4i59 
To refuges. 4759 
None for self-sustaining institutions, 4760 
Withdrawal and restoration, 4760 
Public llospitals Act, referred to, 4757 
Refuges, Act applies to certain, 4757 
Approval of new, 4757 
or operation of new, 4757 
By-laws, mles and regulations, 4759 
Provincial aid to, 4759 
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS 
Refuges, cont'd 
Suspension or revocation of approval, 
4758 
Regulations, approval by Lieut.-Gov., 4759 
Classification, 4758 
Construction, repair of buildings of char· 
ilable institutions, 4758 
Defined, 4757 
Enforcement by Department, 4758 
Establishment, operation and objects of 
charitable institutions, 4758 
Generally, 4758 
Inspection, management of charitable in-
stitutions, 4758 
Officers and employees of charitable in-
stitutions, 4758 
Rates, 4758 
Records, accounts, reports, ret urns of 
charitable institutions, 4758 
Re Provincial aid, 4758 
Revenues and expenditures, of charitable 
institutions, 4758 
Restoration of Provincial aid, 4760 
Rules, approval by Lieut.-Gov., 4759 
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act, referred to 
4757 
Sanatorium, Act not applicable to, 4757 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 4760 
Withdrawal of Pro\'incial aid, 4760 
Executor, absentee, 1858 
Accounts of, 1856 
Death of, 1858 
Discretion of, 1859 
Improper investment by, 1857 
Information by to public trustee, 1856 
~Iisapplication by, 1857 
Misappropriation by, 1857 
Non-compliance by, 1857 
Notices by, 1856 
Order appointing new, 1857, 1858 
For payment into Court by, 1857 
For penalties against, 1858 
Of attachment agaimt, 1857 
On default by, 1857 
Reinvestment by, 1857 
Removing, 1857 
Gift, for charitable purpose, notice of, 1856 
For educational purpose, notice of, 1856 
For public purpose, notice of, 1856 
For religious purpose not ice of, 1856 
Information, supply of, 1856 
Notice of gift, contents of, 1856 
or gift, document accompanying. 1856 
Time for, 1856 
To beneficiary, 1856 
To ptihlic trustee, 1856 
Of probate, by surrog~te registrar, 1858 
or proceedings re gift, 1859 
Probate, notice of, by surrogate registrar, . 
CHARITABLE USES; sec MORTMAIN AND 1858 
CHARITABLE USES Proceedings, re gift, 1859 
CHARlTI ES; see C:HARITADLE INSTITU· 
TIONS; CHARITIES ACCOUNTING; TRUS· 
TF.ES 
CHARITIES ACCOUNTING 
Absentee executor or trustee, 1858 
Accounting to public trustee, 1856 
Accounts of executor or trustee, 1856 
Action re gift, 1859 
Application of Act, 1859 
Beneficiary, notice of gift to, 1856 
Representation in proceedings, 1859 
Bequest, notice of to J>ublic trustee, 1856 
Death of executor or trustee, 1858 
Discretion rtlapplication of Act1 1859 
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Public trustee, application for relief by, 
1857 
Information to, 1856 
Notice of gift to, 1856 
Probate to, 1858 
Proceedings to, 1859 
Parties represented by, 1859 
Submitting accounts to, 1856 
Remedies, saving re, 1859 
Removal of executor or trustee, 1857 
Rights, saving re, 1859 
Rules, by Order-in-Council, 1858 
Of Supreme Court; application of, 1858 
Of surrogate court , application of, 1858 
Publication of, 1858 
Supreme Court, application to by public 
trustee, 1857 
Judge, order br, 1857 
Surrogate registrar, notice of probate by, 
1858 
Trust, application of Act to, 1859 
Notke of gifts in. 1856 
Proceedings to construe, 1859 
To set aside, 1859 
To vary, 1859 
Trustee, absentee, 1858 
Accounts of 1856 
Death of, 1858 
Discretion of, 1859 
Improper investment by, 1857 
Information by to public trustee, 1356 
~Iisapplication by, 1857 
Misappropriation by, 1857 
Non-compliance by, 1857 
Notices by, 1856 
Order appointing new, 1857, 1858 
For paymcul into Court by, 1857 
For penalties against, 1858 
or attachment against, 1857 
On default by, 1857 
Re imestment by, 1857 
Removing, 1857 
Will, application of Act to, 1859 
Notice of gifts in, 1856 
Proceedings to construe, 1859 
To set aside, 1859 
T o vary. 1859 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS; see also 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUI"TANTS 
Accountant, designation of, 2555 
Incorporated, 2555 
Practicing as, 2555 
Profession of, 2552 
Amendment, subject to, 2554 
Annual meetings, date of, 2552, 2553 
Interval between, 2553 
Arrangements, entering into, 2554 
Benevolent fund, 2552 
By-laws, annull ment of, 2553 
Approval of, 2553 
or council, 2553, 2554 
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CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
Institu te, 2552 
Omitting to pass, 2554 
To take e-ffect, 2553 
CandidatP.s, nominations, 2552 
Subjects of, 2553 
Certificates of competency, 2553 
Certified accountant, title of, 2555 
Chartered accountant, designation of, 2554 
Title of, 2555 
Chartered accountants, Dominion Associa-
tion of, 2555 
Classes of students, 25'54 
College, affiliation with, 2554 
Agreement with, 2554 
~laking arrangements with, 2554 
Complaint, inquiry of, 2555 
Conditions, prescribing, 2554 
To be reasonable, 2554 
Council. election of, 2552 
Election to, 2555 
Existing, 2552 
:\fay pr<'scribe studies. 2553 
:\f embers of, 2552 
Officers, 2553 
Vacancies in, 2553 
Donations, investment of, 2552 
l\Ianagement of, 2552 
Duties defining, 2553 
Education. 2553 
Elect ion, default of, 2552 
Of council, 2552, 2553 
Of successor>. 2552 
Evidence. prima facie, 2555 
Examination, applying for, 2553 
Each year, 255-t 
Establishing. 2552 
Holding, 2554 
or other bodies, 2554 
Examiners, appointing, 2553 
Fees, establishing scale of, 2553 
Fixing, 2553 
To be paid. 2553 
Varying, 2553 
Fixing standards, 2553 
Honorary membership, status of, 2555 
Institute, associate of, 2554-
By-lawsof, 2552 
Establishing classes, 2554 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
Institute. cont'd 
Fellow of, 2554 
Funds of, 2554 
l\Ieeting of, 2554 
Members of, 2555 
Membership of, 2554 
Objects of, 2552, 2553 
Purposes of, 2552 
Regulations of, 2554 
Lectures, establishing, 2552 
Library, contributions, 2554 
Use of, 2554 
Lieut.-Gov., approval of, 2554 
Meeting, business at, 2552 
Notice of, 2552 
r.Jembers. admission of, 2554 
Complaint against, 2555 
Fees of, 2553 
!'lames of, 2555 
;>ieedy, 2552 
Proficiency of, 2552 
Su5pension of, 2555 
Vote of, 2554 
~lembcrship, admission to, 2552 
Honorary, 2554 
Privileges of, 2555 
:-laminations, in writing, 2552 
Lodging, 2552 
or candidates. 2552 
To be mai led, 2553 
Objects, advancing, 255<~ 
or institute, 2552.2553 
Officers, election of. 2553 
Ontario, not residing in, 2555 
Penalty, allotment of, 25fi1 
For offence, 2555 
Portion of, 2551 
Persons, fi tness of, 2553 
Nominated, 2553 
~on-members. 2555 
To be examined, 2553 
Powers. re real estate. 2552 
Provisions, not contrary to. 2551 
Public accountants, 2552 
Real estate, acquiring, 2552 
Disposing of, 2552 
Powers, 2552 
Regi5tcr, copy of, 2555 
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Inspection of, 2555 
Names in, 2555 
To be kept, 2555 
Registrar, appointing, 2553 
Regulations, making, 2554 
Remuneration, fixing, 2553 
Rules, reexaminations, 2554 
Violation of, 2555 
Secretary, lodging voting paper with, 2553 
To keep regis ter, 2555 
Services, rendering, 2554 
Special general meeting, 2553 
Students, a ttendance of, 2554 
Classes for, 2554. 
Curriculum for, 2553 
Studies, curriculum of, 2553 
Subjects, course of, 2554 
or candidate~. 2553 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 2555 
Terms, agreeing upon, 2554 
Tests of fi t ness, 2552 
Titles, use of, 2555 
Vacancy in council, 2553 
Filling, 2553 
\'oter$, absence of, 2553 
Presence of, 2553 
To sign, 2553 
Voting paper, to be signed, 2553 
To contain list of candidates, 2553 
CHARTERED SIIORTIIAND REPORT-
ERS; see also cou,TY JUDCES ; J UDI· 
CATURF.; ~IUZ'IICII'Al. 
Annual meeting, 2549 
Close of, 2549 
Of members, 2550 
Association, husinrss of, 2549 
By-laws of, 2550 
Deht of, 2550 
Dcfined,2548 
Examination• of. 2548 
Honorary memhcrto. 2550 
Meeting of, 2548 
Members of, 2548 
Present members. 2543 
Property of, 2551 
Purposes of, 2548 
Treasurer of, 2551 
CHARTERED SHORTHAND REPORTERS 
By-law, altering, 2549 
By-laws, new, 2549 
Two-thirds vote, 2549 
Violation of, 2551 
Certificates of competency, 2548 
Chartered shorthand reporter. 2551 
Council, election of, 2550 
Elections, 2550 
Filling, 2549 
How composed, 2549 
:\lay fix fees, 2550 
:\leering of, 2549 
::'lfembers of, 2549 
Of association, 2549 
Officers of, 2549 
Quorum of, 2549 
Register of, 2550 
Secretary of, 2550 
Two-thirds vote of, 2550 
C. S. R., use of letters, 2551 
Diplomas, of efficiency, 2548 
Term of, 2550 
Election, eligible for, 2549 
Of council, 2550 
Of predecessor, 2549 
To council, 2549, 2550 
Elections, at annual meeting, 2549 
By by-laws, 2549 
By \'Oting paper, 2549 
Qualifications, 2549 
Voting at. 2549,2550 
Evidence, prima facie, 2550 
Examination, fee, 2550 
Examinations, applicants for, 2550 
For membership, 2548 
Fee, ,·arying, 2550 
Fees, examination, 2550 
Fixing, 2550 
How recoverable, 2551 
Payment of, 2550 
To be debts due, 2551 
Unpaid, 2550 
Funds, claim against, 2551 
Interest in, 2551 
Honorary member, not to vote. 2550 
Institute defined, 2552 
Letters, C. S. R., 2548 
I 
I Using, 2551 
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;\leering, notice. 2550 
In writing, 2549 
Member, ceasing to he. 2551 
In good standing, 2551 
Misconduct of, 2551 
Of association, 2551 
Representati\·es of, 2551 
Suspension of, 2551 
;\!embers in good standing. 2550 
Names of, 2550 
Of association, 2548 
Proficiency of, 2548 
:\fembership, admission to, 2548 
Examinations, 2548 
Privileges of, 2550 
Without examination, 2550 
::'lfisconduct of member, 2551 
Notice, to be mailed, 2549 
Office of president. 2549 
Successors in, 2549 
Term of, 2549 
Var.ancy of, 2549 
Officer. misconduct of, 2549 
Removal of, 2549 
Penalties, recovered. 2551 
To whom paid, 2551 
Penalty, first offence, 2551 
How recoverable, 2551 
Portion to complainant. 2551 
Subsequent offence, 2551 
Persons, deserving, 2550 
Power of association, 2548 
To promote, 2548 
Pzofession of shorthand reporting. 25<19 
Professional reputation, 2550 
Purposes of association, 2548 
Quorum of council, 2549 
Real estate, acquiring, 2548 
Disposal of, 2548 
Purchase of, 2548 
VaJue of, 2548 
Register, copy of. 2550 
Inspection of, 2550 
Names in, 2550 
Of association, 2550 
Registration of names, 2548 
Residence. in Ontario, 2550 
CHARTERED SHORTHAND REPORTERS 
Shorthand reporter, business of, 2548 
Special meeting, 2549 
Students, organization of, 2548 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 2551 
Suspension of member, 2551 
Term, limiting, 2550 
Remainder of, 2549 
Residue of, 2549 
Ti tle, chartered shorthand reporter, 2551 
Use of, 2548 
Using, 2551 
Treasurer, of associ at ion, 2551 
Vacancy, filling, 2549 
Violation of by-laws, 2551 
Votes, greatest number, 2549 
CHATTEL ::\IORTGAGES; see BILLS or 
~SALE AND CHATTEL MORTCACE; CON-
DITIONAL SALES; COSTS OF DISTRESS 
CHATTELS; see BILLS Of SALE A:'\D CHAT-
TEL MORTCACE; BULK SALES; CONDI-
TIONAL SALES; MECHANICS' l.IEN 
CHEESE; see COIIPAN t ES; CO:'\SOLIDATED 
CHEESE FACTORIES; DA111Y PRODUCTS; 
FAR)! PRODUCTS CO:'<TROL; FAR~! 
PIIODUCTS CRADES A:-;0 SALES; MILK, 
CIIEESt: Al\'0 BI1TTEII; PUBLIC HEAL Til 
CHEESE FACTOlUES; see AGRICULTURE; 
COl\SOLIDATEO CIIEESE FACTORI ES; 
DAIRY PROilUCTS; PUBLIC H EALT II 
CHEl\TISTS; see FACTonv, s u or AND OFFICE 
BUILOINC; JllltOIIS; PHARMACY 
CHIEF ELECTIO~ OFFICER; see ELEC· 
OF ESTATES; FACTOHY, S II OP AND 
OFFICE DUJLOINC; FATAL ACCIDE!IITS; 
INt'ANTS; JUVENILE AND FAMILY 
COURTS; LECITIM ... TION; MATERNITY 
BOARDING HOUSES ; MATRIMON IAL 
CAUSES; MINES; MINORS' PROTEC· 
TI0:\1; MUNICIPAL; PARE:'<TS' ~lAIN· 
TENANCE; RAILWAY; SCHOOLS; THE-
ATRES A:'\0 CINEIIATOCRAPIIS; WORK· 
MEN'S COMPENSATIOJ\' 
CHILDRE:'\'S ~lAINTENANCE 
Ability and means of parent eonsidereJ, 
2346 
or child to maintain self, 2346 
Age of child, 2346 
Considerations in standard of maintenance, 
2346 
Liability for maintena11ce and education, 
2346 
Objection to special remedial treatment, 
2346 
Penalty on failure, 2346 
Station in 1 ife of child, 234{) 
CHILDREN OF UNMARRIED PARE!\TS 
Advice, to mother by Provincial officer,2360 
Affiliation order, evidence of mother, 2366 
To whom application made, 2362 
When must be made, 2362 
Who may apply for, 2362 
Proceeding~, judge can declare defend· 
ant father, 2363 
Liability of fatb er in money, 2363,2364 
Order if defentlant appears, 2363, 2364 
In default of appearance, 2363 
Summary disposal of, 2363 
TION; LIQUOR CONTR,OL; VOTERS' LISTS Agreements for maintenance, e1·idence on 
affiliation application, 2367 
CHIEF JUSTICE; see JUDICATURE On maint enance application, 2367 
CHILDRE~; see ADOPTION; APPRE;o;TICE-
SIIIP; CII ILDR E"'S MAINTENAI"CE; 
C HILDRF.:-1 OF l ' :-1'1·\IIRIF.Il PARENTS; 
CIIILDHE'o;'S I'HOn:CTIOV; llEP£1\'D .... Jns' 
RELIEF; DESERTED WIVF.S' AJ\' 0 CHIL· 
OREN'S MAI>"TENA!'iCE; DEVOLUTIO:I I 
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For what Provincial officer desires, 2.367 
No approval of, 2367 
Recording, 2367 
Where approval of judge required, 2367 
Where Provincial officer may void, :2367 
With whom Provincial officer can con· 
tract, 2367 
CHILDREN OF UNMARRIED PARENTS 
Amount of maintenance, 2364 
Object of, 2364 
Appeal by leave, 2363 
Application for affiliation order by Provin· 
cia) officer, 2367 
For affiliation order, .Idault under an 
agreement , 2367 
For maintenance, proof required to re -
open,_ 2364 
Who reopens, 23.64 
T o Provincial officer by prospective un-
married mother, 2361 
By unmarried mother. 2361 
Duties thereupon, 2361 
Arrest of alleged father, imprisonment, 
2363 
Proof for warrant, 2363 
Security g iven, 2363 
Ort!ered on, 2363 
Term of imprisonment. 2363 
When warrant issued, 2363 
Who issues warrant, 2363 
Children ·s Protection Act, when child 
deemed neglected under, 2361 
When child maintained thereunder, 2361 
Costs on proceedings, 2367 
Debt under agreement or order, leave he· 
fore action after death, 2367 
Division Court judgment, enforcing order 
as, 2365 
Enforcement of orders, by summary con· 
viet ion. 2365 
Duty of Provincial officer. 2365 
On default, 2365 
In Division Court, 2365 
On default by imprisonment , 2366 
Duty of Provincial officer, 2365 
In Oi,·is ion Court, 2366 
Powers of judge, 2365, 2366 
Summoning defaulter, 2365 
Term of imprisonment, 2366 
Warrant to arrest, 2365, 2366 
Enforcing debt of deceased father agamst 
estate, 2366 
Leave uefore proceeding, 2367 
Notice for leave. 2367 
Recovery by Provincial officer, 2366 
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Subject to legitimate family claims, 2367 
To variation, 2366 
Where judge must vary, 2367 
Who gi,·es leave, 2367 
£,tate of father, uound hy agreement or 
affiliation order, 2366 
Provincial oflicer suing for deht, 2366 
tmts owing by deceased, a tlebt from, 
2366 
Evidence, cot rohordtion of mother's, 2366 
Forfeiture of security, application of pro· 
ceeds,2365 
Enforcing order forfeiting , 2365 
When such occurs. 2365 
Who may orde r, 2365 
Funds pait! to puhlic trustee, amount at 
dispo$a] of Provincial officer, 2368 
Investment of, 2368 
Witlalrawal of, 2368 
Imprisonment on default o f security, con· 
ditions o f, 2365 
Extent of, 2365 
\'i' ho orders, 2365 
Inquiry re father. appointment for bearing, 
2363 
Ref ore whom, 2363 
Default of appearance, 2363 
Service of not ice, 2363 
j 11dge, application for affiliation or•ler, 2:lll2 
Considerations in making order, 2364 
Oefined, 2360 
Reopening of application. 236~ 
ummary dispo~ition by, 2363 
Liability of father. considerations in deter-
mining amount, 2364 
or father. extent of. for maintenance of 
child. 2364 
Extt·nt <lf. for maintaining of mother, 
2364 
For burial of cltild, 2364 
Of moe her, 2364 
Of mot Iter. extent of. 2264 
How ordered to pay, 23<rt 
Licut.·GOI'., appoint ing administrative sta!J, 
2360 
Limitation of time, in affiliation applica-
tion, 2362 
CHILDREN OF UNMARRIED PARENTS 
Neglected child, defined, 2361 
Maintenance of, 2361 
Who is, 2361 
Notification to Provincial officer of regis-
tration of birth of uastards, 2360 
Particulars, 2360 
Order for maintenance, enforcing variation, 
2365 
Security for performance of, 2365 
Where rescinded or varied, 2365 
Who rescinds or varies, 2365 
Payments under order, sums not required 
for maintenance, 2368 
To Provincial officer, 2368 
To public trustee, 2368 
Powers of judge, re costs, 2367 
Proceedings, general procedure, 2366 
Notice to Provincial officer, 2366 
Provincial officer intervening, 2366 





Duty re in terest of bastard, 2361 
To inquire re bastard births, 2361 
Notified of hastard births, 2360 
Power to administer oath, 2360 
Restrictions on inter£ erence, 2361 
Registration of birth, notification to Provin-
cial officer, 2360 
Regulations uy Lieut.-Gov., appointing Prov· 
incial officer and assistants, 2362 
Fixing fees, costs, 2361 
Generally, 2362 
Paying expenses of Provincial officer, 2362 
Re procedure, 2361 
Restrictions on P rovincial officer, child in 
care of proper person, 2361 
Interference, where child legally adopted, 
2361 
Child legally adopted, 2361 
Security for performance of orders, amount 
of, 2365 
Default of, 2365 
Who may order, 2365 
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CHILDREN'S PROTECTION; see also 
• CHILDREN OF UNM ARRIED PARENTS 
Administration of Justice Expenses Act, 
referred to, 4154 
Adoption Act, referred to, 4153 
Adoption, consent of parental interference, 
4161 
Parental interference after, 4161 
Age, proof of, 4162 
Agreement, re r eligion of child, 4163 
Application, by society for additional main-
tenance, 4156 
To Judge for additional maintenance, 
4156 
Apprentice, childrens home may, 4161 
Apprenticeship, parental interference after, 
4161 
Assistants, appointment of, 4150 
Board. defined, 4147 
Of directors, dismissal, 4166 
Boarding home, defined, 4147 
Books of superintendent, 4150 
By-laws, of municipalities, 4163, 4164 
Child, apprehension without warrant, 4152 
Confinement in gaol, 4161 
Consulting re custody, 4163 
Defined, 4147,4156 
Delinquent committal of, 4161 
In Industrial School, adoption, 4161 
Apprenticeship of, 4161 
Power of manager re, 4161 
Loitering in public place, 4148 
Maintenance of by parent, 4157 
Presumption re age, 4162 
Returned to parents, consideration on ex· 
piry of temporary order, 4153 
Judge may recomlider case, 4153 
On whose request case reconsidered, 
4153 
Terms of order. 4152 
Under care of Children's Ai_d, 4153 
Within one week after apprehension, 
4152 
T empflrary committal to society, 4153 
When over sixteen included, 4156 
Children, loitering at night, 4157 
Loitering at night penalty, 4158 
Children of Unmarried Parents Act, refer· 
red to, 4154 
Children's Aid Society, a body corporate, 
4165 
Adoption, 4161 
Application for additional maintenance, 
4156 
For reconsideration of order, 4153 
Apprenticeship, 4161 




Filing of, 4165 
With department, 4165 
Form of, 4165 
Variation of form of, 4165 
Constitution, 4166 
Filing copy of, 4165 
Form of, 4165 
Variation of form of, 4165 
Contracts by, 4165 
With foster home, 4156 
Co-operation of children's committee, 4151 
Custody of juvenile offender, 4161 
Defined, 4147 
Directors duties of, 4165 
Dissolution by Lieut.-Gov., 4165, 4166 
Delivery of books, records on, 4166 
Of records, 4166 
Disposition of trust funds, 4166 
On failure to hold meetings, 4166 
On revocation of approval, 4166 
Recommendation of 1\linister, 4165 
Superintendent to continue work, 4166 
Vesting property on, 4166 
Establishing children's committee, 4151 
Executive council, duties of, 4165 
Finding foster home, 4156 
Form of contract with foster home, 4156 
Guardianship, duration, 4156 
Renunciation. 4156 
Termination of, 4156 
Incorporation, 4165 
Regulations re, 4165 
Inspection of premises, 4163 
Investigation re child offender, 4161 
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CHILDREN'S PROTECTION 
Legal guardian, 4156 
Local superintendent, 4166 
Municipality payment for shelter, 4151 
Notice to, re child offender, 4161 
Objects, 4165 
Officers, dismissal, 4165, 4166 
Election of, 4166 
Term, 4166 
Power to deal in personalty, 416:> 
In real estate, 4165 
Regulations rc by-laws, 4165 
Rc constitution of, 4165 
Rc fees for, 4165 
Re incorporation, 4165 
Reports of money received from ,contracts, 
4157 
Scope of inquiry re juvenile offender, 
4161 
Supervision of shelters, 4151 
Temporary custody of child, 4153 
Shelter by, 4151 
To al low child to be visited, 4163 
Visiting child in custody of, 4163 
What consti tution shall contain. 4165 
Children's committees, duties of, 4151 
Establishment, 4157 
Membership, 4151 
Powers re subscriptions, 4151 





Private homes as, 4151 
Purpose, 4150 
Reception by society, 4151 
Of neglected children, 4151 
Supervision by a society, 4151 
Temporary by Children's Aid Society, 
4151 
Clerk of municipality to receive copy of 
depositions, 4155 
Constable, apprehension of child loitering 
at night, 4157 




County to pay fee of Crown Attorney, 4152 
Court rooms for j uvenilc offenders in 
Judge's chambers, 4160 
ln municipal building, 4160 
Tn society 's bui lcling, 4160, 4161 
Crown Attorney, attendance, 4152 
Attendance fee, 4152 
Payment by county, 4152 
Custorly, pending appearance, 4152 
Preference of child on application for, 
4163 
DehcntureF, assent of electors to issuc,4151 
Covering cost of shelters, 4151 
h sm· by municipality, 4151 
Purpose of issue, 4151 
Terms of payment of, 4151 
Depositions, copy to municipal clerk, 4155 
Deserted Tr'i,·es' and Chiltlren's llfainten· 
ance Act, referred 1o, 4151 
Dutil's of Judge to ascertain certain facts, 
4152 
Entry by authorized person, 4159 
Evirlence, certification by Judge, 4154 
Copy to superintendent, 4154 
Proof of rhild"s re$idence, 4155 
Tnking, 4152 
l'ncler oath, 4152 
Exeeuti,·e committee, di~mi~sal, 4165, 4166 
Foster home, contract of society with, 4156 
Definrd.4147 
Disposition of money received from, 4157 
Filin:r contract, 4156 
In~truction of child. 4156 
Payment on behalf of child, 4156 
Placing child in, 4156 
Provi<iom. of contract with, 4156 
flcsiclcnce of child in, 4156 
Selection, 4156 
By society, 4156 
Withdrawal of child from, 4156 
C:aol confinement of child in, 4162 
Officer, duty rc child prisoners, 4161, 
4162 
Illegitimate child, application for commit· 
mcnt,4154 
Consent to commitment, 4154 
Religion of, 4163 
When considered neglected, 4149 
Immigration Society, as guardian of child, 
4164,4165 
Authority by Lieut.-Gov., 4164 
Children eligible for admission to On· 
tario,4164 
Deportation of chi ldren, 4164 
Duties as guardian of child, 4165 
Lieut.-Gov. to authorize, 4164 
Objects of,4164 
Powers as guardian of child, 4165 
Purposes, 4164 
Record of juvenile immigrants by, 4164 
Supervision by agent, 4164 
Over chi ldren, 4164 
T erm of guardianship, 4164, 4165 
or supervision, 4164 
\ ' isitat ion of child, 4164 
Industrial School, apprenticing by, 4161 
Committal of juvenile offender to, 4161 
Consent for parental interference, 4161 
Inquiry after temporary committal, 4153 
Inspection by supervisor, 4163 
Of residence of child, 4163 
Interference with ward, penalty for, 4160 
l<'int Children's Shelters, agreements re, 
4151 
Approval of Minister, 4151 
Assent. of electors, 4151 
Debentures for, 4151 
Judge, appearance of child before, 4152 
Decision re age of child, 4162 
Defined, 4147 
Information re removal of child, 4159 
Inquiry by, afte r temporary committal, 
4153 
r,sue of search warrant by, 4159 
Order for contribution by parent, 4156 
For repayment to municipality by par· 
ent, 4156 
For temporarr committal, 4 153 
Of filing, 4154 • Rc maintenance by parent, 4157 
l'owers on application for custody, 4162 
Reconsidering committll order by, 4153 
To certify evidence, 4154 
To name municipality liahle for mainten· 
a nee, 4154 
J udge, cont'd 
Transmission of order to superintendent, 
4153 
J ustice of Peace, information re abuse of 
child, 4159 
Information re removal of child, 4159 
Issuing search warrant, 4159 
J uvenile immigration, authorization of 
Lieut.-Gov., 4164 
Immigration, conditions of admission, 
4164 
Deportation, 416-1 
Object of, 4164 
Records kept by society for, 4164 
Societies for, 416-1 
What children eligible, 4164 
Offences, inquiry by society, 4161 
Report of society re, 4161 
Offenders, custody before trial, 4160 
Custody of, -1160 
Detained by society before trial, 4160 
4161 
N')tice of complaint against, 4161 
Order of Judge after hearing, 4161 
Place of trial for, 4160 
Trial of, 4160 
Liability of parent, child loitering at night, 
4158 
License for child performer, conditions, 
4158 
For chi ld performer, issue, 4158 
ReYocation, variation, 4158 
F(lr children's performances, 4158 
Lieut.-Gov., appointment of officers, 4149 
Appointment of servants, 4149 
Of superintendent, 4149 
Approval of appointment of local super· 
in ten den t, 4147 
Of by-laws 4165 
Re incorporation of societies, 4165 
Re juvenile immigration, 4164 
Designation of Judge, 4147 
Direction of superintendent, 4150 
Dismissing Board of Directors, 4165, 4166 
Officers of society, 4165, 4166 
Dissolving society, 4165 
Payment of salaries, 4149, 4150 
Prescribing const itution of society, 4165 
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Regulations by, 4166 
Re fees on incorporation, 4165 
Variation of constitution of society, 4165 
Local constables, employment of, 4154 
Fees payable, 4154 
Superintendent, application of Public 
Authorities Protection Act, 4166 
Appointment of, 4147,4166,4167 
Approval of appointment, 4147 
Defined, 4147 
Duties, 4147 
l\lay employ constable, 41~ 
P(lwer (If peace officer, 4166 
Of school attendance officer, 4166 
.\[aintenance. application for additional, 
4156 
Of child, application by municipality to 
,·an· order for, 4155 
Of children, awaiting hearing by Judge, 
4154 
By society, 4154 
Committed pending hearing, 4154 
Contribution by parents, 4156 
Copy of order for, to clerk of muni· 
cipality, 4155 
In unorganized territory, 4155 
Liability of municipali ty, 415-+, 4156 
Of parent for, 4156 
Order of Judge re, 4155 
\Iannger of home, discretion re adoption, 
4161 
Of home, discretion re apprenticeship, 
4161 
Of society, discretion re adoption, 4161 
\fedical care. nej!)ect by parents, 4149 
Prevention by parents, 4149 
\finister defined. 4147 
Recommendation re dismissal of officers, 
4165,4166 
:\loner from foster home, receipt of. 4156 
.\Iunicipality, by-laws of, 4163, 4164 
Custody of juvenile offenders, 4160 
Defined,.J-148 
Determination of liability, 4155 
Establishment of residence of child, 4155 
Levy of money to administer Act, 4163, 
4164 
Liability for conveyance of child, 4154 
CIDLDREN'S PROTECTION 
Municipality, cont'd 
Liability for maintenance, 4154 
License for child performer, 4158 
Notice re liability re maintenance, 4154 
Payment of expense of conveyance, 4153' 
Provision for custody, 4160 
Recovery from other municipality. 4155 
Repayment of maintenance by parent, 
4156 
Revocation licenses for child perform-
ers, 4158 
Supervision of child performers, 4158 
To which child belongs, 4155 
Municipal offi cer, chief constable until an-
other appointed, 4159 
·Duty re child employed under license, 
4158,4159 
Re I icenses, 4158, 4159 
Power to Eearch and inspect, 4158, 4159 
To supervise license condition~. 4158. 
4159 
Neglected child. apprehension of, 4152 
Defined, 4148,4149 
Examination before Judge, 4160 
~leaning resu lt of lack of parental con-
trol, 4148 
When absent from school, 4148 
An abandoned chi ld, 4148 
Begging alms, 4148 
Child has unfit home, 4148 
Commits offence, 4148 
Illegi timat e child, 4149 
Inadequate medical care, 4149 
Parental control, 4148 
In brothel. 4148 
Keeping bad company, 4148 
Liable to fine, 4148 
To imprisonment, 4148 
Loitering in a publ ic s treet, 4148 
No parental control, 4148 
Only parent abandons, 4148 
In prison, 4149 
Peril to child's health. 4149 
To child's life, 4149 
To child 's morality, 4149 
Receiving alms, 4148 
Notice to parent, 4152 
Payment expenses re, 4153 
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Rehearing after temporary committal, 
4153 
Temporary committal, 4153 
Neglecting, abandoning, maltreating, 
amount of fine for, 4157 
Order on charge of, 4157 
Penalty for, 4157 
P rocedure to collect penalty for, 4157 
Term of imprisonment for, 4157 
What is included in terms, 4157 
When imprisonment for, 4157 
' ight , children prohibiled from loitering 
during, 4158 
Notice to municipality re maintenance. 
4154 
Officers and servants, appointment, 4149 
And servants, salaries, U49 
Of society, appointment by Lieut.-Gov., 
4166 
As probation officers, 'l152 
Dismissal, 4165 
For what purposes probation officers, 
4152 
To convey chi ld, 4153 
Only parent in prison, consent to treat as 
neglected child, 4149 
Order after apprehension, permanent com-
mitment to society, 4153 
After apprehension, return to parent, 4152 
Temporary commitment to society, 4153 
Aft er hearing, 4152 
Filed with superintendent, 4153 
For custody and access, child's welfare 
considered, 4157 
On charges of neglecting child, 4157 
Parties wishes considered. 4157 
Varying, discharging order, 4157 
W'ho may have access, 4157 
For maintenance, enforcement when made 
on prosecution, 4157 
Application to vary by municipality, 
Copy to municipality, 4155 
4155 
:\fade on pro~ecutions, 4157 
On charges of ne~l ecting child, 4157 
Period for municipality may vary, 4155 
When fin al and conclusive, 4155 
For temporary custody, 4152 
Order, cont'd 
For temporary custody, scope of, 4152 
When made, 4152 
or Judge, copy to superintendent, 4153 
On inquiry after temporary · committal, 
4153 
Re temporary custody, 4154 
Orphanage as shelter, whose consent neces· 
sary for, 4151 
Parent, application for custody, 4162 
Defined, 4149 
Neglect to give medical care, 4149 
Penalty for cruelty, 415i 
For neglect, 4157 
Payments by municipality, recovery from 
another, 4155 
When may be reco,·ered, 4155 
Other municipality liable, 4155 
Penalty, children loitering at night, 4157 
For cruelty of parent enforcement, 4157 
For neglect by parent enforcement, 415i 
Peril to child's health, 4149 
Life, 4149 
.Morality, 4149 
Place of safety defined, 4149 
Who establishes, 4149 
Powers of Children's Aid Society, during 
a temporary commitment, 4153 
Of Children's Aid Society, investigating 
charge against infant, 4161 
Not exercised during temporary com-
mitment, 4153 
Scope of inquiry re offences, 4161 
Of report of child's offences, 4161 
To allow child's adoption, 4161 
To apprentice child, 4161 
What officer investigates offences, 4161 
0£ Judge, attendance of Crown Attorney, 
4152 
A ttenclance of wi tnesses, 4152 
End of temporary commitment to so· 
ciety, 4153 
Exclusion of public at trial, 4161 
On application for production of child, 
4162 
Of home superintendent, 4154 




Ordering custody and access on prose· 
cutions, 4157 
Order on trial of juvenile offender, 
4161 
Orders after hearing, 4152, 4153 
Re child detained under search war· 
rant , 4159 
Re child's religious education, 4162, 
4163 
To allow infant to be represented, 
4152 
To consult child's wishes, 4163 
To determine infant's age, 4162 
To dispense with notifications, 4152 
T o issue search warrant, 4159 
To make orders for temporary custody, 
4152 
To order maintenance by municipality, 
4154 
:\Iaintenance on prosecutions, 4157 
T::> vary orders on prosecutions, 4157 
When conditions on sentence broken, 
4160 
:\fay condition senteuce, 4160 
Suspend sentence, 4160 
Of ::\Iinister. carry on work of society, 
4166 
Erection of joint chiklren's shelters, 
4157 
In regard to children's shelters, 4150 
To approve by-laws of society, 4165 
Constitution of societr, 4165 
To make regulations, 4166 
or municipality for raising money, 4163, 
4164 
Presumpti\'e age, in what offences, 4162 
When presumed, 4162 
Private home as children's shelter, consid· 
erations before using, 4150, 4151 
When so used, 4150,4151 
Procedure alter apprelteu$ion, IJrought be-
fore Judge, 4152 
After apprehension, returned to parents, 
4152 
On committal , attendance of Crown At· 
torney, 4152 
Attendance of witnesses, 4152 
CIDLDREN'S PROTECTION 
Procedure on commital, cont'd 
Certified copy to superintendent, 4154 
Necessity of notifications, 4152 
Notification of guardian, 4152 
Of parents, 4152 
Purpose of appearance, 4152 
What Judge must ascertain, 4152 
When witnesses attend, 4152 
Where no notifications needed, 4152 
Procuring child to beg, 4158 
Penalty for, 4158 
Procedure on prosecution for, 4158 
Term of imprisonment for, 4158 
When impri~onmcnt for, 4158 
To perform, conditions to obtaining li · 
cense for, 4158 
In a place of entertainment, 4158 
Public place, 4158 
License, 4158 
Necessary age of child for, 4158 
Penalty for, 4158 
Procedure on prosecution for, 4158 
Term of imprisonment for, 4158 
Terms of license for, 4158 
Varying, revoking license for, 4158 
To sell goods in a place of entertainment, 
4158 
In a public place, 4158 
Penalty for, 4158 
Procedure on prosecution for, 4158 
Term of imprisonment for, 4158 
When impdsonment for, 4158 
Production of child, application by parent, 
4162 
Application to Judge, 4162 
Brought up by stranger, 4162 
Conditions on granting order, 4162 
Expenses payment of, 4162 
For order for custody, 4162 
Maintenance payment of, 4162 
Order re religion, 4162, 4163 
Placed out by society, 4162 
Protestant child, committal of, 4163 
In temporary home or shelter, 4163 
Not in Catholic home, 4163 
Not under Catholic institution, 4163 
When illegitimate, 4163 
When so considered, 4163 
Provincial officer, consent to commitment, 
4154 
Public Authorities Prolection Act, referred 
to, 4166 
Application to local superintendent, 
4166 
Public place, defined, 4149 
What buildings included, 4149 
What streets included, 4149 
Record of juvenile imrnigratjon, costs for 
recovering penalties, 4164 
Record of juvenile immip-ants, information 
contained in, 4164 
Penalty for false returns in, 4164 
When copy of filed, 41M 
Where copy filed, 4164 
Regulutions of Minister, approval of Lieut.· 
Gov., 4166 
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For carrying out of Act , 4167 
Re appointing of local superintendent, 
4167 
Re duties and scope cf a society, 4166 
or local superintendent, 4167 
Religion of child, agreement re, 4163 
Determi{Jalion, 4163 
Effect on choosing f<>ster home, 4163 
Shelter, 4163 
Society, 4163 
Temporary home, 4163 
General rule, 4163 
When follows father,4163 
~lothcr, 4163 
Illegitimate, 4163 
Religious education of child, effect of 
child's wishes, 4163 
I n whose discretion, 4162, 4163 
Judge may order rc, 4162, 4163 
P arent not entitled to determine, 4162, 
4163 
When child's wishes consulted, 4163 
Repon of superintenderu, how often made, 
4150 
Re receipts, 4157 
To whom made, 4150 
Residence or child, detmnination, 4155 
Roman Catholic child, committal or, 4163 
Roman Catholic child, cont'd 
I n temporary home or shelter, 4163 
Not in Protestant home, 4163 
Not under Protestant society, 4163 
When illegi timate, 4163 
When so considered, 4163 
School, absence from, 4148 
Search for neglected child, before whom 
child brought, 4159 
Child rcmo,·ed from society's custody, 
4159 
Entry for, 4159 
Evidence necessary for warrant for, 4159 
Information laid, 4159 
Name of child in, 4159 
In warrant, 4159 
Order rc child so taken, 4159 
Per iod such child detained, 4159 
When warrant for, 4159 
Where child ill·treated, 4159 
Such child detained, 4159 
Shelter, see CIIILDRE:s's SHELTER 
Society apprenticing child, consent where 
parental interference, 4161 
Parental interference allowed, 4161 
Street trades, children prohibited conduct· 
ing, 4157 
Hours of boys under 16, 4157 
Includes street occupations, 4157 
Subscriptions, how obtaiued, 4151 
Purpose of, 4151 
Superintendent, appointment of assistants, 
4149, 4150 
Books of account of, 4150 
Defined,4H9 
Duties, accounts of money received, 4150 
Advising Children's Aid Societies, 4158 
After disso lution of society, 4166 
Establishing Children's Aid Societies, 
4150 
Go,·erned by Lieut.-Gov .. 4150 
Recontracts with foster homes, 4157 
Re deport at ion, 4164 
Rerecords of immigrants, 4164 
Revisits to children's homes, 4150 
Report to ::\linister, 4150 
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Superviiing visits to children's ~omes, 
4150 
To supeT\'ise records of societies, 
4150 
Where no Children's Aid Society, 
4150 
l\Tay employ constable, 4154 
Official name of, 4149 
Powers re children's committees, 4151 
Reform of society's records, 4150 
Setting content of societies records, 
4150 
To appoint assistants, 4150 
What duties may delega te, 4150 
When society renounces guardianship, 
4156 
May appoint assistant , 4150 
Where no Children's Aid Society, 
4150 
Withdrawing child from foster home, 
4156 
What premises inspected by, 4163 
Right to inspect premises, 4163 
"'ho appoints. 4119 
Provides salary of, 4149,4150 
Records of, 4148 
Report re receipts, 4157 
To receive copy of evidence, 4153 
Superintendent of infants home, order of 
Judge on application of, 4154 
Power to bring neglected child before 
Judge, 4154 
Orphans before Judj~t', 415l 
Supervisor of child entrrtoincrs apfoint· 
ment. 4158 
Temporary shelter for children, amount 
municipality liable for, 4151 
By Children's Aid Society, 4151 
Condi tions re charging municipality for, 
4151 
Consent of parents, 4151 
Re religion, 4163 
What municipality liable for, 4151 
Terms of order, if finding of neglected 
child, 4152, 4153 
Trial of juvenile offenders, detention of 
child for, 4160 
I:xclusion of public at, 4160 
CHILDREN'S PROTECTION 
Trial of juvenile offenders, cont'd 
Includes examination of, 4161 
Order of Judge on, 4161 
Where held, 4160, 4161 
Trial of parent, in camera, 4161 
Includes examination of. 4161 
Visiting of children in custody, 4163 
When may be visited, 4163 
Wards of society, detaining after demand, 
4159 
Harbouring after demand, 4159 
Inducing to break agreement prohibi ted, 
4159, 4160 
To leave apprenticeship prohibited, 4160 
Premises proltibited, 4160 
Service prohibited, 4159 
CIRCUSES; see MUN ICIPAL; mAVELLI NC 
SH0\~5 
CITY; see BUILDING TRADES PROTECTION; 
FACTORY, SHOP Al'(O OFFICE BUILD-
INC; CAOLS; HICH'I'TAY IMPROVEMENT; 
HICH\VAY mAFFIC; LOCAL I MPROVE-
MENT; MUNICIPAL; PLANNI NG AND 
DEVELOPMENT ; REPRESENTATION; 
Sl'(OW ROADS AND FEI'(CES; SUBURBAN 
AR.EA OEVELOPME!'\T; TERRITORIAL Dl-
VISION; VOTERS' LISTS 
CIVIL ENGINEER; see PROFESSIO NAL EN-
CI'(EERS 
Penalty for interference with, 4159 CIVIL SERVICE; see JURORS ; P UBLIC 
Where no Children's Aid Society, who has AUTHORITIES PROTECTION; PUBLIC 
powers of, 4150 OFFICERS; PUBLIC OFFICERS' FEES ; 
Who performs duties of, 4150 P UBLIC SERVICE 
CHINESE; see FACTORY, snor A ND OFFICE I CLEAN GRAIN 
nt' t LDi i\'c Application, exceptions to, 4292 
Bill of lading, statement on, 4292 
CHIROPODISTS; see DRUCLESS PRACTI- Cleaning, regulations re grain, 4293 
TIONERS Exceptions, re certain grain, 4292 
Forfei ture, ~f seized gra in, 4293 
CHOSE IN ACTION; see CONVt::YANCINC Grain, cleaning imported, 4292 
AND LAW OF PROPERTY Defined, 4292 
Designated, 4292 
CHRIST:\! AS DAY; see r t\TERPRETATION; 
MUNICIPAL 
CHURCH; see ASSESS)IEt\T; ECRESS rno~1 
PUBLIC RUILDISCS; F-XECUTIO;ol; LOCAL 
Dl PROVE~! EXTS; ~I ARRIACE; MUN!CI-
J'AL; P t.: llLIC H EALTH; PUDLICLA!'iDS: 
RELIGIO US I NSTITUTIONS; THEATRE!' 
A:-iD C! i\'E~IATOGilAPHS 
CHURCH PEWS; see EXECUTJO:'i 
CHURCH YARD; see ASSESSMENT ; PRO-
Vlt\CJAL LA i\'D TAX 
CT ' F::\L\TOCRAPH; see THEATRES AND 
Holding unlil compliance, 4293 
Seizure of certain, 4293 
Imported grain, cleaning of, 4292 
Impurities, defined, 4292 
Designation of, 4293 
Quantity regulated, 4293 
Inspection, regulation a~ to gra in, 4293 
Invoice, statement on, 4292 
Lieut.-Gov., designations by, 4292 
Regulations by, 4293 
:\Unister, defined, 4292 
Offence, what constitutes, 4293 
Penalty, for wrongful selling, 4293 
Presumption, re grain for sale, 4293 
Regulations defined, 4292 
Sale, cleaning grain before, 4292 
Presumption re, 4293 
cr ;>;EM ATOCilA PHS Prohibition upon, 4293 
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Sales, certain excepted, 4292 
Seed, designated as grain, 4292 
Seizure of grains, 4293 
Sell,defined,4292 
Selling, seizure upon wrong(ul, 4293 
Shipment, grain under, 4293 
Sold,defined,4292 
Statement, for grain invoices, 4292 
Summary Convictions A ct, referred to, 4293 
Unclean grain, sale prohibited, 4293 
Weed seeds, defined, 4292 
Designation of, 4293 
~fixed with grain, 4293 
CLERGY~I:\N; see J t nons; ~IARRIAGE; 
ltELIGIO\!S l"iSTITUTIOI\S 
CLERK OF T HE ASSDtnLY; see LEGIS· 
UTIVE ASSE~IBL,· ; STATUTES 
CLERKS OF TilE PEACE; see ADJIINIS· 
TRATIO:S OF JUSTICE EXPE:SSES; Dl· 
VISION COURTS; ELECTIOr;S; ES· 
TREATS; GENERAL SESSIONS i RAIL· 
WAYS; VOTERS' LISTS 
CLUBS; see CO:IIPA:-IIES; LIQUOR CONTROL 
COAL; see ALBERTA COAL SALES; FUEL 
SUPPLY; MI~INC j MU:-iiCIPAL 
CO.\L OIL; see FACTOilY, SHOP A~D OFFICE 
BUILDING; FIRE \1 \llSI!ALj GASOLI:-IE 
HANDLINC 
COG:'\0\1T ACTIO:'\Dl; ~ee ASSIGN}IE:STS 
AND PREFERE~CES 
COKE; see FUEL suPrLY; MUNICI PAL 
COLLECI'ION AGENOES 
Trust account to be kept, 26~2 
Books, penalty for failure to keep, 2642 
Records to be kept, 2642 
Regulations for keeping, 2M3 
To conform with regulations, 26:12 
Collection agency, accounting by, 26:12 
Defined, 26-11 
Fee payable by, 2612 
License required, 2641 
Collections, deposit in trust account, 26.t2 
Regulations prohibiting method, 26-13 
Fees, amount of, 26~2 
Refund '~here license re,oked, 2641 
Forms, filing with Ontario Securitie::; Com· 
mission, 2642 
Information, records to contain, 2642 
Regulations as to, 2M3 
Insurance Act, referred to, 2641 
Interpretation, 26-H 
Collection agency, 2611 
"Prescribed" defined, 2611 
Regulations defined, 2611 
License, displaying at office, 2642 
Fcc for, 26-12 
Issued by Ontario Securities Commission, 
2641 
Penalty for employing unlicensed agency 
2643 
Refund where license revoked, 2641 
Refusal of, 2641 
Regulations prescribing form , 2643 
Renewal of, 2641 
Required for business, 2611 
Suspension of, 2641 
~(onies, accounting of, 2M2 
Deposit in trust account, 2642 
Penalty where not in trust account, 2642 
Record of, 2642 
Regulations for depositing, 2613 
COLD STORAGE; see co~tPA:SIES; CO· Ontario Securities Commission, accounting 
OPERATIVE liARK&TINC LOA:S; CA~IE may be demanded, 2642 
AND FISHERIES; ~IU:SICIPAL Administering the Act, 261-1 
Forms to be filed with, 2642 
COLLECTIO:'{ AGENCIES; see also DEBT Information required by, 2641 
COLLECTORS I•sue of license, 2611 
Accounting, when to be made, 2642 Refusal of license, 2611 
Banking, regulations as to, 2642 Renewal o( license, 2611 
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Penalties, for employing unlicensed agency, 
2643 
For failure to keep books, 26 ~2 
If monies not iu trust account, 2642 
Rcco\"Cr) of, 26-13 
Record~. to be kept, 2612 
Regulation~, fnr carq·ing out Act, 26-13 
Lieut.·Co\.tO make, 26-13 
Returns, r<'gnlations as to, 2613 
Security, re~nlations fhing, 2613 
COLLF:CE OF ART; see also DEPARTMENT 
o~· EDUCATION; VOCATIONAL EDUCA· 
TION 
Aid, gran ting of, by municipalities, 4738 
Applied Arts Society, appointment of 
council member, 4735 
Art Gallery of Toronto, agreement with , 
4738 
Callery of Toronto, agreement with, con-
firmed, 4738 
;\[useum, appointment of council mem· 
her, 4735 
Association of Canadian Advertising Agen· 
cic-«, appointment of council mem· 
her, 4735 
,\uditors, cr•nlifications ancl duties, 4737 
Report to annual meeting, 4737 
By-laws, certificates and diplomas, 4737 
Courses of study, 4737 
Diplomas and certificates, 4737 
Examinations, 4737 
Fees, •l737 
:\Iectini!;S and committees, 4737 
Scholarships and exhibitions, 4737 
Canadian Manufacturers' Association, ap-
pointment of council member, 4735 
National Exhihition, appointment of 
council member, 4735 
Certificates of proficiency, by-laws re, 4737 
Right to grant, 4737 
Chairman, election and dutie5, 4736 
Collc!!;e,defined,4735 
Of Art, continued, 4735 
Committees, by-laws re estnhlishment, 
4737 
Council, acrepting gifts, devises, bequest~. 
4738 
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Acquiring property by, 4738 
Appointment of auditors, 4737 
or principal, 4737 
Of staff, 4737 
Appointments made .n September, 4736 
Arrangements with other institutions, 
4737 
By-laws, 4737 
Composition of, 4735 
Control vested in, 4735,4737 
Defined, 4735 
Disposal of property by, 4738 
Election of chairman, 4736 
or honorary trcosnrcr, 4736 
Of vice-chairman, 4736 
Failure in appointments, 4736 
:\Ianagcmcnt vested in , 4735, 4737 
:\Icet ings, 4736 
Powers re property, 4738 
Quorum, 7 members, 4736 
Vacancies, filling of, 4736 
Vacating of seat, 4736 
Who 1~ preside, 4 736 
Courses of study, by-laws re, 4737 
Degree~. arrangements with Uni\·ersity re, 
4737 
Departmrnt of Educatio:~, arranp:ement for 
cour::~ with, 4737 
Diplomas, by-lows re. 4737 
RiJ!ht to grant, 4737 
Examinations, arrangements with Depart· 
ment re, 4i37 
By-l::tws re, 4737 
Exhibitons, by-laws rc, 4737 
Fees, by-laws re, 4737 
Grant'>, by municipalitic•,4738 
Graphic Arts Society, appointment of 
council member, 4735 
Honorary treasurer, election of, 4736 
Instruction, arrangements with UniversiLy 
re,4737 
Courses, arrangements with Department 
rc, 4737 
Lieut.-Gov., appointment of council mcm· 
bers, 4735 
)feeting5, by-la"s re conduct of, 4737 
By-laws rc dates of, 4737 
Of council, -1736 
Municipalities, granting of aid by, 4738 
Objects, training of students, 4735 
Training of teachers, 4735 
Ontario Association of Architects, appoint· 
ment of council member', 4735 
Society of Artists, appointment of coun-
cil member, 4735 
Principal, appointment, duties, remunera-
tion, 4737 
Chief executive officer, 4737 
Property, powers of council re, 4738 
Quorum, of council, 4736 
Schedule, agreement with Art Gallery of 
Toronto, 4738 
Scholarships, by-laws re, 4737 
Senate, University of Toronto, appointment 
of council member, 4735 
Servants, appointment, duties, remunern· 
tion, 4737 
Staff, appointment, duties, remuneration, 
4737 
Students, diplomas and cert ificates, 4737 
Training of, 4735 
Teachers, arrangement with Department 
for courses, 4737 
Training of, 4735 
Toronto Camera Club, appointment of 
counci l member, 4735 
Trades and Labour Council, appointment 
of council member, 4735 
Universi ty of Toronto, arrangements re de· 
grees, 4737 
Arrangements re instruction, 4737 
College may affiliate with, 4737 
Representation of Senate in council, 4735 
Vacancies, l:ow filled, 4736 
Procedure on failure in appointments, 
4736 
Vacating of seat, for absenc.e, 4736 
Procedure on failure in appointments, 
4736 
Vice-chairman, election and duties, 4736 
Women's Art Association, appointment of 
council member, 4735 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION; see DEPART· 
MENT OF' EDUCATIO:"i 
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COLONIZATION ROADS 
COLLEGE OF PHYSICL-\:":S AND SUR-
GEO:\S; sec Mt:ll!CA!. 
COLLEGIATE 1:-iSTITUTES; see DEPMT· 
ME:-IT OF' EDUCATION; HICII SCHOOLS; 
MUNICIPAL 
COLONIZATION ROADS; see also men-
WAY DIPROVEME:>T; NORTHEllN DE· 
VE!.OP)!ENT; S;>;OW ROADS A;>;D fE;>;CES 
Agreements for purchase of machinery, 573 
Appropriation for purchase of machinery, 
573 
For road improvement, 572 
By-laws, approval by ~Iinister, 571, 573 
Cost to be estimated in, 571 
For highway improvement, 571 
For purchase of machinery, 573 
Grants to be based on, 572 
Modification by l\lini;;ter, 571,573 
Not to be questioned, 572 
Passing of, 571, 573 
Submission to ~Iinister, 574 
Construction of roads, grants for, 571 
Cost, by-laws to estimate, 571 
Payment of, 572 
Percentage of, to be horne by Province,572 
Statement as to, 572 
Council, appointment of overseer by, 573 
By-laws of, for highway improvement, 571 
For purchase of machinery, 573 
Direction of work of overseer by, 573 
Disqualification of members of, 574 
~!embers of, not to be inspectors, etc., 574 
Courts, by-laws not to be questioned by, 572 
Declaration of treasurer of municipality, 572 
Department, defined, 571 
Officer of, to appro\"e statement, 572 
Work to conform to regulations of, 572 
Engineer, Council member not to be, 574 
Labour to be certified by, 573 
Report of, 572 
Work 10 be supervised by. 572 
Foreman, appointment of, 573 
Councll members not to be, 574 
Salary of, 574 
Grants, amount of, 572 
For m~chinery, 573 
COLONIZATION ROADS 
Grants, cont'd 
For roads, 571 
For salary of overseer, 574 
Payment of, 572,573 
Haliburton, by-laws of township Councils 
in, 571 
Highway /mprot·ement Act, referred to, 574 
Highways, improvement of, by-laws for, 571 
Inspector, Council members not to be, 574 
Labour to be certified by, 573 
Report of, 572 
Work to he supervised by, 572 
Labour, inspector to certify, 573 
Payment of cost in, 572 
Legislature, appropriation of, 572, 573, 574 
Grants by, for roads, 571 
Lieut.-Gov., grants to be directed by, 572 
Payment of cost to be directed by, 572 
Payment of salaries to be directed ·by, 574 
Machinery, agreements for purchase of, 573 
By-laws for purchase of, 573 
Grants for, 573 
Minister, agreements to be approved by, 573 
By-laws may be amended by, 571, 573 
To he approved by, 571 
To be submitted to, 574 
Defined, 571 
Engineers to be approved by, 572 
Grants for salaries to be approved by, 574 
To be directed by, 573 
To he recommendecl by, 572 
Payment in labour to be approved by, 572 
Payments to be recommended by, 574 
Roads to be recommended by, 571 
Statement of cost to, 572 
Of salary of overseer, 574 
Petitions, submission of, 574 
Powers of councils to pass by-laws, 571 
Of municipal corporation, 572 
Provisional Judicial Districts, by-laws of 
townships, 571 
Regulations of Department rework, 572 
Repair of roads, grants for, 571 
Report of inspector, 572 
Roads , construction of, 571 
Grants for, 571 
Repair of, 571 
Supervision of work, 572 
Width of, 572 
Statement, approval by officer of Depart· 
ment, 572 
As to cost of work, 572 
Declaration in support of, 572 
Supervision of work, by engineer, 572 
By overseer, 573 
Townships, by-laws of councils of, 571 
Treasurer of municipalitj', declaration of, 
572 
Unsurveyed territory, roads in, grants for, 
571 
Width of roads, 572 
Work, completion of, statement on, 572 
Supervision of, by engineer, 572 
By overseer, 573 
COLOURED SEPARATE SCHOOLS; see 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
COLUi'l'fBARIA; see CE~!ETERIES 
~Iunicipal corporation, agreement for pur· COl\IBUSTIDLE :\JATERIAL; see FAC· 
chase of machinery, 573 TORY, SHOP AND OFFICE BUILWNCj 
By-laws of council of, 571 FIRE MARSHALS j FOREST FIRF.S PRE· 
Payment of portion of COSt by, 572 VF.NTION; MUNICIPAL 
Powers of, 572 
Statement to be submitted by, 572 
Municipalities, by-laws of, 571 
Overseer, appointment of, 573 
Council member not to be, 574 
Salary of, 574 
Payment by labour, 572 
Of cost of machinery, 573 
Of grants, 572, 573, 574 
94· 
COMMENCEMENT OF ACTS; see STAT· 
un:s 
COl\B'lERCIAL HIGH SCHOOLS; see 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 
COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS; see VOCA· 
TIONAL EDUCATION 
COl\ll\liSSIONERS FOR TAKING AFFIDAVITS 
COMMERCL\L VEHlCLE; see also men-
WAY TRAFFIC:; PUBLIC VEHICLES 
Agent, appointment, 3951 
Authority, 3951 
Bill of lading, regulations governing. 3952 
Board, approval of licenses, 3951 
Certificate of public necessity and con· 
venience, 3951 
Certification of findings on reference, 3952 
Defined, 3950 
Powers, 3952 
Rcferenc~ of applications to, 3952 
Certificate, publ ic necessity and conveni-
ence, 3951 
Department, consent to prosecutions. 3953 
Defined, 3950 
Findings of Board on reference certified 
tc-.3952 
Private commercial ,•chicle licenses is-
sucd,3951 
Public commercial vehicles licenses is-
sued, 3951 
Drivers, regulations governing, 3952 
Fees. re~~:ulations governing, 3952 
Goods,defined,3950 
Highway, defined, 3950 
Highway Traffic Act. referred to. 3950 
Hours, regulations governing, 3952 
Insurance, regulations governing. 3952 
License, approval. 3951 
Issue of, 3951, 3952 
Private commercial vehicle, 3951 
Public commercial vehicle, 3951 
Regulations affecting, 3952 
Renewal. 3951, 3952 
Revocation of, 3952 
Suspension of, 3952 
Tran~fer of, 3952 
Lieut-Gov .. regulations by, 3952 
:'llinister, defined, 3950 
Designation of officer to enforce Act. 3953 
Recommendation of regulations, 3952 
Reference of applications to Board, 3952 
Offences, violation of Act or regulat ions. 
3953 
Ontario Municipal Board; see Board 
Ontario Prodncial Police, consent to pro-
$ecut ions, 3953 
95 
Owner, agent, 3951 
Defined, 3950 
Penal tie$, recovery of, 3953 
Violation of Act or regulations, 3953 
Private commercia 1 ,·chicle, defined. 3950 
License for, 3951 
Reference (I( applications to Board, 3952 
Prosecutions. consent necessary, 3953 
Public commercial ,·chicle, defined, 3950 
License for, 3951 
Regulations, issue (If, 3952 
Licenses subject to, 3952 
Subject matter, 3952 
Returns, regulations govering. 3952 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to,3953 
Tolls, defined, 3950 
Regulations governing, 3952 
Transportation. defined, 3951 
Urban ?.one, defined, 3951 
Wages, regulations governing. 3952 
COI\L:\nSSIONERS FOR TAKING AF· 
FIDAVITS; see also: DIVIS to:; 
COURTS; EYIDE;\'CE; 1;\'TERPRETAT!O;\'; 
NOTARIES; TERRITOIII.~L 01\'ISIO:" 
Affidavit~, authority to take.1539 
Improper conduct in swearing. 1540 
Penalty for improper 5wearing. 1540 
Procedure on taking. 154{) 
Taking by commissioners. 1519 
Use of when improperly sworn, 154{) 
Agricultural Dcvelopm~nt. appointing of-
ficials as, 1538 
Board, appointment of commissioners 
in. 1538 
Appointment by judges Supreme Court, 
1539 
By Lieut.-Gov. in Ontario, 1539 
Without Ontario, 1539 
Forfeiture of, 154{) 
Authority of commissioners, 1539 
Clerks of county courts, 1538 
Clerks of district courts, 1538 
Commi$Sion, forfeiture of, 1540 
For three years, 1539 
Indication of expiry, 154{) 
Issue by Lieut.-Gov .. 1539 
Revocation of, 1539 
COl\DflSSIONERS FOR TAKING AFFIDA YITS 
Commi,,ioner:. appointed b) judges, 1539 
Appointed by Lieut.-Gnv., 1539 
Authority of, 1539 
Duties administering o:llh, 1510 
R e slat utory declaration, 1540 
Improper swearing penalty, 15~0 
In Agricultural Development Board, 
1538 
In Department of National Revenue 
(Dominion) 1538 
In Public Welfare Department, 1538 
~lay take affidavits. 1539 
Declarations. 1539 
Statutory declarations, 1539 
Officers of Supreme Court, 1538 
Style of, 1539 
To be of full age, 1539 
County courts clerks may take affidavit:.. 
1538 
Defined. 1538 
Judges may take affidavit~. 1538 
Declarations. rommi>sinncr~ may take, 1539 
Improperly swearing, 1510 
Procedure on taking, 1510 
Taking of, 1539 
Using improperly sworn, 1510 
Drpartment of ;'>lar ional Revenue (Domin-
ion ). appointment of commissioners in. 
1538 
Di:-.rrict courts. clerks may take affidavits, 
1538 
Judges may take affidavits,1538 
Ex officio commissioners, member Legisla-
ti,·e Assembly, 1538 
~lunicip:tl clerks, 1538 
Solicitors Supreme Court, 1538 
Fees of commissioners, regu lations re, 1540 
·Of Crown, regulations re, 1540 
Forfeiture of appointment, 15 10 
Of commission, 1510 
lntaprellltion Act, referred to, 1538 
Judges of County Court, affid.t\·its by, 1538 
Justice of the Peace, improper swearing. 
1510 
Legislative Assembly, members ex officio, 
1538 
96 
Lieut.-Go,·., appoin tment of commissioners 
by, 1538 
~l:!y re,•oke commission, 1539 
Regulation:. b), 154Q 
1\fembers of Legislutive Assembly, ex officio 
commissioners, 1538 
1\Iunicipal Clerk, ex officio commissioner, 
1538 
Notaries Act, referred to.l5 10 
~otary Public. improper swearing, ls.tO 
Oaths. improperly swearing, 15-10 
Procedure on taking, 1540 • 
Procedure upon admini>rering, 15-tO 
Using improperly sworn, 15,10 
Officers of Court, commissioners are, 1538 
Penalty, improper swearing affidavits, 1540 
Signing jurat without administering 
oath. lS.IO 
Using impro~pcrly S\\Orn affidavits, 1540 
Using improperly S\•orn declaration, 
15,10 
Using improper!)' !morn oath, 1540 
Public Welfare Department, appointment 
of commissioners in, 1538 
Registry Act, rrfrrrc1l tn, 15,10 
Regulations,. b)' Lieut.-Gov., 1540 
Revocat ion of Commission by Lieut.-Gov., 
1539 
Solicitors, c:c officio commissioner, 1538 
Statutory Declarations, commissioner may 
take, 1539 
Procedure upon atlminiHering, 1540 
Using improperly sworn, 1540 
Style, of commi~sioncrs, 1539 
Supreme Court appointment of commis-
sioner by, 1539 
Commissioners officers o£, 1538 
COJ\DIISSJOXERS OF POLICE; see co:-~­
STABL&S; DOMINION COMMISSIONERS 
OF POLICE 
cmii\IISSJO~ OF INQUIRY; sec P UBLIC 
INQUIRIES; SECURITIES ; SUCCESSION 
DUTY 
COl\IMITTEE; see ABSE~TEE; coNVEYANC-
INC A:-ID LAW OF PROPERTY; ~IE:-ITAL 
I :-ICO~I PETE/iCY; PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
CD:\L\10:--i C.\RRTER; see cO~I~IERCIAL 
\'EIIICLES; CA \IE A~D FISIIERJES; PI:B· 
LIC VEHICLES; RAIL\TAY; SALE OF 
CO ODS 
CD:.\DIO:'-i E::\IPLO'l ::\!EXT; see WORK-
)IE'\''S CO)IPENSATIO:S 
CO:\DIO~ T~FOR::\I ER ; see JL'DICATI.:RE 
CD:.\1:\IUNTC.\ RLE DTSE/1SES; see FAC-
TORY, SilO!' A '10 OFFICE BUILDING; 
)I Ul" ICII'AL; PUBLIC IlEAL Til; PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS; RAILWAY; VACCI:SATI0:-1; 
VENEREAL DISEASES PREVENTION 
C0::\1::\!Ui'\lTY TIA LLS 
Athletic field, establishmt'nt of, 3337 
\\hen need not be established, 3838 
Board of managemrnt. appointment of, 38-10 
or management. ~elect ion of members 
by council, 3810 
Term of office, 38 W, 3843 
Yacancie~ in, 3810,3813 
or school trustees, duties of, 3839 
Power to hold propcnr, 3839 
\'est in!! h:1ll or field in, 3839 
Br-lnw acquiring land in another munici -
pnlitr,3838 
Certification of. 3810 
Cltrk of municipality to receive copy. 
3839 
Copy to be transmilled, 3839 
Establishing hall or field, 3837 
Vesting hall or field in school trustees, 
3839 
Contribution, nrigltboring town to make. 
3837 
C(luncil, agrf'cmcnts with neighboring 
towns, 3837 
By-law to e~tablish hall. 3837 
CO.l\ll\IUNITY HALLS 
Real and personal property acquired by, 
3837 
Debentures. debt con~tituted h~ i,•uance, 
3839 
Issuance of, 3838 
::\Ioney raised by issue of, 3839 
Ratepayer's assent unnece,snry. 383:> 
Special rate to meet pn)mrnt•. 3839 
To\\nship property liable for, 3839 
E;~ablishment, (!rant in aid of, 3837 
or system. provisions for, 3842 
When. not necessary, 3838 
Grant, amount of, 3837 
Disposal of property after, 3811 
Establishing community hall, 3837 
Two or more h:~Jls, 3837 
:\lunicipal corporation. 383i 
1\!ny make, 38-tO 
Payable out of appropriation•, 3837 
Regulations re, 3841 
Schools may recei,·e, 38-l-1 
Towns. 383i 
Without e>tablishment of field or hall. 
3838 
J cint UH:r. grants in :~id (l(. 3810 
::\[aintenance. agreement to pro' ide for, 
3837 
.\linister defined. 3A31 
,IJ unid pal A ct. ref erred to, 3838. 3839, 38 ~2 
.\[unicipal c<>rpor:~tion. p:1~ ment of ~hare of 
rates. 38-10 
Petition, by-law p:ts1'ed pursu:lnt to, 3R38 
Council prt~ented with, 3A38 
.\Ioney required pursuant to. 3839 
Requi~ites of signing. 3838 
Property. disposal of, 3841 
Exemption from taxation. 3838 
Liability for debentures, 3839 
Vesting of. 3837. 3843 
Ratepayer defined, 3839 
Rates. municipal corporation to pay •hare, 
38<W 
C<>llection of. 38-l-0 
IA"l nds to remain liable. 38CIO 
Regulations. defined. 3837 
Scope of. 38ctl 
Who mar make. 38-1-1 
Granting exemption from taxation, 3838 
::\!embers on board of management, ~ 




Grants to, 3841 
Hall or field supplied by, 3841 
Management of field or hall, 3841 
Property vested in, 3841 
Union school section, action of council re, 
3839 
Rates, collection of, 3840 
Unorganized territory, establishment of hall 
or field, 3841 
Grants payable to whom, 3841 
Property vested in board, 3841 
CO:\lPA~IES; see also co~ll'/.NtEs ; JNFOR· 
MATI0:-1; CONVEYANCI:'IC AND LAW OF 
PROPERTY; CO·OPER/.TIVE CREDIT SO· 
CIETIES; CORPORATION SECURITIES 
RECIS11l/.TI0:'1; CORPORATIONS TAX; 
01\lSIO:'i COUnTS; EXTRA PR0\'1:-ICIAL 
CORPORATIO:-."S; CU/.RA NTEE COli PAN· 
IES SECURITIES; INSURANCE; I 'iTER· 





A '10 CIIARITADLE L'SES; 
liU:-."ICIPAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY; PART· 
:-IERSHJP; PARTNERSJIIP RECIS11lA· 
TION; PUBLIC ANO OTIIER WORKS 
W.o\CES; l'UO I.IC UT II.ITIES; PUBLIC 
UTILITIES CORPOIIATIOI\~; R/.ILWAY; 
TELECRAPII CO~IPANI.:S; Tl:I.EPIIONE; 
W<\CES; WIIAilFS A'iO HARBOURS; 
WORK)JEN'S COMPENSATI0:-1 
Accounls, audit made annually, 2690 
Act, application of, 2719 
Aclion, books prima facie evidence in, 2688 
Not taken after winding-up proceedings, 
exception, 2706 
Power of liquidator, to bring or defend, 
2708 
Representation of class by one sharehold-
er in, 2661 
Administration, letters of, 2708 
Administralor, exceplion to personal liabil· 
ity, 2675 
Liable only as, exceplion, 2675 
Personally unle~s intestale named, 2675 
Vo1ing on shares hclcl, 2674 
98 
Advertisement, capital correctly stated, 2685 
Penalty for incorrect statement, 2685 
Advertising, power to adopt means of, 2656 
Affidavit, proof made by, 2692 
Agent, authority to affix seal, 2693 
Duration of authority of, 2693 
Power to act as, 2655, 2657 
Agreements, mutual insurance corporation, 
2723 
Allotments, penalty for false particular s, 
2686 
Penalty for not filing, 2686 
Return filed, 2685 
To contain part iculars, 2685 
Amalgamation, adoption of agreement for, 
2650 
Agreement prescribing terms of, 2650 
Submitted on, 2650 
Confirmation by letters patent, 2651 
Corporations permitted to make, 2650 
Effect of, 2651 
Fraternal societies, 2737 
Provisions for, 2650 
Rights of creditors preserved, 2651 
Submission to shareholders or members, 
2650 
Ancillary powers, acquiring business and 
property, 2654 
Acting as principals or agents under, 
2655, 2657 
Advertising of products under, 2656 
Arrangements entered under, 2655 
Associations established under, 2655 
Business acquired under, 2654 
Carrying on business, 2654 
Construction of buildings under, 2658 
Costs paid pursuant tG, 2657 
Distribution among shareholders under, 
2655, 2657 
Generally, 2655, 2657 
Guarantee for performance of contracts, 
2656 
Lending of money under, 2655 
Licenses acquired under, 2654 
Loaning money to customers under, 2656 
Negotiable instruments under, 2656 
Partnership entered into , 2654 
Ancillary powers, cont'd 
Patents acquired under, 2654 
Payment for property in shares, 2655, 
2657 
Personal property acquired under, 2655 
Promotion of companies, 2655 
Property acquired under, 2654 
Dealt with under, 2656 
Real estate dealt with under, 2658 
Registration and representation elsewhere, 
2655,2657 
Shares in another company held under, 
2654, 2655 
U~dertaking dealt with under, 2656 
Withholding of, 2657 
Works constructed under, 2656 
Annual statement, certification, mutual fire 
insurance corporations, 2731 
:\Intnal fire insurance corporations, 2731 
Appeal, procedure in winding-up proceed-
ings,2716 
Application, name changed, 2649 
Apprentices, liability of directors for wages 
of, 2684 
Arrangement, confirmation of, 2672 
Definition of, 2672 
Entering into under ancillary powers, 
2655 
Notice of application for sanction, 2672 
Procedure on, 2672 
Voting on, 2672 
Assets, books to show, 2688 
Distribution on ceasing business, 2652 
Provisions for distribution of, 2652 
{lssignments and Preferences Act, referred 
to, 2712 
Association, establishment under ancillary 
powers, 2655 
Audit, annual examination of accounts, 
2690 
Expenses of audit of co-operative corpor-
ations, 2701 
Letters patent may provide for, 2654 
Of books of co-o per a ti ve corporations, 
2700 




"Accounts examined by, 2690 
Appointment, 2690 
By Provincial Secretary, 2690 
For examination of books, 2654 
Balance sheet approved by, 2691 
Certificate and report, 2691 
Default of appointment of, 2690 
Eligibility as, 2690 
Information available to, 2690 
Remuneration of, 2690 
Rights to information, 2690 
Term of office, 2690 
Vacancy filled by directors, 2690 
Balance sheet, classes of assets and liabili-
ties to be shown, 2665 
Contents of, 2665 
Mailing before annual !Deeting, 2665 
Bankruptcy, director disqualified by, 2679 
Bonds, issuing under by-laws, 2676 
Bonus, declaration where company insol-
vent, 2682 
Power to issue, 2655, 2657 
Books, accounts to be kept, 2688 
Assets to be shown, 2688 
Contents of, 2686 
Credits and liabilities to be shown, 2688 
Disposal on dissolution, 2717 
Failure to produce, ·2689 
Financial transactions shown by, 2688 
Inspection of, 2688 
On winding-up, 2714 
Re public utilities, 2704 
Jurisdiction re rectification, 2688 
Keeping of, 2686 
Kept at head office, 2687 
Letters patent copied in, 2686 
Minutes kept in, 2688 
Penalty for refusal of inspection, 2688 
F·>r removal, 2687 
For untrue statements, 2687 
Prima facie evidence, 2688 
Procedure on rectification, 2688 
Production for investigation, 2689 
Receipts and expenditures shown, 2688 
Rectificalion by court, 2687 
Refusal of inspection, 2688 
Removal forbidden, exception, 2687 
CO:MI>ANIES 
Books, cont'd 
Responsibility for after five years from 
dissolution, 2717 
Share warrants entered on, 2673, 2674 
Shareholders listed in, 2686 
Shares shown on, 2686 
Transfers shown on, 2686 
Trusts shown, 2675 
Untrue entries forbidden, 2687 
Borrowing powers, varying by supplement· 
ary leuers patent, 2652 
Branches of co-operative corporations, by· 
laws approved by directors, 2699 
Establishment of, 2699 
Local board of management, 2699 
Yoting by, 2697 
Brokers, paymen~ of brokerage to, 2685 
Buildings, power to construct, 2658 
Business, acquiring under general powers, 
2654 
Ceneral powers to carry on, 2654 
Restrict ions on commencement of, 2647, 
2648 
Br-laws, allotment of shares under, 2681 
Approval of consideration and issuing of 
shares under, 2648 
Books to contain, 2686 
Borrowing money under, 2676 
Certified copy of, 2692 
Chairman of directors provided under, 
2680 
Conditions imposed by letters patent, 
2653 
.Must be complied with, 2653 
Confirmation at annual meeting, 2681 
By consent in writing, 2692 
13y shareholders, 2676 
Consideration for shares declared capital 
under, 2648 
Conversion of preference shares, 2676 
Con\'ertible preference shares created by, 
2677 
Co-operati\'e basis authorized by, 2650 
Corporations, for Provincial Secretary 
and shareholders, 2700 
Creation of capital by, 2650 
Of redeemable or convertible prefer· 
ence shares, 2677 
Decrease of capital confirmed by sup-
plementary letters patent, 2677 
Directors may make, generally, 2681 
Distribution of assets under, 2652 
Evidence of, 2692 
For issue of mining 3hares at discount, 
2694 
For supplementary letters patent, 2653 
Head office changed by, 2680 
Increase of capital conflfmed by supple: 
mentary letters patent, 2677 
Judgment to president or directors, 2681 
!\laking of calls under, 2681 
Number of directors varied by, 2680 
Pledge or sale of securities under, 2676 
Preference shares issued under, 2676 
Public utility companies, 2703 
Publication where head office changed, 
2680 
Quorum fixed by, 2680 
Redeemable preference shares created by, 
2677 
Re discounting share~ to be filed, 2694 
Restrictions on share transfers by, 2669 
Securities issued under, 2676 
Substitutes for absent director authorized 
by, 2696 
Sufficiency established, 2653 
Varying at general meeting, 2681 
Voting prescribed by, 2667 
Calls, by-laws for making, 2681 
Demand to state liability to forfeiture, 
2671 
Directors may make, 2671 
Effect of non-payment, 2671, 2672 
Forfeiture in event of non-payment, 2671, 
2672 
Sale of mining shares for non-payment 
of,2695 
Transferee of shares liable for, 2669, 
2670 
Transferor of shares liable for, 2669, 2670 
Capital, advertisements regarding, 2685 




Commission not paid out of, 2684 
Consideration for shares declared capi· 
tal, 2618 
Creation by by-law with consent, 2649, 
2650 
Decrease by supplementar y letters patent, 
2652 
Confirmed by supplementary letters pat· 
ent, 2677 
Impairment in certain cases, 2682, 2683 
Increase by supplementary letters patent, 
2652 
Confirmed by su~plementary letters pat· 
cnt, 2677 
Letter-heads to correctly state, 2685 
Notes of co-operative corporations, lia· 
bili ty of members on, 2698 
Payment in cash of, 2699 
To form capital, 2698 
Penalty for false letterhead, 2685 
Redividing by supplementary letters pat· 
ent, 2652 
Reduction, by compromise, 2672 
Not to affect creditors, 2653 
Prohibited, 2657 
When commission may be paid, 2685 
Cash mutual fire insurance corporations, 
amalgamation of, 2735 
;\lutual fire insurance corporations, con· 
stitution of membership in, 2730 
Fire insurance corporation, liability 
of members, 2730 
Iu~urance corporations, amount of guar· 
amee capital, 2729 
Application of guarantee capital. 
2729 
Auditors report, 2748 
Conversion into joint stock com· 
pany, 2728 
Distribution of dividends, 2728 
Di,ision of capital into shares, 2729 
Incorporation of, 2724 
With guarantee capital stock, 2727 
Increasing share capital of, 2728 
Licensing of, 2727 
COl\IPAl\1ES 
Preservation of liabilities on con· 
version, 2729 
Priority re stock on conversion,2729 
Procedure on conversion to joint 
stock company, 2728 
Publication of notice to increase 
share capital, 2728 
Subscribers of additional share cap· 
ital, 2728 
\' esting of assets on con' ersion, 2729 
Where cash plan used, 2728 
Plan insurance corporations, rebate to 
policy holders on winding-up, 2750 
Caveat, against transfer of shares, 2670 
Cl'rtificates, by-laws for issue and regis· 
tration, 2681 
Particulars stated on, 2647 
Chairman, adjournment of meetings by, 
2666 
Appointment in winding-up, 2714 
Casting ,·ote of, 2667 
:\leeting may choose, 2666 
or board, appointment of, 2680 
By-law filed with Pro' incial Secretary, 
2680 
To provide for, 2680 
Duties of, 2680 
Effect of appointment, 2680 
Publication in Ga::ette of by-law ap-
pointing, 2680 
Shareholders to confirm appointment, 
2680 
Charter. amending by supplementary let· 
ters patent, 2652 
Coqtoration without share capital, 25.18 
Forfeiture for non-user, 2659 
Municipal Act, referred to, 2659 
:l l unicipal by-law re licensing of billiard 
tables not afTceted, 2659 
Re' i,·ing of forfeited charter, 2659 
Re,·ocation. 2659 
If less than three shareholders, 2660 
Surrender of, 2660 
Clubs, charter not to e:\empt from by-law 
re hilliard tables, 2659 
Commis•ion, payment authorized by letters 
patent, 2684 
Companies Act (1927), referred to, 2719 
101 
COl\IPANIES 
Companies, meeting, authority to call, 2654 
Provision re incorporations prior to 1907, 
2719 
Company, defined, 2645 
Loan to shareholder, 2683 
Compromise, confirmation of, 2672 
Notice of application for sanction, 2672 
Procedure on, 2672 
Voting on, 2672 
Contracts, exception where security given 
by way of indemnity, 2682 
Guarantee of performance, 2656 
Interest to be disclosed, 2682 
Liability of director interested in, 2682 
Voting by interested director re, 2682 
Contributories, effect of sett lement hy Ji. 
quidator, 2714 
See winding-up, 
Settlement when winding·up order, 2714 
Contributory, application by to stay wind· 
ing·up, 2715 
Convertible preference shares, by-law filed 
with Provincial Secretary, 2677 
Creation of, 2677 
Co-operative corporations, abbreviation of 
word "co-operative," 2698 
Application authorizing operation as, 2650 
For incorporation, 2697 
Of capital notes, 2699 
Of other provisions of Act to, 2699, 
2701 
Audit of books, 2700 
May be required, 2i00 
Branches established, 2699 
Vote equally, 2697 • 
By-laws, copies to Provincial Secretary 
and shareholders, 2700 
Of branches, 2699 
Capital notes, 2698 
Community fund set aside, ?h97, 2698 
Deduction before distribution of surplus, 
2698 
Distribution of surplus funds, 2697 
Educational fund set aside by, 2697, 2698 
Expenses of audit and inspection, 2701 
Funds deducted before distrilmtion, 2697 
Inspectors appointed for, 2700 
Investigation of, 2700 
Liability of members under capital notes, 
2699 
Member to have one \'Ote, 2697 
Membership transferable with consent, 
2699 
Penalty for wrongful use of title, 2698 
Powers of audi tor or inspector, 2701 
Proxies appointed by branch, 2697 
Signed by officers of branch, 2697 
Voting by members not aJJowed, 2697 
Reserve fund set aside; 2697, 2698 
Rest rictions on, ?h97 
Returns required by Provincial Secretary, 
2700 
To Provincial Secretary and members, 
2700 
Shareholder to have one vote, 2697 
Shareholders to confirm by-law for, 2650 
Special meetings may be required, 2700 
Surplus funds distributed by, 2697 
Trade refund set aside, 2697, 2698 
Transfer of shares in, 2698 
Unlawful use of word co-operative, 2698 
When deemed co-operative, 2697 
Where capital Jess than $15,000, 2699 
Corporate J?owers, declaration as to certain 
companies, 2719 
Corporation, defined, 26-15 
False statement by, 2685 
Officer may act as director, 2679 
Penalty for false statement, 2685 
Termination of existence of, 2661 
Trustee may vote on shares, 2675 
Costs, discretion of cour:s re, 2688 
Power to pay, 2657 
P riority in winding-up proceedings, 2708 
Court, inspector appointed by, 2689 
Of Appeal, decision final re winding-up, 
2716 
Courts, jurisdiction not affected hy sec. 104, 
2688 
Creditors, amalgamation not to affect, 2651 
Compromise with liquidator, 2710 
Consent required for surrender of char· 
ter, 2661 
Forfeiture not to affect rights, 2659 
Liability not to exceed unpaid call, 2675 
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Creditors, cont'd 
Of shareholders when less than three, 
2660 
Reduct ion of capital not to affect, 2653 
Reincorporation not to affect, 2651 
Shareholder's liability on surrender, 2661 
Credits, books to show, 2688 
Debentures, by-laws for issuing, 2676 
Filing of hypothecation, 2677, 2678 
Hypothecation of property to secure. 2677 
Shareholder's consent to redemption or 
con"ersion, 2677 
Deeds, authority of agent to affix seal to, 
2693 
Power of attorney to sign, 2692 
Demands, sen·i<!e of, 2692 
Directors, allotments, 1iable for failure to 
make returns, 2685, 2686 
Bankruptcy disqualifies. 2679 
By-laws fixing remuneration of rc mu· 
tual fire insurance corporations, 2733 
For borrowing money, issuing bonds. 
debentures, 2676 
Calls may be made by, 2671 
Chairman may be elected, 2680 
Change of number in mutual fire insur· 
ance corporations, 2732 
Changes to be reported, 2691 
Closing transfer books pending divid-
ends, 2670 
Consideration for shares may be declared 
capital hy, 2648 
Contracts where interested, 2682 
Duties re investments of insurance cor· 
porations, 2746 
Documents signed by, 2692 
Election, 2678 
By ballot, 2680 
~Iutual fire insurance rorporations. 
2734 
For mutual fire insurance corporations. 
2730, 2733 
How to remedy failure, 2630 
To he yearly, 2679 
When no directors, 2678 
Executive committee of, 2679 
Failure of mutual fire insurance corpora-
tions to elect, 2731 
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Filling \"acancies in mutual fire insurance 
corporations. 2734 
Hypothecation of property by, 2677 
Liability for improper dividend, 2682 
For wages, 2684 
On transfer of shares, 2669 
Loans to by insurance corporations pro· 
hibited, 2746 
To shareholders, liable for, 26Sl3 
Majority to constitute quorum, 2678 
Managers of mutual fire insurance cor· 
porations may be, 2733 
i\lay act as proxy at meeting, 2668 
Number of, 2678 
For mutual fire insurance corporations, 
2732 
\' aricd. 2680 
Officers elected by, 2680 
Particulars stated in books, 2686 
Payment by-law to be confirmed, 26Bl 
Penalty for failure to report changes:, 2691 
Powers cease on winding-up, 2707 
To make by-laws, 2676, 2681 
To mortgage or pledge property and 
securities, 2676 
Price of share fixed by, 26-17 
Protest again~! payment of diYidend~. 
2682 
Against transfer of shares, 2669 
ProYisional to act until replaced, 26i8 
Qualifications, joint stock insurance com-
panies, 2i49 
~[utual frre insurance corporations, 2i32 
Qualifications of, 2679 
Quorum fixed. 2680 
Re mutual fire insurance corporations, 
2734 
Required, 2678 
Recording dissent rc mutual fire insur· 
ance corporal ions, 2734 
Responsibility of insurance corporations, 
2747 
Retirement re mutual fire insurance cor· 
porations, 2733 
Signing of documents, 2692 
Special general meetings may be called 
by.2666 
Stock di,·idends, declaration by, 2683 
COMPANIES 
Directors, cont'd 
Substitute may he appointed for, 2696 
Term of office, 2680 
J\Iutual fire insurance corporations, 2733 
Trustee liable to extent of trust, 2679 
1\Iay act as, 2679 
Vacancies filled by quorum, 2678 
By shareholders if no quorum, 2678 
Voting in respect of interested contracts, 
2682 
Wage claims against, 2684 
Whllre protest made re transfer of shares, 
2669 
Dissolution, after liquidation, 2716 
"Upon Court order, 2717 
Dividends, approval of shareholders for, 
2683 
Dy-laws for declaration and payment of, 
2681 
Declared when company insolvent, 2682 
Directors may avoid liability, 2682 
Disposition of unclaimed, re winding-up, 
2717 
Generally, 2682, 2683 
How payable, 2683 
Impairment of capital by, 2682, 2683 
Liability of directors if company insol-
vent, 2682 
Of mining company when confirmed, 
2682, 2683 
Payment hy mining company, 2682,2683 
Power to issue, 2655, 2657 
Shareholders' approval of, 2683 
Transfer books closed pending, 2670 
Validity of payments of, 2683 
Documents, failure to produce, 2689 
Penalty for failure to produce, 2689 
Production for investigation, 2689 
Signing of, 2692 
Sufficiency to be established, 2653 
Employees, loans to purchase shares, 2694 
l\Iutual benefit societies, section applic· 
able to, 2738 
Shares held hy trustees for, 2693 
Entries, penalty for untrue entries, 2687 
Untrue entries forbidden, 2687 
Evidence, taking under oath by officer, 2653 
Examination, order for on winding-up, 2714 
Executi ve committee, appointment of, 2679 
Regulations imposed upon, 2679 
Executor, liable only as executor, 2675 
Liable personally unless testator named, 
2675 
Personally not liable, 2675 
Voting on shares, 2674 
Existence, date of letters patent to be, 2654 
Extended in public utility companies, 
2704 
Public utility companies, term of, 2702 
Termination of, 2661 
T erm of public utility corporation, 2702 
Expenditures, books to show, 2688 
Expenses, power to pay, 2657 
Expropriation by public utility companies, 
2704 • 
Powers of public utility companies re, 
2704 
False statements, penalt ies for, 2685 
Fees, payment in advance, 2691 
Payment with filings, 2691 
Tariff fixed by Order-in-Council, 2691 
Varying in amount, 2691 
Filings, fees to accompany, 2691 
Financial transactions, books to show, 2688 
Foreclosure, transferor liable until, 2676 
Forfeiture, "hy-laws for, 2681 
Creditors right not affected by, 2659 
Extension of time for holding, 2658 
Failure to operate for two years, 2659 
Letters patent are subject to, 2659 
Of shares, if calls not met, 2671, 2672 
Proof ~f user lies on company, 2659 
Real estate subject to, 2658 
Reviving of charter, 2659 
Forms, memorandum of agreement, 2755 
Memorandum of agreement, without 
share capital, 2757 
Petition for incorporation, 2753 
Without share capital, 2756 
Proxies, 2760 
Fraternal societ ies, amaltamation of, 2737 
Approval of agreement for amalgamation, 
2737 
Of by-laws of, 2736 
Of rule~ of, 2736 
Confirmation of amalgamation, 2738 
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Fraternal societies, cont' d 
Con~ent to voluntary winding-up, 2750 
Disposition of endowment funds on wind-
ing-up, 2751 
Incorporation of, 2736 
Of local branches, 2737 
When head office out of Ontario, 2737 
Merging endowment with insurance fund, 
2752 
Organiza tion meeting of, 2737 
Petition for incorporation, 2736 
Power to make agreements re amalgam· 
ation of, 2737 
Pro rata, distribution of endowment fund 
2752 
Publication of application for incorpora-
tion, 2736 
Reinsurance of contracts of, 2737 
Transfer of contracts of, 2737 
Head office, books to be kept at, 2687 
Change of location. 2{580 
Meetings held at, 2668 
Penalty for removing books from, 2687 
Publication of by-law for removal of, 
2680,2681 
Removal, publication of notice, 2680, 
2681 
Hypothecation, by directors to secure de-
bentures, 2677 
Filing of mortgage with Provincial Secre· 
tary, 2677, 2678 
When mortgage not to be filed, 2678 
Incline railway, not to be incorporated un-
der Act, 2645, 2646, 2719 
Incorporation, application for, 2646 
Costs of. 2655, 2657 
General ly, 2645, 2646 
Loan and Trust Corporations Act, refer-
red to, 2646 
Who may apply for, 2645, 2646 
Without share capital, 2648 
Petition and contents, 2648, 2649 
Insolvency, directors liable where dividends 
declared during, 2682 
Dividends declared when, 2682 
Special provision re mining company di-
vidends, 2683 
COMPANIES 
Inspection, letters patent may provide for, 
2654 
Inspector, appointment by court, 2689 
Appointment on winding-up, 2709 
To inspect its affairs, 2654 
Duties on invest igation, 2689 
Investigation by, 2689 
Institutions, establishment and support, 2655 
Insurance Act, referred to, 2719, 2720-
2721, 2723, 2726, 2727, 2730, 2731, 
2735, 2737, 2738, 2749, 2752 
Insurance companies, amalgamation of, 
2722 
Companies, application for incorporation 
of, 2720 
Application of provisions to, 2720 
Approval of Superintendent of Insur-
ance on incorporation of, 2721 
Exemption of cenain from Act, 2719 
Interpretation, 2720 
Companies, (life), application of surplus 
created by decrease of capital, 2722 
Approval of by-law re reduction of 
capital, 2722 
Contents of by-law reducing capital, 
2722 
Of supplementary letters patent re 
reduction of capital, 2722 
Declaration of new par value on reduc-
tion of capital, 2722 
Powers exercisable by general meet-
ing, 2722 
Reduction of authorized capital of, 
2722 
Surplus to policy holders, defined,2722 
Corporations, application of winding-up 
sections to, 2750 
Approval of reinsurance on winding-
up, 2751 
Of unauthorized investments of,2745 
Authorized investments of, 2742 
By-law prescribing investments, 2747 
Commencement of winding-up under 
order, 2752 
Deposit of funds of, 2746 
Determinat ion of charter, 2748 
Determining el igibility of stock in re· 
organized companies, 2745 
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Insurance corporations, cont'd 
Directors on sale of unauthorized in· 
vestments, 2747 
Disposal of unauthori1.ed investments, 
2747 
Distribution of assets on winding-up, 
2751 
Evi(lential val ue of books on winding· 
up,2752 
Extension of license on winding-up, 
2752 
Filing by-laws with Superintendent, 
2749 
Financial statements with Superin· 
tendent, 2749 
Forfeiture of charter for non-user. 2748 
On rights of creditors, 2748 
Funds for reinsurance on winding-up, 
2750 
Investments of, 2742 
In corporate name, 2746 
Loans to directors prohibited. 2746 
Notice of voluntary winding-up, 2750 
Offence for noncompliance with sec· 
tions 302-304, 2749 
Onus of proof of user, 2748 
Partial insurance on deficiency of as· ' 
sets, 2751 
ProhiiJited investments, 2746 
Reinsurance by liquidator on winding· 
up, 2750 
Sale of unauthorized investments, 2745 
Secured creditors rights preserved on 
winding-up, 2751 
Terms of loans of, 2746 
Valuation for mortgage investments, 
2744 
Voluntary winding-up, 2750 
Winding-up under order of the court, 
2752 
Reciprocal and not for profit, 2693 
Insurer, defined, 2748, 2750 
Investigation, appointment of inspector by 
company; 2689 
Co-operative corporations, power to make, 
2700,2701 
Duties of inspector. 2689 
Examination of officers on, 2689 
Expenses of, 2689 
Inspector appointed for, 2689 
Non-production of books on, 2689 
Penalty re noncompliance with, 2689 
Re refusal to produce books, 2689 
Production on, 2689 
Report to court of, 2689 
Rules of, 2689 
Security for costs of, 2689 
Investments, approval of unauthorized, 2745 
Authori7.ed for insurance corporations, 
2742 
Disposal of unauthorized, 2747 
Insurance corporations, 2742 
P rohibited by insurance corporations, 
2746 
Sale of unauthorized by insurance cor· 
porations, 2745 
Stocks of reorganized companies, 2745 
Valuation for mortgage taken by insur· 
ance corporation, 2744 
Irregularity, not to render letters patent 
void, 2658, 2659 
Joint s tock insurance companies, auditors 
report, 2748 
Companies, authorized capital of, 2721 
Deposit · of proceeds of shares prior to 
incorporation, 2721 
Incorporation of, 2721 
Limitation of promotional expenses, 
2721 
Notice of application for incorporation, 
2721 
Objects of incorporation, 2721 
Par value of shares of, 2721 
Qual ification of directors, 2749 
Report of superintendent on incorpor-
ation of, 2721 
Subscriptions prior to grant of license, 
2722 
Companies (Life), authorized capi tal 
of, 2721 
Labourers, liability of directors for wages 
of, 2684 
Lands, forfeiture of, 265B 
Statement for Provincial Secretary, 2658 
Letters patent, cancellation of. 2660 




Letters patent, cont'd 
Conditions in by-laws imposed by, 2653 
Co-operative corporations, 2697 
Date deemed existence of corporation, 
2654 
Fees paid before issue, 2691 
Fotfeiture of, 2659 
General meeting authorized by, 2654 
Granting of charter, 2645, 2646 
Irregularity not to render void, 2658, 
2659 
Issue of shares without par value, 26-H 
Material on application sufficient, 2653 
Notice in Ontario Gazette of granting, 
2654 
Power to make regulations re, 2661, 2662 
Regulations re applications and forms, 
2646, 2647 
Revocation if less than three sharehold-
ers. 2660 
Special clauses may be included in, 26-17 
Who may apply for, 26-15, 2646 
Liabilities, books to show, 2688 
License, extending insurance corporation. 
re voluntary winding-up, 2752 
Licenses, power to acqui re, 2654 
Liquidator, account re winding-up, 2716 
Appointment by order, 2713 
By the court, 2713 
Compromise with creditors, 2710 
With debtors and contributors. 2711 
Deposit of surplus monies, 2717 
Discharge of, 2718 
Duties on completion of winding-up, 2716 
Filing return on completion of winding-
up, 2716 
Notice of appointment of, 2713 
Penalty failing to deposit surplus monie~. 
2717 
To report order of dissolution, 2717 
To transmit return, 2717 
Powers on winding-up, 2707 
Removal by the court, 2713 
Seulement of contributories by, 2714 
Trustee Act, applicable to, 2710 
Vacancy may be filled , 2710 
When notice of appointment of unneces· 
sary. 2713 
Loan and Trust Corporations Act, referred 
to, 2719 
Loan and trust corporations, not to be in-
corporated under Act, 2643, 2646, 
2719 
Loans, power to make, 2655, 2656 
Shareholders, company prohibited, 2683 
To employees to purchase shares, 2694 
i\£aster, applications to re winding-up, 2712 
:\Ieeting~. auditors' report read at, 2691 
Calling when no directors, 2678 
First general, held within six month~, 
2678 
:\feetings, adjournment of, 2666 
Advertisement of notice of, 26M 
Annual, holding of, 2664 
By-laws confirmed or varied, 2681 
For calling and procedure. 2681 
Calling shareholders on completion of 
winding-up, 2714, 2716 
Chairman at, 2666 
Confirmation of hy-law, 2681 
Liquidator in winding-up to produce ac· 
counts at, 2710 
Notice of, 2664 
.Mutual fire insurance corporation. 2731 
Payment by-laws, re president and direc-
tors to be confirmed, 2681 
Place for, 2668 
For holding, 2664 
Power of directors re calling for mutual 
fire insurance corporation. 2731 
Of liquidator to summon general, 2il0 
Report sent before annual. 2665 
Resolutions at. 2666 
Special general calling of, 2666 
Time for notice of. 2664 
:\!embers, consent for creation of capital, 
2649, 2650 
.1\Iemoramlnm of agreement, peti tion ac· 
companied by, 2647 
Regulations re companies 'll;thout share 
capital, 2649 
Sufficier.cy established, 2653 
)lining companies. dividends by, 2682,2683 
Companies, issuing shares at discount, 
2694 
Penalties re, 2696 
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Mining companies, cont'd 
Relief from penalties, 2696 
Shares to read "subject to call" or 
"not subject to call," 2694, 2695 
Words "no personal liability" on docu· 
ments and seal, 2694, 2695 
Share certificates, notice to appear on, 
2694, 2695 
Shares, by-law to authorized issue at dis· 
count, 2694 
Certificates to contain words "subject 
to call,. or '·not subject to call," 
2694, 2695 
Confirmation of discount by-law, 2694 
Issue at discount, 2694 
No liability for calls, 2694 
"No personal liability" to follow name, 
2694, 2695 
Sale for non-payment of calls, 2695 
Minutes, books to contain, 2688 
Money, borrowing under by-laws, 2676 
By-laws for borrowing, 2676 
Power of corporation to borrow, 2676 
Received on account of shares, defined, 
2722 
Mortgage, debentures secured by, 2677 
Filing with Provincial Secretary, 2677, 
2678 
l\Iortgagor liable until foreclosure, 2676 
When not filed, 2678 
Mortgagor, voting rights of, 2674 
Municipal corporation, by-laws not affected 
under Act, 2659 
Mutual benefit societies, incorporation of, 
2738 
Benefits societies, name of, 2738 
Style of, 2738 
Fire insurance corporations, amalgama· 
lion of, 2735 
Annual audit of, 2734 
Statement of, 2731 
Application for incorporation of, 2725 
Appointment of secretary ad interim, 
2725 
By-laws altering constitution of board. 
2732 
Fixing remuneration of directors, 
2733 
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Calling first meeting of subscribers, 
2725 
Meeting re establishment of, 2724 
Cases of tie vote for directors, 2734 
Certain persons ineligible for director, 
2733 
Certification of annual statement, 2731 
Change of number of directors, 2732 
Constitution of membership in, 2730 
Determining correctness of proceedings 
re incorpo·ration, 2726 
Duties of first directors of, 2725 
Of secretary ad interim, 2725 
Election of directors, 2730, 2733 
By ballot, 2734 
Of first directors of, 2725 
Establishment of reserve fund, 2735 
Failure to elect directors, 2731 
Fees of directors taking applications, 
2733 
Filing resolution altering constitution 
of board, 2733 
Filling vacancies on board, 2734 
Head office of, 2725 
Income from reserve fund, 2735 
Incorporation without guarantee capi· 
tal stock, 2724 
Increa~ing reserve fund, 2735 
Investments of reserve fund, 2735 
Liability of members of, 2730 
Manager a d irector of, 2733 
Name of, 2725 
Notice of meetings of, 2731 
Number of directors of, 2732 
Powers of, 2726 
Of directors recalling meetings, 2731 
Publication of notice of calling meet· 
ing,2724 
Purpose of reserve fund, 2735 
Qualification of directors, 2732 
When share capital, 2732 
Quorum at first meeting, 2725 
Quorum of boards of directors, 2734 
Recording dissent of director at meet· 
ings, 2734 
Regulations re form of annual state· 
ment, 2731 
Mutual/ire insurance corporations, cont'd 
Representation of corporation on board, 
2732 
Of partnerships on board, 2732 
Retirement of directors by rotation, 
2733 
Security of accountants, 2734 
Of treasurer, 2734 
Sending annual statement to members, 
2731 
Subscription book of, 2724 
Term of office of directors, 2733 
Tie vote on question before board, 2734 
Vote when policy made to two or more 
persons, 2731 
Voting by applicant for insurance, 2732 
Power of members, 2731 
When insured a trustee of board, 2732 
Withdrawal from membership in, 2730 
Insurance co;poration (life), amalgama-
tion of, 2723 
Corporation (life), reinsurance of con· 
tracts of, 2723 
Transfer of contracts of, 2723 
Valuation of contracts of reinsur-
ance,2723 
Corporations, application of guarantee 
capital, 2729 
Approval of agreements of, 2723 
Confirmation of agreements by mem· 
bers, 2723 
Distribution of assets of, 2730 
Of guarantee capital, 2730 
Di\'idends of when guarantee capital 
stock, 2729 
Incorporation of, 2724 
Without guarantee capital stock, 
2724 
Notice of intention to reduce guar-
antee capital, 2730 
Powers exercisable by directors, 
2723 
Retirement of guarantee capital, 
2729 
Shareholders right to vote when 
guarantee capital, 2729 
Validity of approval agreements 
of, 2723 
COMPANIES 
Live stock insurance corporations, call-
ing meeting re establishment of, 
2726 
Corporate powers of, 2726 
Incorporation without guarantee cap-
ital stock, 2726 
Organization of, 2726 
Weather insurance corporations, call-
ing meeting re establishment of, 
2727 
Corporate power$ of, 2/27 
Incorporation without guaranteed cap-
ital stock, 2727 
Organization of, 2727 
Name, abbreviation of, 2662 
Abbreviation of word "co-operative," 
2698 
Change not to affect rights or obliga-
tions, 2664 
On application, 26.!9, 266.! 
Where objectionable, 2664 
Where similarity in, 2663, 266-t. 
Consent to use of, 2663 
Defaulting corporation may lose, 2663 
Free from objection, 2663 
Giving that of subsisting corporation, 
2663 
lusurers excepted from sec. 36, 2662 
"Limited" to be used, 2662 
"No personal liability'' used in mining 
companies, 269-t., 2695 
. Penalty for failure to use word limited, 
Petition to show, 2646 
Proof necessary to retain, 2663 
Publication of change in Ca=ette, 2664 
Resemblance to, 2663 
Similarity to existing corporation, 266S. 
2661 
Negotiable instruments, power to deal 
with, 2655, 2656 
1'\otices, ser\'ice, 2692 
Service by registered post, 2692 
Objects, varying on application, 2649 
Offence, name improperly used, 2663 
Officer, qualifications for director, 2679 
Officers, corporation represented by, 2675 
Election of, 2680 
Examination on im·estigation, 2689 
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Officers, cant' d 
May act as proxies, 2668 
Penalties re investigation, 2689 
Official seal, date and period to be certi-
fied,2693 
Same as common seal, 2693 
Use abroad, 2693 
Ontario Companies Act (1907 ), referred 
to, 2718, 2719, 2720 
Ontario Companies Act (1912), referred 
to, 2718, 2719 
Ontario Companies Act (R.$.0.1914, 1927), 
ref erred to, 2719 
Ontario Gazette, chairman of board, by-
law appointing published, 2680 
Change of name published in, 2664 
Notice of default in filing returns, 2660 
Of letters patent in, 2654 
Of supplementary letters patent in, 
2654 
Regulations published in, 2662 
Surrender of charter published, 2661 
Ontario Joint Stock Companies General 
Clauses Act (1897), referred to, 
2719,2720 
Parent corporation, defined. 2738 
Partnership, power to enter into, 2654, 
2655 
Patents, power to acquire, 2654 
Penalties, liquidator failing to deposit 
surplus monies, 2717 
Liquidator failing to file return, 2717 
To report order of dissolution, 2717 
On mining companies, 2696 
Relief from for mining companies, 2696 
Recovery, Summary Convictions Act, re-
ferred to, 2693 
Pension fund societies, application for 
charter, 2739 
Application of revenue, 2741 
Approval of by-laws by parent corpora-
tion, 2741 
By-laws, 2739 
Re management of fund by trust 
company, 2740 
Calling first meeting of, 2739 
Constitution of board of directors, 2739 
Contents of notice of application for 
charter, 2739 
Of petition for charter, 2739 
Contributions by parent corporation, 
2741 
Delegation of powers to trust company, 
2740 
Deposit of security for special audit, 
2742 
Election of first directors of, 2739 
Filing by-laws of, 2739 
Governing effect of by-laws, 2741 
Incorporation of, 2738 
Interest of members not transferable, 
2741 
Management of affairs of, 2739 
Objects of, 2740 
Payment of special audit, 2742 
Powers of, 2740 
Of provisional directors, 2739 
To pass by-laws governing fund, 2i41 
Regulatory by-laws, 2740 
Publication of notice of application for 
charter. 2739 
Returns to Provincial Secretary, 2742 
Sections applicable, 2738 
Special 9rder of accounts by Provincial 
Secretary, 2742 
Personal property, acquiring of, 2655 
Petition, capital stated in 2646 
Company without share capital, 2649 
Contents, 2646 
Re company without share capital, 
2648, 2649 
For incorporation, form of, 2753 
Head office stated in, 2646 
Memorandum of agreement to accom-
pany,2647 
Name of company, 2646 
Names of applicants, 2646 
Objects stated in, 2646 
Presentation for winding-up, 2713 
Provisional directors stater!, :2.646 
Shares stated in, 2646 
Special clauses stated in, 2647 
Sufficiency established, 2653 
Petitioners, bona fiae subscribers, 2647 
llO 
Petitioners, cont'd 
Memorandum of agreement signed by, 
2647 
Power of attorney, corporation may give 
in writing under seal, 2692 
Powers, ancillary to those in letters pat· 
ent, 2654 
Incidental to those in letters patent, 
2654 
Number of shareholders required, 2660 
Protest against exercise of, 2660 
Varying by supplementary letters pat· 
ent, 2652 
Withholding of. 2657 
CO:l\IP ANIES 
Issue tried, 2688 
Jurisdiction of court not affected by 
section 104, 2688 
:\!inute books kept, 2688 
Not to be taken after winding-up, 2706 
Power of liquidator in winding-up to 
bring or defend, 2708 
Proof of user lies on company, 2659 
Rectification of book$, 2687 
Title decided by, 2687 
When may be taken after winding-up, 
2706 
Promissory notes, power to deal with, 
2655, 2656 
Preference shares, by-laws for issuing, Proof, made by statutory declaration, 2692 
2676 
Conversion requires consent, 2677 
Under by-laws, 2676 
Provisions in, 2677 
Redeemable created by by-law, 2677 
Rights of holders. 2677 
President, duties prescribed, 2680 
Payment by-law confirmed, 2681 
Private company, certificate to contain 
private company, 2663 
Companies In/ormation Act, referred 
to, 2652 
Conversion into public company, 2651 
Corporations Tax Act, referred to, 2646 
Defined, 264ii 
Incorporation of, 2646 
Penalty for failing to use proper title, 
2663 
Power to lend money on mortgages, 
2646 
Requirements for conversion, 2652 
Seal to contain prh·ate company. 2663 
Proceeding;;, appeal in rectification of 
books, 2688 
Books prima facie evidence, 2688 
By shareholder when liquidator refuses, 
2715 
C:osts of, 2688 
Defects not to render void, 2659 
Form prescribed by Order-in-Council, 
2691 
Irregularity not to render void, 2658, 
2659 
Property, hypothecation by directors, 2677 
Payment in shares for, 2655, 2657 
Power to deal with, 2655, 2656 
Restrictions on holding, 2658 
Prospectus, private company to file on 
conversion, 2652 
Provincial Secretary, allotments of shares 
filed with, 2685 
Evidence under oath may be taken, 2653 
Powers, 2646 
Protest br director against dividends, 
2682 
Redeemable or com·ertible preference 
share by-law filed, 2677 
Proxies, co-operative corporations, share· 
holder not to vote by proxy, 2697 
Deposit of instrument appointing, 2667 
Form of instrument appointing, 2667 
Not to vote by show of hands, 2667 
Of branches of co-operative corporation, 
2697 
Officer may act as, 2668 
Qualification of, 2667 
Revocation of instrument appointing, 
2667 
Term of, 2667 
Voting by. 2667 
Public company, defined, 2645 
Utilities company, additional returns 
acquired, 2703, 2704 




Public utility company, cont'd 
By-laws for control and management, 
2703 
Companies Information Act, referred 
to, 2703, 2704 
Existence of company extended, 2704 
Expropriation powers, 2704, 2705 
Extension of term of existence, 2703, 
2704, 2705 
Incorporation, material produced~ 
2701 
Information supplied on application, 
2701, 2702 
Inspection of books, 2704 
Letters patent to issue on Order-in-
Council, 2702 
Notice of application published, 2702 
Penalty for contravention re by-laws, 
2703 
Reference to engineers for Teport. 
2702 
Report on public necessity of under-
taking, 2702 
Right of municipality to acquire plant 
not affected, 2703 
Supplementary letters patents fixing 
allotment, 2703 
Requirements on application, 2703 
Term of existence limited, 2702 
What to inclode, 2701 
Railway Act, referred to, 2704, 2705 
Railways, not to be incorporated under 
Act. 2645, 2646, 2719 
Real estate, extension of time for hold-
ing, 2658 
Estate, forfeiture to Province, 2658 
Restrictions on holding, 2658 
Property, statement for Provincial Sec-
retary, 2658 
Receipts, books to show, 2688 
Records, contents of, 2686 
Directors shown in, 2686 
Keeping of, 2686 
Kept at head office, 2687 
Letters patents copied in. 2686 
Pemilty for removing. 2687 
Shareholders listed in, 2686 
Shares shown in, 2636 
Transfers shown in, 2686 
Redeemable preference shares, by-law fil-
ed with Provincial Secretary, 2677 
Creation of, 2677 
Registration, power to procure, 2655, 2657 
Regulations, if contained in memorandum, 
2649 
Power to make, 2661, 2662 
Publishing in Ontario Gazette, 2662 
Reincorporation, application for, 2651 
Powers on, 2651 
Rights of creditors on, 2651 
Remuneration, by-laws for, 2681 
Report, application by shareholde.r for, 2666 
Auditors to make, 2691 
Mailing before annoal meeting, 2665 
Necessity for sending, 2665 
Penalty for failure to furnish, 2666 
Reading at general meeting, 2691 
Reserve fund, establishment re motual 
fire insorance corporations, 2735 
Income from, 2735 
Increasing, 2735 
Investment re mutual fire inSttrance cor-
porations, 2735 
Purpose rc mutual fire insorance cor-
porations. 2735 
Reduction of prohibited, 2735 
Resolution, private company into public 
company, 2651 
Procedure re, 2666 
Returns, co-operative corporation to Prov-
incial Secretary, 2700 
Default in filing, 2660 
Name lost for failure to make, 2663 
Penalties if I alse, 2689 
Public utility companies to make addi-
tional, 2703, 2704 
Roads, constroction and maintenance of, 
2656 
Rules, re winding-up, 2716 
Sale of mining shares, action for sale on 
non-payment of calls, 2695 
Action to determine right to sell, 2695 
Notice of sale, 2695 
Puhlication of process re, 2695 
Service of proce;os re, 2695 
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Sale ofmining shares, cont'd 
Surplus paid to defaulting shareholder, 
2695 
Seal, autl10rity to agent to affix, 2693 
Date and place certified, 2693 
Facsimile for use abroad, 2693 
Power to use abroad, 2693 
Securities, by-laws for issuing, 2676 
Powers of directors rc, 2676 
Sen·ants, liability of directors for wages 
of, 2684 
Service, time of, 2692 
Share certificates, charge for, 2663, 2669 
Certificates, delivery to shareholders, 
1668 
E,·idence of title, 2668 
Loss of, 2669 
~lining to read "subject to call" or 
"not subject to call," 2694, 2695 
Signatures of officers on, 2668 
Words on mining share certificates, 
2694, 2695 
Warrants, effect of, 2673 
Entry in books, 2673 
On surrender, 2674 
Exchange for entry as shareholder, 
2673 
Issuing of, 2673 
Particulars entered, 2673 
Representation at geueral meeting, 
2674 
Restrictions re ,·oting on. 267-l 
Rights of holder of, 2673 
Surrender of, 26i3 
vl.ting by holder of, 2614 
Shareholders. abstract of income and ex· I 
pcnditures for. 2665 
Action against class, 2661 
On default of liquidator, 2715 
Addresses shown on books, 2686 
.Arrangement with, 2672 
Balance sheet sent to, 2665 
Books to contain particulars of, 2686 
By-law for chairman confirmed by, 2680 
Calling shown on hooks, 2686 
Certificates delivered to, 2668 
Chairman, confirmation of by-law ap· 
pointing, 2680 
COi'\IPAl\'IES 
Compromise with, 2672 
Confirmation of certain by-laws, 2676 
Co·operatiYe corporations, not to vote 
!Jy proxy, 2697 
DiYidends, approval of, 2683 
Election of directors, 2678 
Executive commillee authorized IJy, 2679 
F(>reclosure determines liability as, 2676 
Information sent to. 2665 
Inspector appointed on appiication of, 
2689 
Liability after surrender of charter, 2661 
For non-payment of calls, on mining 
shares, 2694 
If less than three, 2660 
Not to exceed unpaid calls, 2675 
To creditors, 2647 
Where shares not paid up, 2675 
List kept in books, 2686 
Loan by company to, 2683 
Number limited in private company, 2646 
Particulars kept in books, :!686 
Protest against exercise of powers, 2670 
Qualifications as director, 2679 
Report sent to. 2665 
Representation of class by one, 2661 
Resolution for conversion into public 
company, 2651 
Right of set·olf, 2675 
Right to benefits of proceedings taken, 
2i15 
Service of notice on, 2692 
Set-off against unpaid 5hares, 2675 
Supplementary letters patent require 
,·ote by, 2653 
Title decided in proceedings, 2638 
\ 'oting by, 2667 
Shares, allotment filed, 2685 
Allotment under by-laws, 2681 
\.ails on. 2671 
Ca•·l'at against transfer of, 26i0 
Certificates to contain particulars, 2647 
Cltss changed by supplementary letters 
patent, 2653 
Classifying by supplementary letters 
patent. 2653 
C.ommission on subscription for, 2684 
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COMPANIES 
Shares, cont' d 
Consolidating by supplementary letters 
patent, 2653 
Consideration for declared capital, 2648 
Creation for corporation without capi-
tal, 2649, 2650 
Deemed personal estate, 2669 
Director's consent to tran;fer if not paid 
up,2669 
Entry of transfer of, 2670 
Equality of no par value shares, 2647 
Exception re prohibiting of transfers, 
2670 
Foreclosure determines liability for, 2676 
Foreign probate, or letters of adllllnis-
tration rc transmission, 2671 
Forfeiture for non-payment of calls, 
2671, 2672 
Holding in another Company, 2655 
fssue at discount by mining companies, 
2694 
In pounds, sterling, franc!>, 2668 
Of no par value, 2647 
Joint holders to vote on, 2674 
Liahility if not fully paid up, 2675 
Not to exceed unpaid amount, 2675 
or holders to creditors, 2647 
1\liuing, by-law to authorize issue at 
discount, 2694 
Particulars shown in books, 2686 
Penalty re filing allotment, 2686 
Preference may provide certain rights, 
2677 
Price fixed, 2647 
Probate, letters of administration re 
transmission, 2671 
Procedure on forced sale, 2695 
Property paid for with shares, 2655, 2657 
Purchase for benefit of employees, 2693 
Receipt sufficient discharge for, 2674 
Records to contain particulars of, 2686 
Restrictions on transfer prohibited, 2669 
Rights of preference shareholders, 'lf577 
Sale of mining shares for non-payment 
of calls, 2695 
Set-off against unpaid amount of, 2675 
Share warrants included in, 2669 
Subdividing by supplementary letters 
patent, 2653 
Succession Duty Act, referred to, 2671 
Transfer invalid until entry, 2670 
No restrictions on if paid up, 2669 
Of in co-operative corporation, 2698 
On books of company, 2669 
Protest by djrector, 2669 
Recorded, 2686 
Transferee liable for calls on, 2669, 2670 
T ransferor liable for calls on, 2669, 2670 
Transmission under probate, letters of 
administration, 2671 
Trustee, voting on, 2674 
Trusts, application of proceeds of shares 
sold, 2674 
Warrant issued for, 2673 
Society, defined, 2738 
Special general meetings, calling of, 2666 
C:onVI~ning, 21161\ 
Directors may call, 2666 
Notice to state business, 2666 
Objects stated in notice, 2666 
Time for holding, 2666 
Statements, penalties if false, 2689 
Statutory declaration, proof made by, 2692 
Stock dividends, declaration of, 2683 
Street railway, not incorporated under Act 
2645, 2646 
Subscriptions, commission on, 2684 
Subsidiary corporation, defined, 2738 
Substitute directors, acts binding, 2696 
Appointment of, 2696 
Authority and renewal filed, 2696 
Duration of aut hority of, 2696 
Renewal of authority, 2696 
Succession duty, shares, transmission of, 
2671 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 2693 
Superintendent of insurance, approval to 
incorporation of insurance compan-
ies, 2721 
Report re incorporation of joint stock 
insurance companies, 2721 
Supplementary letters patent, amending 
provisions generally, 2652 
Approving consideration and issue of 
shares, 2648 
ll4 
Supplementary letters patent, cont'd 
Borrowing powers varied by, 2652 
Capital charge confirmed by, 2677 
Charter amended by, 2652 
Classifying of shares by, 2653 
Commission authorized by, 2684 
Compromise confirmed by, 2672 
Conditions in by-laws imposed by, 2653 
ConsoHdating shares by, 2653 
Co-operative basis authorized by, 2650 
Decreasing capital, 2652 
General meeting authorized by, 2654 
Increasing capital, 2652 
Irregularity not to render void, 2658, 
2659 
l ssue of shares without par value, 2647 
Limitations imposed, 2703 
Notice in Gazette of granting, 2654 
Powers varied by, 2652 
Private company converted into public 
company, 2651 
Publication of notice of change by, 2719 
Redividing the capital by, 2652 
Reducing authorized capital of instil'· 
ance companies, 2722 
Shares changed into different class by, 
2653 
Suhdividing shares by, 2653 
Sufficiency of material established, 2653 
To public utility companies, 2703 
Issued on Order-in-Council, 2704 
Variance of obligations re existing cor· 
porations, 2718 
Of powers re existing corporations, 
2718 
Vote necessary to confirm by-law for, 
2653 
SurrPnder of charter, acceptance by Lieut.· 
Gov .. 2661 
Creditors' consent to, 2661 
Debts paid IJefore, 2661 
Liability of shareholders to creditors af· 
ter, 2661 
Property distributed before, 2661 
Publishing in Ontario Gazette. 2661 
Requirements for, 2660, 2661 
Toronto Railway Company, application of 
winding·up sections to, 2718 
COI\lP ANlES 
Transfer, caveat lodged against, 2670 
Consent of directors if shares not fully 
paid up, 2669 
Dividend may delay, 2670 
Liability of directors by reason of, 2669 
No liability if section complied with, 
2670 
Notice to transferor of, 2670 
Protest against by director, 2669 
Refusal to register, 2670 
Restrictions on, 2669 
Rights under, 2670 
Valid only after entry, 2670 
Transmission, requirements for, 2671 
Succession Duty Act, referred to, 2671 
Under probate, letters of administration, 
2671 
Treasurer, security, mutual fire insurance 
corporations, 2735 
Trust, liability under Sec. 97, 2679 
Trustee may IJe director, 2679 
Trustee, beneficiary liable as shareholder, 
2675 
Cor poration may vote as, 2675 
Liable if trust not shown on books, 2675 
Only as trustee, 2675 
Personally not liable, 2675 
Power to act as, 2655, 2657 
Qualifications for director, 2679 
Voting on shares held, 2674 
When personally liable, 2675 
Trusts, execution of, 2674 
Incorporation subject to, 2658 
Undertaking, disposal under ancillary 
powers. 2655 
Voting on. 2656 
\'crification. defined, 2749 
\'oting. administrator may represent in, 
2674 
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Casting I'Oie hy chairman, 2667 
Co·operative corporations, shareholder 
not to vote IJy proxy, 2697 
Corporation may appoint officer for, 
2675 
Equali tyin, 2667 
Executor may represent in, 2674 
J oint bolders' rights in voting, 2674 
Mortgagor's rights in, 2674 
COMPANIES 
Vol in~, cont'd 
l'n·cerlure on, 2666, 2667 
Proxy appointed, 2667 
S hare warrants, rights of holder at gen-
eral meeting, 2674 
Sltareholder's rights in, 2667 
Supplementary letlers patent require, 
2653 
Trustee may represcnl in, 2674 
Wages, assignment on payment of, 2684 
Collection of, 2684 
Directors' liahili ty for, 2684 
Priority on winding-up, 2706, 2707 
P rocedure to make directors liahle, 2684 
Winding-rtp Act (Canada), referred LO, 
2706,2716 
Winding-up, action hy shareholder on de-
fault of liquidator, 2715 
Application by contributory Lo s tay pro-
ceed ings, 2715 
~fade in Chambers, 2713 
Of W inding-ttp Act, (Canada), 2716 
T o The Toronto Railway Company, 
2718 
Appointment of chai rman at sharel•old-
ers meeting, 2714 
Of liquidator, 2713 
By the Court , 2713 
A ppro,·al of reinsurance contracts, 2751 
Benefits when proceedings taken by li-
quidator, 2715 
By order of Supreme Collrt, 2712 
Calling meeting of shareholders on com-
plet ion of, 2i16 
Cash plan insurance corporotions, 2750 
Contributories, liability ol, 2705, 2707 
Contrnl by Court pending appointment 
of liquidator, 2714 
Delegation of powers of Court, 2713 
Dcpnsit of surplus monies by liquidator, 
2717 
Discharge <>f liquidator, 2718 
Disposal of books on discharge of li-
quidator, 2718 
On dissolution, 2717 
Disposition of endowment funds r~ fra· 
ternal societies, 2751 
Of surplus monies, 2717 
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Of unclaimeo.l d ividends, 2717 
Diss<>lution of company, 2716 
By order of the Court, 2717 
Distribution of assets of insurance cor· 
porations, 2751 
Duties of liquidator on completion of, 
2716 
Evidential value of hooks re insurers, 
2752 
Extension of license re voluntary wind-
ing-up of insurers, 2752 
Filing order of dissolution, 2717 
Finality of decisions of Court of Appeal, 
2716 . 
F raternal societies, 2750 
Fund applicable for re insurance cost, 
2750 
Grounds for Court order, 2712 
Insurance corporations, 2750 
Lt:n,;th of no tiut: of application, 2713 
Liahility on death, 2705 
Notice of appointment of liquidator, 
2713 
On pet ttton of corporation, 2713 
Of credi tor, 2713 
Of liquidator, 2713 
Of shareholder, 2713 
Order for delivery of property, 2714 
For examina tiou of persons, 2714 
For inspection of books, 2714 
For payment from delinquent direc· 
tors, 2714 
Other remedies preserved, 2715 
Partial reinsurance on deficiE'ncy of as-
sets, 215 1 
Penalty on 1 iqu ida tor failing to deposit 
surplus monies, 2717 
Powers of Court on peti tion for, 2713 
Preservation of secured credi tors rights, 
2751 
Prior settlement of contributories, 2714 
Procedure on appeals, 2il6 
When under order of Court, 2714 
Reinsurance by liquida tor, 2750 
Removal of liquidator, 2713 
Re.sponsibility for books after five years, 
2717 
Winding-up, cont'd 
Return of liquidator after shareholders 
meeting, 2716 
Right of shareholder to benefits of pro· 
ceedings, 2715 
Rules re, 2716 
Settlement of contributories when under 
Court order, 2713 
Summoning shareholders meetings by the 
Court, 2714 
Time of commencement of after order, 
2713 
Transfer of assets from liquidator on 
discharge, 2718 
Under order of the Court, 2712 
Voluntary, application for ;\laster's ad-
vice, 2712 
Application of assets, 2706, 2707 
Arrangements with creditors, 2710 
Bank passbook produced, 2709 
Banking, rules on, 2709 




Commencement of, 2706 
Compromise with creditors, 2710 
Debtors and contributories, 2711 
Confirmation of sale, 2711 
Debts paid by liquidator, 2708 
Deposi t in bank by liquidator, 2709 
Distribution of assets, 2710 
Inspectors appointed, 2709 
Liquidator appointed, 2707 
Liquidator's powers, 2707 
Meetings called by liquidator, 2710 
No proceedings against corporation 
after, 2706 
Notice of r esolution filed, 2706 
Powers of directors to cease on, 2707 
Of liquidators, 2708 
Priority of costs, 2708 
Of wages, 2706, 2707 
Proving claims, 2712 
Publication of notice of, 2706 
Resolutions, validity of, 2712 
Result of, 2706, 2707 
Sale approved by .Master, 2711 
COMPANIES INFORMATION 
Separate deposit account kept, 2709 
Shares accepted on sale, 2711 
Transfers of shares after, 2706 
Upon expiration of charter, by reso-
lution, 2705 
Vacancy in office of Hquidator filled, 
2710 
Voluntary where liabilities prevent con· 
tiuuance of business, 2706 
Withdrawals of money, 2709 
When notice of appointment of liquida-
tor unnecessary, 2713 
When Court order made, 2712 
Works, construction and maintenance of, 
2656 
CO;\IPANIES INFORi11ATlON 
,\ffidaviL, no fee for taking, 2772 
Who may take, 2772 
Annual return, companies incorporated prior 
to 1907,2770 
Contents of, 2768 
Enlargement of time for filing, 2770 
Fee on filing, 2765 
Filing. 2768 
Date of, 2768 
Inspection of, 2770 
Mining companies, 2769 
iii ode of verification of, 2770 
Penalty for failure to file, 2770 
Posting up, 2770 
Verification of, 2768 
Audit, application for of company books, 
2771 
Expenses of, 2771 
Oooks, application for audit of, 2771 
Companies Act, referred to, 2769 
Company, annual return of, 2768 
Filing prospectus by, 2767 
Corporation, dealing with land when in de-
fault, 2770 
Defined,2767 
Corporations Tax Act, referred to, 2768 
Creditors, right to inspect annual return, 
2770 
Directors, ~iability for false statements, 2771 
When not liable, 2771 
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COMPANIES INFORl\fATION 
Fees, on filing prospectus, 2767 
Insurance Act, referred to, 2768 
Mining company, annual return of, 2169 
Oath. administration of, 2772 
No fee for atlrninistering, 2772 
Pennlty, failure to fil e annnnl return, 2770 
Failure to lil t> p1ospectns. 2767 
Special return. 27i0 
Recovery of, 2767, 2770 
Promoter, defined, 2772 
Liahility for false statements, 2771 
Prospectus, directors' rcsponsiblity for state· 
ments in, 2772 
Filing, 2767 
Fee for, 2767 
Penalty on f::tilure to file, 2167 
Promoters· responsibility for false state· 
ments in, 2772 
Verification of, 2767 
When must Lc fileJ, 2167 
Who must file, 2767 
Not required to file, 2768 
Return. demand of corporation to make, 
2770 
Penalty on failure to file special. 2771 
Sc•curities Act. referred to, 2767 
Security, defined, 2767 
Shareholders, right to impect annual re· 
turn. 2770 
Syndicate, annual return of, 2768 
Defined, 2767 
Filing prospectus by, 2767 
l ' ntrue statements, director<'· liability for, 
2771 
Promoters' Uahility for, 2771 
When directors not liable for, 2771 
CO!\IPENSATION; see ARBITRATION: 
EXPROPRIATIO:'\; 1:-IDt;SlHIAL AND ~IIi':· 
l:'iG L.\NDS COMPE:-ISAT!O:-i; WOfll': · 
~n::-;'s CO~ti'ENSATIO;o; 
Actual notice of contract, 2085 
When deemed to be, 2087 
Affidavit, contents of, 2087 
Form of, 2087 
Application of section of Act, 2085 
Conditional sale contract, registration of, 
2086 
Discharge of, 2086 
Invalidity, when accompanied by delivery, 
2082 
Contract, compelling delivery, 2083 
Copy filed with county court clerk, 2082 
Ci\'en to hirer, 2083 
To purchaser, 2083 
Discharge of. 2086 
Filed with Provincial Secretary, 2083 
Filing of, actual notice, 2085 
When dispensed with, 2083 
Goods affixed to realty, 2085 
Delivered for 1·esale, 2082 
Hire receipt with options to purchase, 
2082 
Hirer to furnish particulars of, 2084 
Immaterial errors, 2084 
Jn writing, 2082 
Landlord's right to pay off lien, 2085 
Out of Ontario re goods brought in, 2086 
Particulars. 2084 
On demand, 2084 
Record in county court office, 2083 
Registered in registry office, 2086 
Re mining machinery where filed, 2085 
Retaking goods for breach, 2084 
Sale of rolling stock, where filed, 2083 
Seller to furnish particulars, 2084 
Time limit for delivery, 2083 
Creditors. contract in,·alid unless filed, 2082 
De~cription, error in, 2083 
Discharge, entered in index book, 2086 
Fee for, 2087 
Form of, 2086 
CO.\IPRESSED AIR; see DEPArtniEH OF Error, when immaterial, 2083, 2084 
LABOUR Fees, schedule of, 2083 
Filing, purchase in course of business unaf· 
CONDITTO:'-JAL SALES; ~ec also ntLLS OF fected , 2082 
SALE A '(f) CHATTEL )101\TGAGE; COSTS When dispensed with , 2082 
Of n STHESS; f'ACTOn!<; S.~LE OF GOODS Necessary, 2082 
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Filing, cont'd 
Unaffected by clerical error, 2083 
Fixtures, right of lender where goods be· 
come, 2085 
Right of seller where goods become, 2085 
Form, affidavit verifying claim, 2088 
Certificate of discharge, 2089 
Notice of conditional sale or hire receipt, 
2088 
Goods defined, 2082 
Delh·ery for resale, 2082 
Purchase price over $30.00, 2084 
Hire receipt, discharge of, 2086 
Filing necessary, 2082 
Provision re filing, 2082 
Registered in registry office, 2086 
Hirer, copy of contract to, 2083 
Default after demand for particulars, 2084 
Redemption, where goods retained. 2084 
Household furniture, contract not filed, 2082 
Index, kept by clerk, 2083 
Intention to sell, contents of notice, 208~ 
Notice requi red, 2084 
Service of notice, 2085 
Time for giYing notice, 2085 
Judge, order for delivery of goods, 2083 
Land Titles Act, referred to, 2087 
Landlord, paying ofT vendor's lien, 4085 
Lender, particulars of amount due by, 208! 
Particulars of contract by, on demand, 
2084-
Rights of, in mining machinery, 2085 
Where goods attached to realtv, 2085 
l\Ianuactured goods, contract n()t fil~d, 2082 1 
Name of seller on, 2083 
.111ining machinery subject to rights, of 
seller, 2085 
Mortgagee, retention of goods on payment 
of lien, 2085 
Musical instruments, contracts not fil ed, 
2082 
Name of seller on, 2083 
Name, error in, 2083 
Notice, form of, 2087 
Of contract, 2087 
Verified by affidavit. 2087 
CONSANGUINITY 
Office of land titles, notice of contract filed 
in,2086 
Owner, when hirer deemed, 2082 
When purchaser deemed, 2082 
Purchaser, copy of contract to, 2083 
In good faith , 2082 
Xot affected unless contract filed, 2082 
In ordinary course not affected though 
contract filed, 2082 
Redemption where goods retained, 2084 
Without notice, 2082 
Railway company, contract filed with Pro,·· 
incial Secretary, 2083 
Rolling stock sold to, 2083 
Realty, right of seller in goods affixed to. 
2085 
Right of owner in goods affixed to. 2085 
Redemption, right of hirer, 2084 
Right of purchaser, 2084-
Registration, fee for, 2087 
Registry office, contents of notice of con· 
tract, 2086 
Notice of contract filed in, 2086 
Resale of goods, in ordinary course, 2082 
Retaking possession hirer to retain good,. 
for 20 days, 2084 
:'\otice of resale requiretl. 2084 
Right of redemption, 2084 
Seller to retain goods for 20 days. 2084 
Time for notice of resale, 2085 
Rolling stock, sale to railway company, 2083 
Seller, copy of contrart to hirer by, 2083 
Copy of contract to purchaser hy, 2083 
Default , after demand for particulars, 
208-l 
Duty after retaking possession, 2084 
l\otice by of intention to sell, 2084 
Particulars of amount due by, 208..J. 
Of contract by. on demand, 2084 
Ri~hts in mining machinery, 2085 
Where goods affixed to realty, 2085 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to 2084 
Trader. deJi,·ery of goods for resale by, 2082 
COXFESSIO~ OF J CDG:'IIE:'\T; see AS · 
S IC:")!£:"TS A:"O PREFERE:"CES 
CO;'{S:\XGUINITY; see MARRIACE 
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CONSOLIDATED CIIEE E FACTORIES 
CO:XSOIJD \TLD CLIEES~. FACTOHIES 
Bonrt! nf Apprai..al, mcmher~ of, 1120 
liC'ports of, 1120 
Co-opC'rative Companies, a)lplicants form. 
1119 
Payments for s tock, 1119 
Issue of stock, 1119 
Directors, :'>!inister may name one, 1120 
Factory. compan)· to mannj!:e. 1120 
Approval h} :\linister, 1120 
Grants, for erection of, ll19 
Loan. limitation of, 1119 
~otto he made until repon, 1120 
Qualifit•ntion of applicant, 1119 
Rate of intercst.ll19 
Repayment of, 1119 
Secured by first mortgage, 1119 
l\Iini~ter, dC'fined 1119 
Regulations, 1120 
Shareholder. may \'Ole. 1120 
\lnximum holdinl!~- 1120 
Share•, tran•.Cnahlc. 1120 
CO:\SOLID\TED RE\T'\lF: Fl l:XD; sec 
.\linT; I'RO\I,CIAI. LOA'\!'; I'I'BLIC 
llE\ F.'\ I"£ 
Arhitratnr'~ award, pnymt•nt of, 365 
Bequc,ts. applications of, 365 
Purposes of. 365 
Charita hie bec1ucst•, hnw 111..1de. 365 
f:.\ccutirc Council Act. rcferrcrl to, 365 
r:,pcnditurci'. account in::: for, 365 
Permanent charges. 36·i 
Perm:ment endowment. how maclc, 365 
Public moneys, how to be paid, 365 
Public service, appropriation~ for, 361 
Securities, realizations of, 365 
Vestings of. 364 
Sources of, 364 
Surplu•. by whom inves ted, 364 
lnve~tment of. 364 
Whrre may be invested, 3f)lt 
Treasurer. acceptance of j!:ift-.. 365 
Death of, 364 
Rc,ignation of. 3&1 
Securities \ested in, 3M· 
To :~crrpt cert:~ in gifts, 365 
Vc~ting of securities, 361 
Warrant, by whom issued, 365 
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL; see DEPART· 
~lENT or EOUCATIO:'<I; PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
CO~SOUDATIO~ OF STATUTES; see 
also I"TERPRETATION; KJNC'S PRINTER 
All entries refer to Jl olume I 
Appendix, Acts, etc., not repealed. xxix 
Imperial Statutes, xxx 
Statutes of Canada, xxx 
Commissioner, appointment o f, xxh 
Power of, xxx 
Report of, xxix, xxx 
Construction, rulcs 'tO apply, xxxi 
Distribution of copies, xxxi 
Evidence, copies printed by King's Printer, 
xxxi 
Imperial Statutes, appendix of, xxx 
Interpretation, rules to apply, xxxi 
Proehmation, declaring Revised Statutes in 
force, xxx 
Proclamation, effect of, xxx, xxxi 
Repealed Act, references to, xxxi 
Schedule of, x:o:x 
Revised S);tlnl rs. rit:Jt ion of, xxxi 
P roclanunion nf. x:n: 
Schcduk \ ct~ repralcd, xxx 
Parts of ,\ cts repealed, etc., xxx 
Statutes of Cun:~da, appendix of, xxx 
CO:\STABLES; see also; AGRICULTURA L SO· 
CIETIES; ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
E'\I'E""J:<;; C:OII()"I::RS; DOl> TAX ANIJ 
LI\'E STOCK PllOTECTJO'\'; DO~IINION 
CO\J\IISSIO~ EftS OF POLICE; DIVISION 
COURTS; EI.ECTIO'\'S; ESTREATS ; FAC• 
TORY, S IIOP A '110 OFFICE BUILDINC; 
FJRE\IEN'S EXE\IPTION; CAllE AND 
riSIIERIES; IIALtnURTON; HICHWAY 
TRAFFIC; J l"lliCATURE; J URORS; LECI5-
LATI\£ ASSF.\IBLY; LIQUOR CONTROL ; 
~!ENTAL IIOSI'ITALS; MUNICIPAL; MU· 
NICIPAL DR \INACF.; ONTAIHO MUN ICIPAL 
80 \RU; I'RI\'ATF. DETECTI\'ES; PSY· 
CIIIATRIC IIOSI'ITALS; PUBLIC AUTHOR· 
ITIF.S PnOTF.CTION; I'UBLIC HF.ALTH; 
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PUBUC LIBR.~RIES; PUBLIC PARKS; 
RAILWAY; SIIEHIFFS; lllAI'SPOIITATIO~ 
OF FOWL; lllA\'ELLI:-iC SIIOI'o'S; 
\ 'OTERS' LISTS 
Adjoining di,·ision, powers in, 1663 
Allowances lo special officers, 1668 
How paid, 1668 
Appointmeni by county judge, 1663 
By {!eneral sessions of the peace, 1663 
By justices of tht' peace, 1667 
By magistrates, 1664 
Notification re, 1663 
or commissioner of police, 1610 
or constables, 1663 
or special constables, 1663 
or special officers, ] 66i 
Rc,•ocation of magistrate's, 166 ~ 
To Ontnrio Pro,·incial Police F'orcc. 1671 
Attorney-General, certificate of, 1672 
Law enforcemen1 fund under, 1672 
Order of, 1672 
By-law appointing high constable, 166.) 
Clerk of the Peace, filing oath with, 1665 
Report to, rc suspensions, 1666 
To IJe notified of appointments, 1663 
To notify general sessions of appoint· 
ments, 1663 
Commissioncr of police, appointmeut of 
1670 
Depositing oatL of office with. 1665 
Dismissal of high constables b). 1667 
F.:c officio magistrate, 1671 
Inquiries by, 1666, 1671 
~otice to, of appointment of special con· 
stables, 1668 
Re justices' order, 1668 
Power rc production, 1666 
Rc witnesses, 1666 
To examine on oath, 1666 
Powers and duties of.l670 
On inquiry,l666 
Regulations respecting, 1671 
Restoration of high constable by. 166i 
Supen ision by, 1666 
Suspension of constables hy, 1666 
or high constables by, 1667 
or special officers hy, 1669 
CONSTABLES 
Termination of sen ice of ~pecial officers, 
1669 
County constahle, constable to be, 166 ~ 
Court defined,1663 
Defined, 1663 
1 udge, allowanco by to special constables, 
1668 
Appointment by, 1663 
~Jay dismiss constable,. 1666 
Restoration of constables to office by, 
1666 
Suspension of constables by, 1666 
Special constables by, 1669 
Termination of sen ice of special con· 
stables, 1669 
To notify clerk of peace of appoint-
ments,l663 
Payment of expenses by, 1672 
C:riminal matter, ad,anccs to pro' incial po· 
lice re, 1673 
Dismissal of constables. 1663 
By county court judge, 1666 
By general se;c~ions of the peace, 1663 
or hig!J constable, 1667 
Exemption from sen ice. members of militia 
corp~. 1667 
Extradition, payment of, CJ.pcnses rc, 1672 
Fees, of high constable, 1665 
Regulations re, 1670 
F'dony, special constables, apprehension of, 
1667 
Form, of oath for special con~tables. 1667 
or office. 166~ 
High constable, 1665 
General sessions, appointment by, 1663 
High constables, appointed by county, 1664 
Appointed by Lieut.-Gov., 1664 
Duties of, 1665 
Oath of office, 1665 
Before entering duties, 1665 
Remunerated by county, 166 ~ 
Remuneration, 1665 
Returns hy,l666 
Supen is ion of constable~ by, 1665 
Tenure of office, 1661 
To continue in office, 166t 
When entitled to fees, 1663 
121 
CONSTABLES 
Householder, appointment as special con· 
stables, 1667 
Trnmunities of special constables, 1668 
Inquiry, by commissioner, 1666, 1671 
Powers of commissioner, 1666, 1671 
Jurisdiction, of commissioner as magistrate. 
1671 
Justices of the Peace, administering of oath. 
1667 
Appointment of special constables, 1667 
Regulations re special constables, 1668 
Suspension of special constables, 1669 
Termination of service of special officers. 
1669 
Law Enforcement Fund, appropriations for. 
1672 
Certificate of Attorney-General, 1672 
Order of Attorney-General.1672 
Payment of Provincial police force. 1672 
Payment out o£, 1672 
Payment re extradition, 1672 
Uncler direction of Attorney-General. 
1672 
Lient.·Gov., appointment of commissioner. 
1670 
Appointment of high constables, 1665 
Appointments to provincial police force. 
1671 
Regulations by, 1670 
;\!agist rate, commissioner ex officio, 1671 
Revocation of appointment hy. 1664 
Temporary appointment by, 166l 
Magistrates Act, referred to, 1671 
Militia Corps members exempt from service. 
1667 
Misconduct, removal for, 1668 
1\Iunicipal corporation, payment by, 1668 
Neglect of duty, removal for, 1668 
Notice of appointment of special constables. 
1668 
Of suspension, to commissioner, 1669 
Of termination of service to commissioner 
1669 
Oath, form of, for special constables, 1667 
For special constables of credible witness. 
1667 
Of office before entering duties, 1664 
By constable, 1664 
By high constable, 1665 
Form of, 1664 
For high constable, 1665 
Of high constable, filing, 1665 
Of special constables, 1667 
Oflice, tenure o£,1663 
Ontario provincial police force', advances in 
provisional judicial district, 1673 
Appointment of commissioner, 1670 
Appointments to, 1671 
Commissioner, powers and duties, 1670 
How composed, 1670, 1671 
Members provincial constables, 1671 
Payment from law enforcement fund, 
1672 
Payment re extradition, 1672 
Regulations of, 1670 
Regulations respecting, 1671 
Whc;n county to pay expenses of, 1672 
Order of justices, 1668 
Penalties, for non-delivery of staves, 1669 
Of special constables, 1669 
Recovery of, 1669 
Refusing to act, 1669 
To ta~e oath, 1669 
To whom payable, 1669 
Powers and duties of commissioner, 1670 
Of special constables, 1668 
In adjoining division, 1668 
Pro"incial constables, 1671 
Secretary, notification of magistrate's ap-
pointment, 1664 
Revocation of appointment by, 1664 
Provisional judicial district , advances to 
provincial police in, 1673 
Regulations, accommodation for high con· 
stables, 1670 
By justices re special constables,.l66S 
By Lieut.-Gov., 1670 
Duties of county constables, 1670 
Duties of high constables, 1670 
Generally, 1670 
Matters dealt with, 1668 
May be general or particular, 1670 
Records of high constables, 16i0 
Re fees, 1670 
122 
Regulations, cont'd 
Reinvestigations of charge, 1670 
Re Ontario provincial police force, 1671 
Remuneration of high constables by county. 
1664 
Restoration of constables, 1666 
Of high constables, 1667 
Returns, by constables, 1666 
By high constables, 1666 
Exceptions as to making, 1666 
Revocation of appointment by magistrate. 
1664 
By provincial secretary, 1664 
Time limit for, 1664 
Riot, special constables, 1667 
Service, militia corps member exempted. 
1667 
Special constables, acting .in other division, 
1668 
Allowance to, 1668 
Appointment of, 1667 
For preservation of peace, 1667 
Form of oath, 1667 
Householders when appointed, 1667 
Immunities of, 1668 
Notice of appointment of, 1668 
Oath of, 1667 
Oath of creclible witness, 1667 
Payment of, 1668 
Penalties, 1669 
Penalty for disobeying orders, 1669 
For non-appearance, 1669 
For non-delivery of sta,·es, 1669 
For refusing to take oath, 1669 
Refusing to act, 1669 
Powers of, 1668 
In adjoining division, 1668 
Regulations by justices re, 1668 
Removal for misconduct, 1668 
For neglect of duty, 1668 
Suspension by commissioner, 1669 
By county judge,1669 
By justices, 1669 
Termination of service by commissioner, 
1669 
By county judge, 1669 
By j usticcs, 1669 
CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS 
To deliver up sta,·es, 1669 
When appointed, 1667 
Where felony apprehended, 1667 
Where riot apprehended, 1667 
Where tumult apprehended, 1667 
Who may be appointed, 1667 
Staves, delivery up of, 1669 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 1669 
Suspension of constables by commissioner, 
1666 
or constables by judge, 1666 
Report to clerk of the peace, 1666 
Of high constable, 1667 
Of special constables by commissioner, 
1669 
By judge, 1669 
or special officers by justices, 1669 
Tenure of office, 1663 
Termination of services of special constables 
by commissioner, 1669 
B>· county judge, 1669 
By justices, 1669 
Tumult, special constables, appreh.:-nsion 
of, 1667 
, CONSTITUTJO~AL QUESTIONS; see 
also DOlll:-itO:> COURTS; JUDICATURE ; 
SUlDJ.~RY CO:>\'ICTIO~S 
Action by Attorney-General to test valid· 
ity of sta tutes, 1610 
Appeal application of provisions, 1610 
from opinion of Court, 1610 
To Court of Appeal, 1610 
To Privy Council, 1610 
Attorney-General for Canada, when noti· 
fied,1610 
For Ontario, notice to, 1610 
Counsel, appointment of, 1610 
Expenses of, 1610 
For unrepresented interests, 1610 
To argue case at request of Court, 1610 
Court, jurisdiction of, 1610 
To certify opinion, 1610 
When reference may be made to, 1610 
Hearing, notice of, 1610 
1 ud;!e, when reference made to, 1610 
Notice, power of Court as to directing, 1610 




When to be given, 1610 
Opinions of Court, appeal from,l610 
Of Court, certification of, 1610 
Where deemed judgment,1610 
Prity Council Appeals Act, referred to, 1610 
Privy Council, appeal to, 1610 
Reference, when may be made to Court, 1610 
When may be made to Judge, 1610 
~ecnrity not required, 1610 
Statutes, validit)' of, 1610 
CO~STRUCTIO~ OF BUILDINGS; see 
BUILDil"C TilAOES PROTECTION ; COVERN · 
~IE!XT CO:-ITRACTS HOURS AND WACES; 
MUNICIPAL; PUBLIC AND OTHER WORKS 
WACES; WORK~IEN'S COllPENSATION 
CO~SU:I\IPTIVES; see PUBLIC HEALTH: 
SA;":ATORIA FOR CO;":SUMPTIVES 
CO:\TAGIOUS DISEASES; see FACTORY , 
SHOP AXD OFFICE IJUILDI"\C; MUNICI· 
PAL; PUBLIC SCHOOLS; PUBLI C 
H EAL Til; RAIL \VA \"; VACC IXATIOX; 
Vf.NF.IlEA L DISEASES PRE\'ENTION 
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS; see also DE· 
PARTliEXT OF EDUCATION ; IIALIBUR· 
TON; MUN ICIPAL ; PUBLIC SCHOOLS ; 
SErARAtE SCIIOOLS; VOCATIONAL ED· 
UCATI0::-1 
Agreement, between boards for school cost, 
4512 
l\Iinister may give directions, 4512 
Powers of board to make, 4509 
Respecting fees, 4511 
School maintenance, 4512 
Validating prior, 4512 
Validation re fees, 4511 
Agricultural training, payment of cost of, 
4513 
Providing for, 4513 
Board, contents of estimates, 4511 
Payment of sum in lieu of fees by, 4511 
Powers rc erecting buildings, 4509 
Perll\anent improvements, 4509 
School si te, 4509 
Submission of estimates by, 4511 
Buildings, powers of board re, 4509 
Continuation school section, defined, 4507 
Schools, classification of, 4508 
Established prior to 1913, 4514 
Regulations re requirements, 4508 
Contributory municipalities, exemptions, 
CO!'\TE~IPT; sec couxTY counTs ; Dl\'l · 4514 
SION COURTS; J UDICATURE; JURORS: 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
CONTINGENT INTEREST; see CONVEY· 
ANCINC AND LAW O F PROPERTY 
CO:\Tl:\'CE'\"T RE.\J \1:\'DEH; see cox-
VEYAxCINC AND LAW Of PROPERTY 
CO.~TIXGE:\T t"S£; see cO:-ii .EYAl'iCI:-.:1: 
A.)ID LAW OF PllOPERTY 
CO:--ITIUCTOR; see GOI.F.W\liE'iT CON· 
TRACTS HOURS Al'iD WACES; MECHA!\· 
ICS' LI EN; PUIJLIC AND OTIIF.R 1\'0IIKS; 
II' ACES; WOODM E::-I'S LIEN ; WORKMEN'S 
COMPENSATION 
County council, additional contribution, 4513 
Council, apportionment of contributions, 
4513 
By-laws in aid of one school, 4513 
Contributions re permanent improve· 
ments,4513 
Grants, grade C schools, 4513 
Regulations, 4513 
Pupils. cost of education of, 4513 
Defint:d, 4507 
Levy for cost of, 4513 
Payment of cost of, 4513 
Procedure where cost exceeds $100.00 
each,4513 
Who deemed to be, 4512 
Courses of study. regulation re, 4514 





Estimates, contents of, 4511 
Contributory boards, 4512 
Submission by board, 4511 
Fees, agreements between council and board, 
4511 
Computation of, 4511 
Continuation pupils, 4511 
Pa>·ment of sum in lieu of, 4511 
lligh Schools Act, referred to, 4508, 4S12, 
4513 
Lcgislati\'e grants, grade C schools, 4513 
Regulations, 4513 
~laintenance, agreement for school, 4512 
Defined, 4507 
~lanagement committee, constitution of, 
4509 
Establishment of, 4509 
Nature of, 4509 
Title of, 4509 
~linister, defined, 4507 
~lunicipality, defined, 4507 
Permanent improvements, contribution by 
county for, 4513 
Defined, 4507 
Principal, regulations re qualifications, 4514 
Public school board, establishment of school 
by,4508 
Schools under jurisdiction of, 4515 
Public Schools Act, referred to 4509, 4513, 
4514,4515 
Pupils, admission to schools, 4512 
Computation of fees, 4511 
Fees, 4511 
Non-resident, 4512 
Right to admission, 4514 
Ilate, levy for, 4510 
Levy for contributing boards, 4512 
Separate school, 4510 
Property liable for, 4510 
Regulations, county grants, 4513 
Courses of study, 4514 
Defined, 4508 
Legislative grants, 4513 
Qualification of principals, 4514 
or teachers, 4514 
Resident pupils, defined, 4508 
School, admission of pupils to, 4512 
Agreement re cm•t, 1509 
Establishing, 4509 
l\laintaining, 1509 
.\ pportionment of cost in union sections, 
4509 
Ccst o£. 4511 
Board, county representati\'CS on, 4510 
E•tahlishment of, 4508 
Le,·y for joint, public and ~cpa rate, 4510 
For separate, 4510 
or rate for' 4510 
Restricting establishment of, 4512. 
~laintenance or, 4512 
Under jurisdiction of public school board, 
4515 
Separate school board, establishment of 
school by, 4508 
Site, powers of board re, 4509 
Teachers, regulations re qualifications, 4514 
Township, Je,y for teachers salary for 
grade C school, 4509 
Trustees, appointment by county, 4510 
Limitation of powers of appointed, 4510 
Powers of appoin ted, 4510 
Term o£ office of, 4510 
l'nion counties, apportionment of le' y, 4513 
Responsibility for pupils, 4513 
Sections, leYy of rate in, 4509 
CO~TRIBVTORY :\F.GLTGE~CE; see 
~ECLICE:-:CE 
CO:\TRO\'ERTED ELECTIO:\S; see also 
Jl'DICATCRE; LECISLATI\'& ASSDIBLY; 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS; SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
Action, limitations of, 291 
Appeal, cert ificate of Registrar, 286 
Continuation of, 279 
Disagreement of Judges, 284 
Disposition of deposit, 286 
Hearing of, 285 
Judgment final , 286 
Judgment on, 285 
New trial, 286 
Notice of, 285 
Powers of Court. 285 




Hefcrencc back, 284 
Review of decision, 285 
Security for costs, 285 
Setting down, 285 
Who may,285 
Assembly, procedure on report, 283 
Rules to be laid bef<X"e, 272 
Candidate, costs against, 293 
Defined,270 
How examined, 277 
Certificate, presentation to Assembly, 283 
Clerk of •the Crown in Chancery, notice of 
petition to, 273 
Notification of, 273 
Corrupt practice, before whom heard, 278 
Contents of report, 282 
Crown Attorney as prosecutor, 294 
Defined, 270 
Evidence of, 280 
Limitation of actions, 291 
Notice of, 290 
Order of 1 udge, 289 
Order when guilty, 289 
Penalty, 289 
Trial of, 288 
Costs, against candidate, 293 
Agent to indemnify candidate, 292 
Pay,292 
Agent's failure to appear. 292 
Amount of, 275 
Amount to be allowed, 292 
At discretion of Court, 291 
By whom given, 275 
Candidate may recover from agent, 292 
Counsel f ecs, 293 
Deposit of, 275 
Discretion of Court, 291 
Exceeding deposit, 293 
Execution for, 292 
Limitation of, 293 
Payable by petitioner, 287 
Payable out of deposit, 293 
Petitioner liable for, 275 
Preliminary examinations, 277 
Recovery against petitioner, 293 
Security for, 275 
When to be given, 285 
Substituted pet itioner, 287 
Taxation, 292 
W1ten disclaimer filed, 292 
When not specially provided for, 293 
When to be given, 275 
Counsel, fees, 291, 292 
County,defined,270 
County court, defined, 270 
Court, contempt of, 293 
Defined, 270 
D:scret ion re costs, 291 
Disposal of case, 289 
Expenses of, 293 
Imprisonment by, 290 
Jurisdiction, 271 
Ordering payment of penalty, 291 
Power of, 289 
He imprisonment, 290 
To make rules, 271 
Cross petitions, hearing, 273 
Presentation, 273 
Crown Witnesses Act, referred to, 291 
Disclaimer, by member elect, 274 
Dispositions, to be filed, 277 
Usc of at trial, 277 
When filed, 277 
Who entitled to copy, 277 
Documents, production of, 276 
Election Act, referred to, 277, 281, 284, 286. 
288,293 
Election, defined, 270 
Not to be questioned except under this 
Act, 294 
When void, 283 
Election Court , adjournment, 288 
Appeal, 283 
Appointment of Registrar, 278 
Auendance of witnesses, 280 
Certificate of, 283 
Concurrence of Judges, 283 
Court of Appeal, report to, 283 
Decision, 282 
Declaring candidate elected, 274 
Defined, 270 
Demeanour of witness, 285 
Directing agent to pay costs, 292 
Prosecution, 290 
Disagreement between Judges, 284 
126 
Election Court, cont'd 
Evidence, 280 
Fees to witnesses, 282 
Hearing of special case, 284 
Law, questions of, 284 
Postponement of trial, 280 
Powers of, 279 
Questions of law, 284 
Special case, 284 
Special report by, 282 
Summary trial court, 289 
Use of depositions, 277 
\'l1en no appeal from, 286 
Who may be examined, 281 
Election list, defined, 270 
Evidence of corrupt practice, 280 
Of undue r eturn, 280 
Examination of p~uties. before whom. 27i 
) fanner of, 277 
Execution. for costs. 292 
When may issue, 291 
Expenses, payable by parties to a~tion$. 294 
Fees. by whom payable. 291 
Of counsel, 291 
Of witne;;s. 291 
Imprisonment, date of commencement. 290 
Judge, dismissal of pl'titions. 280 
Extending time for sen· ice. 276 
Order as to costs. 287 
Changing pl'titioners, 279 
For service out of Ontario, 276 
For substitutions, 288 
For witness to attend, 277 
How served, 289 
Where corrupt practice charged. 289 
Permitting filing of petitions. 275 
Report to speaker, 287 
Staying preliminary examinat ions, 276 
J udges, appointml'nt of Registrar. 278 
Assignment. 278 
Certifying diiTerence of opinion. 283 
Concurrence, 283 
Contents of report, 282 
Delegation of duties, 278 
Discretion as to costs, 291 
Expenses, 293 
~lay report demeanou r of witne~;;e~. 285 
:'\umber. 278 
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS 
Power to make rules, 271 
Powers, 279 
Reception and attendance on, 279 
Report. 282, 283, 285 
Substitutions for, 278 
What not to report on, 283 
Judgment, bar to other proceedings, 290 
Legislative Assembly Act, referred to , 274, 
275,292 
Local Registrar, to notify Registrar, 273 
:\[ember, defined, 270 
When not entitled to sit or ,·ote, 283 
:\[ember elect, attendance at prel iminary 
examinations, 276 
~[oney penalty, application of, 291 
Notice of trial, how given. 279 
Order, service of, 289 
Penalty, payment of, 291 
Person charged, rights of, 289 
When found j!:uilty, 289 
Petition, abatement. by death, 287 
Application by substitute, 287 
Complaints against returning officer. 272 
Costs of, 292 
127 




Documents to be ~l'n·ed. 276 
Form of. 273 
:Xotice. 274 
:\lanner of service, 276 
Notice of abatement. 287 
.:'\otice of. publication, 274 
Of withdrawal. 286 
Where no opposition, 288 
\'l:lJcrc respondent die!', 288 
Where seat Yacant. 288 
Sen·ice, 276 
Service out of Ontario. 276 
Subject matter, 272 
Sub!'titution of new pet itioner. 286 
Time for presentation. 271 
Vertification, 273 
When corruption charged, 275 
\\'hen clel'med separate, 272 
Wht>n $cat claimed, 274 
When to be prl'!'cnted. 273 
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS 
Petition, cont'd 
Where no return, 272 
Who may be respondents, 272 
Who may present, 272 
Who may s ign, 273 
Withdrawal, 286 
Secured by corrupt bargain, 287 
P etitioner, liable for costs, 275 
Liabilities of substituted, 287 
May be cross-examined, 274 
Substitution of new, 288 
To receive notice of disclaimer, 275 
When may be substituted, 279 
Petitioners, must all join in withdrawal, 286 
Petitions, assignment of Judges to hear, 278 
Before whom heard, 278 
Hearing of, 279 
Listing of, 278 
Order of trial, 278 
Relating to same election, 278 
Practice and procedure, 271 
Preliminary examination, bills and vouchers. 
277 
Ry whom costs to be borne, 277 
Depositions to be fil ed, 277 
1\fanner of, 276 
Stay of, 276 
Prescribed, defined, 270 
Prisoner. production of. 277, 281 
Prorop;ation affecting trial. 279 
Prosecution, direction by Court , 290 
Prosecutor, fees of, 290 
Sharing penaity, 291 
Who may be, 290 
Public moneys, defined, 271 
Registrar. absence, 278 
Appointment, 278 
Defin ed, 271 
How to be notified, 273 
Listing petitions, 278 
Notifying Clerk of Crown in Chancery. 
273 
Notifying Speaker, 284 
Receiving notice of petitions, 273 
Salary, 279 
Resignation, effect of, 279 
Respondent, applications to be admitted, 
288 
Disabili ties, 288 
Notice if seat vacant, 288 
Of death, 288 
or intention not to oppose. 288 
When to pay costs, 292 
W"ho may be, 288 
Heturning Officer, custody of bills and 
vouchers, 277 
Notice to, 274 
Production of vouchers, 277 
P roduction of vouchers at preliminary 
hearing, 277 
When deemed respondent, 272 
Rules of Court, defined, 271 
Revocation, 272 
Sheri IT, fees and expenses of, 294 
Speaker, communication of report to 
Assembly, 283 
Defined, 271 
To receive delermination of Court, 282 
Solicitors, only party and party costs, 294 
Subpoena, 277 
Summary Trial Court, how composed, 288 
Trial, adjournment of, 279 
For death, 288 
To give notice, 288 
At Toronto, 279 




For corrupt practice, 291 
Issue of warrant, 289 
Notice, 279 
If respondent dies, 288 
If respondent not opposed, 288 
If seat vacant, 288 
Order when found guilty, 289 
P lace, 279 
Postponement, 280 
Powers of Court. 289 
Rights of persons charged, 289 
T ime of commencement, 280 
Use of depo; itions, 277 
Wl1en not to be held, 280 
Writ need not be produced, 293 
Voter, substitution for petitioner, 279 
Warran•t, issue of, 289 
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Witness, attendance, 277 
Cert ificate of indemnity, 281 




Guilty upon own evidence, 281 
Prisoner required as, 281 
Privilege, 281 
Stay of proceedings against, 281 
Subpoena to, 280 
Swelring, 280 
Writ for new election, 284 
Of attachment, 293 
Need not be produced at trial , 293 
CONVEYANCES; see comtERCIAL V£111-
CI.ES; HICIIWA Y TRAFFIC; PUBLIC 
HEALTH ; PUBLIC I"EHICLES; RAILWAYS 
CO~VEYANCING; see ALIE[I:S REAL P r.OP· 
ERTY ; BILLS OF SALE A Nil CHAlTEL 
MORTCACE; CO!"DITIO:-IAL SALF.S; CO :'I· 
VEY,~NCINC AND LAW OF PROPERTY; 
ESTATES TAIL; FRAUDULE'iT CONVEY· 
ANCES; LANDLORD AN:l TF.i''-~NT; Lo\ l'iD 
TITLES; MECHANICS' LIEN; MORT· 
C.o\CES; ~IORTMA IN AN D CIIAR ITARLE 
USES; NOTARIES; PARTITI0:-1; QUIET· 
li'iC TITLES; RECISTRY; RELlCJOUS IN· 
STITUTIONS; SALE OF COODS; SCHOOL 
TRUST CONVEYAi'<CES; SHORT FORMS 
OF CONVEYANCES; SHORT FOR~IS OF 
LEASES; SHORT FOR)IS OF MORT· 
CACES; SOLICIT ORS ; STATUTE O f 
FRAUDS; VENDORS AND PURCHASERS; 
WILLS 
CONVEYANCING AND LAW OF PROP-
ERTY 
Action by life tcnanl, 1747 
For re-en try, 1745 
To validate sale, 1740 
Administrators as covenantees, 1740 
Agenl, fraud by, 1749 
Appeal from order, 1749 
Application for production of person, 1745 
Necessary notices of, 1749 
To Court on sales, 1740,1741 
Who may make, )745 
Appointment, excluding certain objects, 
1741 
Executing powers of, 1740 
lllusory, 1741 
Impeaching, 1741 
Inval id not remedied, 1741 
Objects of, 1741 
\"alid exercise of, 1741 
Appurtenances, conveyance of, 1735 
Assignees, who may be, 17-13 
J\ssignment, absolute, 1747 
Between spouses, 1743 
Effectual, 1747, 1748 
In "Tiling, 1747 
Not by way of charge, 1747 
Notice of, 1747 
Procedure when disputed, 174S 
Assignor, dispute by, 1748 
Assigns as covenantees, 17-10 
Assurance, further. implied, 1738 
Interest of grantees, 1735 
,\s~urances, covenant to execute, 1739 
Auction, certain bids unlawful, 1748 
Deemed without reserve, 1748 
Reserved price in, 1748 
Seller"s purchase unlawful , 1749 
Where seller's right reserved, 1748 
Beneficial owner. as grantor, 1739 
Owner, covenant of, 1738 
Implied covenants of, 1739 
B!ds, certain prohibited, 1748 
Bond, property in, 1748 
Bonds of corporation, transfer of, 1748 
Transferrable when endorsed, 174S 
Building restrictions, by-law providing for, 
1749 
By-laws, rest rictive, not variable, 1745 
Cestui que vie, death presumed, 1745 
Chattel interest. assignment of, 1735 
C:hose in action assignment of legal. 1747 
Claimants. several under assignm!'nt. 1748 
Commissioners, person to appear before, 
1746 
Cr.mmitlce. covenant of, 1738 
Companies, capahility of holclin~ land, 1736 
Condi tion in law, not implied, 1735 
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Condition, cont'd 
Restrictive against land, 1749 
Consent, order valid without, li49 
Cnnsidcration, presence of, 1738 
Receipt for, 1734 
Contingent interest muy be disposed by 
deed, 1735 
Rcmainrler, after freehold, 1143 
W11en effective, 1743 
Uses, when e ffective, 1742 
Convey defined, 1733 
Conveyance, by direction nf beneficial 
owner, 1739 
By tru!:'tees, 1744 
Containing receipt, 1734 
Covenants included in. 1737 
Defined, 1733 
Execution of. 1734 
Extent of, 173:> 
Requirement for valid. 173.) 
Reservat ions in. 1744 
Scope of terms of, 1735, 1736 
To grantor and another, 1743 
To husband and wif<'. 173.:> 
To oneself, 1743 
What to include, 1735 
When a settlement. 1739 
Without limitation. 1734 
Conveyanc-es after July 1. 1886. 1734. 1735 
1736, 1737 
After July 1, 1914, li36 
A !testation of, 1734 
By several to !:'elves. 1744 
Short forms of, 1735 
Corporation. bearer bonds of. 17~ 
Capacity to hold lund, 1736 
Dealing in land, 1736 
Debentures of, l74S 
Limitations upon, 1736 
Powers of, 1736 
Tenant, when dissolved, 1744 
Tenure of. 1741-
Co-tenants. valuing wasted estate of, 1743 
Waste by, 1742 
Covenant, benefit o£, 1739 
Building. 1749 
Extension o£, 1739 
Extent of. 1738 
Benefit of, 1740 
Variation of, 1739 
What deemed to express, 1740 
Who may enforce, 1739 
Covenantee, whom to include, 1740 
Covenants, deemed included, 1737 
Discharge by order, 1749 
Implied, 1737, 1739 
Modification of, 1749 
Operation of implied, 1739 
Court, applicat ion to, 1749 
Application to, by party, 1737 
Directing compensation for improve· 
ments, 1743 
Direction on sale by, 1737 
Effect of order, 1749 
Establishing life tenant's rights, 1747 
Jurisdiction over covenants, 1749 
:'I fay direct payment into, 1737 
Of Appeal, appeal to, 1749 
Order for production of person, 1745 
Payment made into, 1748 
P ayments out of, 1737 
Validating sales, 1740 
Varying restric tions by order of. 1749 
Crown, conveyances by. 1736 
Curtesy, tenancy by, 1741 
IJamages. assessment of, 1749 
For wrongful possession, 1747 
Daughter, posthumous, remainder interest 
of. 1744 
Death , concealment of. 1745 
Presumption of. 1745, 1746 
Debentures, generally en1lorsed. 1748 
Title to, 17~ 
Trausfer of, 1748 
Debt, assignment of, 1747 
Debtor, paying cli~puted claim, 1748 
Declaration, by Court of validity, 1740, 1741 
Deed, required for certain interests, 1735 
To transfer certain interests. 1735 
Deeds, before J anuary I, 1850,1735 
Relating to power of appointment, 1740 
Devisees, interest of, 1735 
Devolution, of corporation's estate, 1744 
Devolution o/ Estates Act, referred to. li4l. 
1742 
Directions. by Court, 1737 
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Directions, cont'd 
Particular to be observed, 1740 
Discharge, by assignee good, 1747, 1748 
By payment into Court, 1737 
Disclaimer, 1740 
Dowress, waste by, 1742 
Easement, reservat ion of, 1744 
Entry, .after life estate, 1746 
Lawful after life esta te, 1746 
Right of, 1735 
Equitable waste, no right to commit, 1742 
Equities, assignment subject to, 1747, 1748 
Equity, governing mergers, 1743 
Ertate, for life, 1745 
In tail female,· limitation of, 1734 
Limitation of, 1734 
Male, limitation of, 1734 
Merger of interest in, 1742 
Tail, not affected by deed, 1735 
Vesting after order, 1740, 1741 
Evidence, repayment, 1743 
Exchange, condition not implied, 1735 
Of land, by deed, 1735 
Executors, as covenantees, 1740 
Fee simple, limitation of, 1734 
Simple, what conveyance includes, 1735, 
1736 
What included, 1735,1736 
Feoffment, form of, 1734 
Operation of, 1734 
Validity of, 1734 
Fiduciary relation, effect of, 1744 
Freehold, immediate, conveyance of, 1733 
Fraud, remedy for, 1749 
Future uses, when effective, 1742 
Give, implications of,1735 
Grant , implications of, 1735 
To more than one person, 1735 
To several, 1735 
To two persons,1735 
Grantee, may be grantor, 1743 
Same as grantor, 1743 
Grantees, certain precluded, 1749 
Presumed character of, 1735 
Who may be, 1743 
Grantor, implied covenants of 1737 
May be grantee, 1743 
Under order, covenant of, 1738 
Who implied to be, 1 i39 
Guardian, overholding esta te, 1747 
Unable to produce ward,1747 
Waste by, 1742 
Heirs as covenantees, 1740 
Female of the body, u&e of, 1734 
!\tale of the body, use of, 1734 
Of the body, use of, 1734 
Use of, 1734 
Hereditaments, grant of, 1733 
Hindrances, personal to grantor, 1738, 1739 
Holder, action by, 1748 
Rights of, 1748 
Husband, assignment to wife and self, 1743 
Estate of, 1741 
Grant to, 1735 
Unable to produce wife, 1747 
Implied covenants, in sales since 1886, 1737 
Improvements, by mistaken owner, 1743 
l.nmpenslltion for, 1749 
Lien for, 1743 
l\Iade under mistake, 1743 
Retaining land for, 1743 
Incapacity, covenant against, 1738, 1739 
Incumbrance, concealing, 1749 
Payment on, 1737 
Incumbrancer, notice to, 1737 
Incumbrances, covenant against, 1738, 1739 
Freedom from implied, 1738 
Inheritance, covenant rc, 1740 
Intention, contrary, appearing, 1734 
Rc character of grantees, 1735 
Words indicative of, 1734 
Interest, surrender of, 1735 
Taken by grantees,1735 
Interests, conveyance of, 1733 
Disposition of certain, 1735 
Interpleader, under assignment, 1748 
Issue, affecting husband's estate, 1741 
Joint tenants, committing waste, 1742 
When deemed, 1735 
Tenure, by CIOrporation, 1744 
Judicature Act, referred to, 1743 
Jmisdiction, want of, 1749 
Land, action for profits of, 1745 
Assignment of interest in, 1735 
Defined, 1733 
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Land, cont'd 
Limited to uses, 1742 
Recovery of, in case of fraud, 1749 
Restrictive covenant on, 1749 
Sale uy auction, 1748 
Scope of covenant re, 174{) 
Sold suuject to incumbrance, 1737 
Law, when applicable, 1735 
Lea~e. covenant for validity of, 1738 
Leasehold, conveyance of, 1738 
Lessees, committing waste, 1742 
Lessor, action to recover life estate, 1745 
Remedy for waste, 1742 
Letters patent, grants by, 1735 
Lien, for improvements under mistake, 1743 
Life esta te, proving life for, 1745 
Termination of, 1745 
Tenant, ahsence of, 1745 
Claimed living, 1746 
Covenant re. 17 4{) 
How rights established, 1747 
Involved in sales, 1740 
Neglect ing to produce,l746 
Ont of Ontario, 1746 
Re·entry of, 1747 
Ref using to show, 1746 
Re·possession by, 1747 
Rights of absent, 1747 
Ousted, 1745 
When death disputed, 1746 
Deemed dead, 1746 
Where cestui que vie found living, 1747 
Limitation, eiTect of no, 1734 
Words of, 1734 
Limitations, sufficicnl terms for, 1734 
l\Iarried woman, concealed death of, 1745 
.llarrit•d Women's Property Act, referred 
to, 1741 
~lcrger, none by law, 1743 
.\I~snc profits, action for, 1745 
Mineral rights, grant of, 1735 
Reference to, 1735 
Reservation of 1735 
,\lin ing rights, defined,l736 
In any instrument ,1736 
MiHor, concealed death of, 1745 
J\!istake, improvements made under. 1748 
In title, 1743 
Money in court, 1737 
Proof of payment of, 1743 
1\Iortgage, defined, 1733 
l\loney defined, 1733 
:\Iortgagee, covene.nt of, 1738 
Defined, 1733 
Rights of defrauded, 1749 
.\fortgagor, defined, 1733 
Fraud by, 1749 
Municipal Act, referred to, 1749 
Notice, necessity for assignment, 1747,1748 
Order valid without, 1749 
Service of, 1749 
Objects, provision protecting, 1740 
Order, for conveyance, 1737 
;\ lay be appealed, 1749 
To produce person, 1745 
Validity of Court, 1749 
Vesting, 1737 
Overholding, after life estate, 1747 
Partial release, of rent, 1742 
Partition, by deed, 1735 
Condition not implied, 1735 
When waste commit ted, 1742 
Payment, effect of, 1837 
Into Court, 1737, 1748 
Proof of, unnecessary, 1743 
Pedigree, falsifying, 1749 
Person, concealing death of, 1745 
Failing to produce, 1745 
Production in Court, 1746 
Where production impossible,l747 
Personal representatives, conveying to selves 
1744 
Possession, of two or more persous, 1735 
Wrongful after life estate, 1747 
Possessory tit le, of several, 1735 
Posthumous children, capacity of, 1744 
Power, contract uot to exercise, 1740 
Coupled with an intcrest, 1740 
Disclaimer of,1740 
Donee of, executing. 174·0 
Objects of, protected, 1741 
Of appointment, execution of, 1740 
Valid executions of, 174{) 
Of sale, sales under, 1740 
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Power, cont'd 
Release of, 1740 
Who may exercise, li40 
Procedure, to pr~ve death of life tenant. 
li45, 1746 
Production, personal, may be ordered, l";" -l; 
When unable to make, 1747 
Profits, life tenants claim for, 1147 
Recovery of, 1 7·~5 
Property, com·cyed to oneself, 1 i·~3 
Defined, 1";"33 
Puffer, defined, 1733 
~lay not bid, 1748 
When bid lawful, li48 
Purchase, deliued, 1733 
Unden·alued, 1743 
Purchaser, defined, 1733 
.\lust not be auction seller, li49 
Rights of defrauded, 1749 
Reexecution, 1734 
Quiet enjoyment, implied, 1738 
Receipt. as notice, li3.J. 
Effect of, 1734 
Part of conveyance, 1734 
Sufficient to discharge, 1i34 
Release, of part of land from rent, 1742 
Remainder, contingent, 1743 
Remainder·man. posthumous, 1744 
Procedure of, 1746 
Rent, covenant of payment of, li38 
Rent-charge, effect of release, 1742 
Release of, 1742 
Representative, of deceased, co,·enanr oL 
1738 
Reservation, of rigbts in grant, 1744 
Ope ration of, 174-~ 
Reversionary interest, procedure to seizure. 
17tl5 
Interest, purchase of, 1743 
Sale of unden·alued, 1743 
Re,·ersioner, from life estate, li45 
Ri~;l1ts of, 1 1·15 
Right-of·way, resenation of, 1744 
Right to con\'ey, implied, 1738 
Sale, conditions of auction, 1748 
Defined, 1733 
Subject to bid, 1748 
Validity of. under power of, 1740 
Sales, free from incumbrance, 1737 
Scintilla juris, abrogation of, 1742 
Securities, action by holder of, 1748 
Transfer of, 1148 
Seller, fraud by 1749 
:\' ot to be purchaser, 1 i 49 
Resen·e bid in auctions, 1748 
When bid prohibited, 1/48 
Seller's bid, effect of. 1748 
Srn·icc, order valid without, li49 
Settlement, by com·eyance, 1739 
Settlor, co,·enant of, 1739 
Short Forms of Cont·erances Act, referred 
to, 1738 
Solicitor, as witness, 1731 
Fraud by, 1749 
Son, posthumous remainder-man, li4l 
Spouses, grants to, 1735 
Subsequent purchaser. notice to, 1i3l 
Surface rights, con,·eyance of, 1736 
Defined, 1136 
In any iu~trument, 1736 
ReEen·ation nf. 1136 
Surrender, by deed, 1735 
Sun•i,·ors, power exerciEed by, 1740 
Tenancy, by the curte~)', 1741 
Tenant. hy the curtesy, waste by, 1742 
For life, c,·iction of, 1745 
Waste by, 1742 
Without impeachment of waste, 1742 
For years, waste by, 1i42 
In common, committing waste, 1742 
Tenants in common, when deemed, 1735 
PoEse;sory 1 itle of, 1735 
Tenements, grant of. 1733 
Terms, effect in conveyance of, 1734 
Third parties, com erance to self same as 
to, 1744 
Title, by possession, 1735 
Concealing naw in, 1749 
Falsifying, 1749 
Transfers, by feoffment. 1734 
Tre•pass. when deemed, 1147 
Trustee, co,·ennnt of, 1738 
o,·erbolding minor's estate, 1747 
Unable to produce life tenant, 1747 
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Trustees, assigned payment disputed, 174.S 
Conveying to selves, 1744 
Uses, effect of, 1742 
Operation of, 1742 
Vendors anti purchasers, fraudulent con· 
cealment, 1749 
Waste, by lessee, 1742 
Damages for, 1742 
Equitnble, 1742 
Impeachment for,1742 
Who liable for, 1742 
Wife, com·eyance to, 1735 
Com•eyance to, self and husband, 1743 
Husband's interest in lands of, 1741 
Witness, who may be, 1734 
Words, for limitations, 1734 
CO:\\"lCTIONS; see HALIBURTO:'i; J UDI· 
CATURE; SlJ)IMARY CO:-IVICTIONS 
CO-OPERATIVE COR PORATIONS; see 
CO)! I'AI'IES j CO·OI'EIIATIVF. CREDIT 
SOCIETI F.S 
CO-OPERATIVE CREDJT SOCIETIES 
Administrative boards, when not to deal 
with shares, 3016 
Advances, only to members, 3008 
Affidavit, ver ifying petition, 3004 
Affirmation, taking by :'.Iinister, 3004 
Taking by officers, 3004 
Verifying petition, 3004 
Agricultural association, may vote by proxy, 
3007 
Amendment of rule, defined. 3003 
Annual general meeting, approval by maj-
ority vote, 3010 
General meeting appro~al of payments to 
officers by, 3010 
Report at, 3010 
Summary wit hin one month from , 3015 
:'.Iceting hnlance sheet, 3012 
Busine~s at, 3012 
Financial position, 3012 
Report of board of supen·ision, 3012 
Rules to provide for, 3012 
Statement of income and expendi ture, 
3012 
When to be held, 3012 
Report, board of supervjsion by, 3010 
Summary, contents of, 3015 
Verified by certificate, 3715 
Transmitted to Minister, 3015 
When to be made, 3015 
Application to Minister, evidence suppOrt· 
ing, 3014 
Notice of, 3014 
When made, 3014 
Applications, approval of i\linister, 3004 
By petition, 300,1 
Appointment, powers of b~ard , re, 3009 
Archives of Society, 3004 ·· 
Audit by board, 3009 
Balance sheet at annual meeting, 3012 
How drawn, 3013 
Signed by board, 3015 
To members and others, 3013 
Transmitted to ~Iinister, 3015 
Bills of Exchange, borro,~ing powers ex· 
elude, 3010 
When deemed society's, 3012 
Roard of administration called committee, 
3009 
Of administration, duties of, 3009 
Elected annually, 3008 
Members of, 3009 
P resident ex officio member, 3009 
Of Credit, approval of loans by, 3009 
Duties of, 3009 
Elected annually, 3009 
Inves tment off ulllls by, 3009 
;\!embers not to borrow, 3009 
l\lemhers of, 3009 
President ex officio member, 3009 
Tenure of office, 3009 
Who may be members, 3009 
Of Supervision, at least two members, 
3009 
Audits by, 3009 
Calling of general meeting by, 3009 
Checking investments by, 3009 
Duties of, 3009 
Elected annually, 3009 
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Board of supervision, cont'd 
General supervision by, 3009 
;\lembers not to borrow, 3010 
Powers of appointment by, 3009 
Of suspension by, 3009 
Report to general meeting. 3010 
Tenure of office, 3009 
Who may be member, 3009 
Bond, purposes of, 3007 
When officers to give, 3006 
Books, inspection of, 3013 
Borrowing powers. excludes bills of e:~.· 
change,3010 
Excludes commercial ~ecuritie~. 3010 
Promissory notes, 3010 
Calls, fixed by society, 3007 
Cancellation of charter at requc:st of societ) . 
3016 
By Lieut.-Gov .. 3016 
Charter obtaineJ by fraud . 3016 
By mistake. 3016 
Grounds for, 3016 
Jf membership less than ten. 3016 
Notice by i\linister re, 3016 
Publication required re. 3016 
Society ceasing business, 3016 
For illegal purpose, 3016 
Violation of Act, 3016 
Capital, decrease of, 3007 
Division into shares, 3007 
Increase of, 3007 
Certificate of incorporation. 3004 
On annual summary, 3015 
Change of name, effect of, 3006 
Charter, grounds for cancellation. 3016 
Grounds for suspension, 3016 
Commercial securities. borrowing power, 
excluue. 3010 
Committee, board of administration is, 3009 
Defined, 3003 
~Iatters at annual meeting by. 3012 
:\l:ly pass resolutions. 3010 
~!embers liability for offences. 3019 
Powers to mortgage, 3011 
Contracts, form of, 3012 
How disehargeu, 3011 
;\[ade,3011 
Varied, 3011 
In writing, 3011 
Oral, 3011 
Signed by agent, 3011 
Under seal, 3011 
Contra\'ention of rules, general meeting re. 
3009 
Corporate name, 3005 
Change of, 3006 
"Co-operative" included, 3006 
"Limited" included, 3006 
Corporation, may holu shares, 3007 
~[inister's consent re loan to, 3007 
Court, recovery of monies by society in. 
3008 
Decrease of capital, 3007 
Department. defined. 3003 
Deposit, maximum, 3007 
Deposits. only from members, 3008 
Dismissal. powers of general meet ing. 3010 
Disputes, how settled, 3014 
Rules may provide re, 3014 
Settlement of, 3014 
Dissolution of society, approva~of minister. 
3016 
Documents forwarded :\linister, 3013 
Effect of instrument for. 3017 
How fixed, 3018 
ln:<trument for. 3016 
Alterations in. 3017 
Content<-, 3017 
Notice of by :\linister, 3017 
Resetting aside, 3018 
Requirement re, 3016 
Statutory declaration on." 3017 
Who may set aside, 30li 
Dominion companies. vote hy proxy, 300i 
Evidence, members list, 3008 
Of incorporation, 3005 
Register, 3008 
Share list, 3008 
Signature of officer, 3012 
Taking of by l\Iinister, 300-l 
By officers, 300-! 
Examination on oath, 301-+ 
Forms, regulations re, 3019 
Form of petition. 300-! 
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General meeting, calling of, 3009 
Confirmation by vote, 3010 
Of borrowing resolutions, 3010 
Notice of, 3011 
Powers of dismissal hy, 3010 
Of reinstatement by, 3010 
Guarantee given by officers, 3006 
Fund, how established, 3008 
How maintained, 3008 
~1aximum amount of, 3008 
Providing against losses, 3008 
Incorporation, application for, 3004 
Certificate of, 3004 
Number of members, 3004 
Object of, 3004 
Increase of capital, admission of new mem-
bers, 3007 
Subscription for new shares, 3007 
Infants, limitation of membership, 3005 
Society mcmbcr5, 3005 
Inquiry, reapplications, 3004 
Insolvency of society, transfer of shares, 
3017 
Withdrawal of shares, 3017 
Inspection, application for, 3014 
Expenses, 3014 
Security for costs of, 3014 
Inspect ion of books, limited, 3013 
Rules may provide for, 3013 
Rules re, 3013 
Subject to rules, 3013 
Inspector, appointment of, 3014 
Duties of, 3014 
iofay administer oath, 3014 
Examine on oath, 3014 
Require production, 3014 
Powers of, 3014 
Investments, by board of credit , 3009 
Of society, checking of, 3009 
In authorized securities, 3010 
Land defined, 3003 
Limit of holdings, 3005 
Power to hold, 3005 
Lien on shares by society, 3008 
Lieut.-Gov. may cancel charter, 3016 
l\lay make regulations, 3019 
Susp('nrl charter, 3016 
Loan, rules re maximum, 3007 
Loans, appro,•aJ of, 3009 
.\Jatters incorporated in rules, 3020 
Meeting defined, 3003 
!\I embers, advances only to, 3008 
Deposits only from, 3008 
List, inspection of, 3013 
Kept by society, 3008 
Prima facie evidence, 3008 
.\1inister, annual summary to, 3015 
Application to, 3014 
Approval of amendment, 3006 
or amendment to rules, 3006 
Of applications by, 3004 
Required re dissolution, 3016 
Balance sheet transmitted to, 3015 
Copy of rules forwarded to, 3004 
Defined, 3003 
Documents forwarded on dissolution, 3018 
Inquiry reapplications, 3004 
l\lay appoint inspector, 3014 
Call special meeting, 3014 
Issue certificate of incorp<Jration, 3004 
Require security for costs, 3014 
Notice by re-canccllation of charter, 3016 
By re su~pension of charter, 3016 
Rc setting aside dissolution, 3018 
Petition for warded to, 3004 
Powers re corporate name, 3005 
Taking of evidence by, 3004 
When application to, 3014 
Misappropriation of funds, 3009 
i\lonies payable to society, 3008 
Recovery of, 3008 
1\tortgage, mortgagee not bound to enquire, 
30ll 
Power of committee re, 3011 
What rna)' be included, 3011 
~Iunicipal body, vote by proxy, 3007 
Name, change of, 3006 
"Co-operative" included in, 3006 
Corporate, of society, 3005 
"Limited" included in,3006 
Notice of dissolution, 3017 
Of general meeting, 3011 
Of incorporation, 3004 
Oath, inspector may administer, 3014 
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Oath, cont'd 
Taking of by J\ linister, 3004 
By officers, 3004 
Object of incorporation, 3004 
Offences, continuing, 3019 
Enumerated, 3018 
Failure to comply with Act, 3018 
To furnish information, 3018 
To give notice, 3018 
To hang up annual return, 3018 
Balance sheet, 3018 
To make annual return, 3018 
Balance sheet, 3018 
To send return or document, 3018 
False or insufficient information, 3018 
False return, 3018 
Insufficient return, 3018 
Liability of committee members, 3019 
or officers, 3018 
Office defined, 3003 
Officer defined, 3003 
Officers inquiry reapplications, 3004 
Liability for offences, 3018 
Payments to, approval of, 3010 
Signature. prima facie evidence, 3012 
Taking of evidence by, 3004 
When not to deal with shares, 3016 
When to give bond. 3006 
Onta.rio companies, vote by proxy, 3007 
Payments to officers, 3010 
Penalty for offences, 3019 
How recoverable, 3019 
Persons claiming through a member, 3003 
Petition for incorporation, form of, 3004. 
3019 
For incorporation forwarded to :\linister. 
3004 
In duplicate. 300<l 
Verification by affidavit, 3004 
Procedlue, regulations re, 3019 
Production required lJy Inspector, 301•l 
Profits, payment to guarantee fund, 3008 
Provision in rules re, 3007 
Promissory note, horrowing powers exclude. 
When deemeJ society's, 3012 
Property defined, 3003 
Provincial companies, vote by proxy, 300i 
Proxies in certain cases, 3007 
Proxy of society, extent of power, 3010 
:\(ember may he, 3010 
Who may be,3010 
Publication, effect of, 3016 
Effect of re dissolution, 3017 
Re cancellation of charter, 3016 
Re dissolution of society, 3017 
Re suspension of charter, 3016 
Receipt of society. 3011 
Register kept by society. 3008 
Prima facie evidence, 3008 
Registered office of society, 3005 
Residence within twent)' miles of, 300i 
Regulations, applicable when published, 
3019 
Laid before Assembly, 3019 
Lieut.-Gov., 3019 
Reforms, 3019 
Re procedure, 3019 
Reinstatemeut, powers re, 3010 
Report, annnal, 3010 
Board of supervision, 3010 
Residence, restrictions re, 3007 
Resolutions re borrowing. committee may 
pass. 3010 
Confirmation by general meeting, 3010 
By unanimous sanction, 3011 
Restrictions re residence, 3007 
Returns of societ)', 3015 
Rules. acknowledgment re amendment, 3006 
Amendment of, 3006 
:\ pproval of amendment, 3006 
Authorizing in,·estments, 3010 
Copy to l\Iinister, 3004 
Defined, 3003 
Effect of, 3006 
~!alters in, 300·~ 
Of Eociety, 300 ~ 
Re disputes, 30H 
Re inspection of l1ooks, 3013 
Re maximum deposit, 3007 
Loan,3007 
Share holdings, 3007 
Re profits. 3007 
Re Ehares. 300i 
Supplyin,:r copies of. 3006 
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Schedule A, form of petition, 3004,3019 
B, matters in rules, 3004, 3020 
School board, vote by proxy, 3007 
Security by officers, 3006 
Settlements of disputes, decision binding, 
3014 
Enforcing in Court, 3014 
Share holdings, 3007 
List kept by society, 3008 
Prima facie evidence, 3008 
Shares, capital uivided into, 300i 
Lien on by society, 3008 
Not less than $1, 3007 
Rules re, 3007 
Signature of officer, 3012 
Society, advances to memhers only, 3008 
Annual summary from, 301:> 
Board of administration, 3008 
Of creuit, 3009 
Of supervisil>ll, 30UY 
Charter of, 3005 
Contracts binding a~ to form, 3012 
Of, 3011 
Corporate name of, 3005 
Corporation may hold shares. 3007 
Defined, 3003 
Deposits only from mem!Jers. 3008 
Dissolution of, 3016 
Effect of rules, 3006 
General meeting, 3009 
Guarantee fund of. 3008 
Insolvency of, 30 17 
Lien on shares, 3008 
Limit of land holdings, 3005 
or membership of infants. 3005 
:\lay create a capital, 3007 
Divide capital into shares. 3001 
Fix amount of shares, 3007 
Fix calls, 3007 
Payments, 3007 
.MemiJers en titled to one vote, 3007 
Number of persons, 3004 
Object of, 3004 
Persons under twenty-one, 3005 
Petition in archives of. 3004 
Power to hold land. 3005 
Receipt of, 3011 
Recovery of monies by, 3008 
Registered office of, 3005 
Represented by proxy, 3010 
Returns of, 3015 
Rules, 3003, 3004, 3006, 3007, 3010,3013 
In archives of, 3004 
Special meeting, 3014 
To keep members list, 3008 
Register, 3008 
Share list, 3008 
Voting by proxy, 3007 
Special meeting, application for, 3014 
Called by Minister, 3014 
Expenses how defrayed, 3014 
Powers of, 3014 
Procedure at, 3014 
Security for costs of, 3014 
Statutory declaration on dissolution of so· 
ciety, 3017 
Summary, annual to be mnde, :\015 
Suspension, board's powers re, 3009 
Of charter, notice by Minister re, 3016 
Publication required re, 3016 
Same grounds as for cancellation, 3016 
Voting. members entit led to one vote, 3007 
Proxies all<?wed, 3007 
CO-OPERATIVE :\!ARKETINC LOA T 
Alterations and repairs, 1115 
Appeal from ~Tini~ter·s drcision, 1116 
Associations other than Co-operatives, .\ ct 
to include, 1113 
Control of, 111 3 
Loans to. 1113 
When Act to apply, 1113 
Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgage Act, 
referred to, 1114 
Chattel mortgage, loan secured by, 1114 
Cold storage, loan to association for, 1114 
Companies Act, referred to, 1113 
Contract, treasurer may rescind. 1115 
Co-operative Associat ion, defined, 1113 
Inquiry into, 1115 
Documents, preparation of, 1114 
Guarantee, appro1niat ion for. 1116 
Conclusive evidence. 1116 
Effect of. 1116 
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Guarantee, cont'd 
Form and manner, 1116 
J\Ianner of signing, 1116 
Of loan and interes t, 1116 
Inspection, 1115 
Inspector, examination of books and pro-
pert)'. IllS 
Production of documents, 1115 
Summoning witnes~es.ll15 
Taking evidence,ll 15 
Interest, rate of 1114, 1116 
Limitation of loan to certain Associations. 
]}13,1114 
Loans made in 1931. 1116 
J\[eeting of Association. notice to Treasurer, 
lll5 
Treasurer may call, 1115 
Treasurer may attend. 1115 
J\linister, decision of final. 1116 
Defined.1113 
T o decide matters. 1116 
J\Iortgages. assignment of. 111-1 
In favour of Treasurer, 1114 
T reasurer's rights ancl powers, 1114 
Officers. inspection of books and account~. 
1115 
T o answer questions. 1115 
Powers of mort:ragee, 1115 
Principal. repayment of,1114 
Real estate. how loan secured. 1114 
Regulations, defined, 1113 
Form and man-ner of application. 1116 
Of contract. 1116 
Inquiries re objeC' t of loan.] 116 
J\Ianner of dealing with application. 1116 
Rate of interest, 1116 
Scope of, 1116 
Valuation and in~pection. 1116 
Who may make, 1115 
Report of Associations. 1115 
Of ~linistcr, l 115 
Short Forms of Mortgages Act, referred to. 
1114 
Treasurer, defined, 1113 
Valuation and inspection, regulation may 
prescribe, 1116 
COR:\ BORER: see PLANT DISEASES 
CORONERS 
CORN GROWERS' ASSOCIATIO:\; see 
ACRICULTUR.~t ASSOCIATIONS 
CORONERS; sec also AD)JINtSTRATtON o•· 
JUSTICE EXPEXSES; A:'i ATO)IY; IJICII· 
WAY TRAffiC; JLROnS; JUSTICES OF 
Til£ PEACE; LECISLATI\'E ASSE)IBLY; 
\IINIXC; :<IIEiliFFS; TERiliTOIHAL DIVI· 
SION; \"!TAL STATISTICS 
Action for penalty,limitation,l659 
Trial of, 1659 
Additional allowances to, 1655 
Adjournment of fire inquest, 1657 
Administration of Justice Expenses Act, re-
ferred to, 1655, 1661 
.\eroplane, inquiry where \;olent death in, 
1650 
.\ffidavit. of stenographer, 1658 
:\nimals, investigation where maimed, 1655 
Annual return, form of , 1654 
Particulars required, 1654 
T o Attorney General, 1654 
Application of Part IV, 1658 
Appointment, associate coroners, 16-16 
Chief coroner for Hamilton, 16-16 
Chief coroner for Toronto, 16-16 
Filing of. 1646 
or chief coroner. 1645 
Of coroners gcnerally,16:15 
Of interpreter, 1659 
Of pro\·incial coroners, 1655 
Of special constables, 1650 
Of stenographer, 1658 
Of supervising coroner. 1645 
Associate coroners, appointment of, 1646 
Duties of. 1616 
Powers of, 1646 
Attorney General. conferring of juriscliction 
by, 1Ci-t5 
Consent refire inquest, 1656 
J[ay direct inquest, 1649 
Recommendation for additional allow· 
ances, 1655 
Special counsel for, 1651 
Body, viewing by chief coroner, 1643 
Warrant for possession of, 1647 




Penr.it, coroner's permi!'sion for, 16<W 
Chief coroner, appointment of, 1645 
Direction to coroner~ by, 1643 
For Hamilton, 1646 
For Toronto, 1616 
Inquiry on death hy, 1648 
Issue of warrant by, 16<W 
Procedure where no, 16<W 
Salaries of, how fixed, 16·t6 
Salaries of, how paid, 1616 
To decide whether inquest held, 1648 
Viewing of body by, 16~·8 
Cattle, investigation where maimed, 1655 
Clerk of the Peace, filing appointments with, 
1646 
Constables, special in certain cases, 1650 
Coroner, annual returns, 1654 
Defined, 1615 
Duty to notify chief coroner, 16 J.8 
Employing experts, 1618 
1\Tagistrate may act as, 1646 
Notice by, to Crown Attorney, 1651 
Place for siu ings of, 1660 
Powers re wreckage, 1650 
Viewing wreckage, 1650 
When disqualified, 1Mi 
Coroners, disqualified, 1659 
Fees for preliminary enquiry, 161·9 
Fees of, how payable, 1655 
1\Tileage on preliminary inquiry. 16l9 
Power. re witnesses, 1658 
To enforce attendance, 1658 
To issue summonses, 1658 
To punish witnesses, 1658 
Tari!T, 1661 
Costs, how paid, 1651 
County Board of Audit, 1655 
County Judges Act, referred to. 1658 
Criminal Co~c, referred to, 1661 
Crown, power to direct inquest, 1649 
Attorney, appointment of stenographer, 
1658 
Auendance at inquest, 1651 
Consent reemployment of experts, 16<W 
Consent to dispensing with view, 1653 
Inquiry re inmates death, 1650 
Examination of witnesses, 1651 
.May direct inquest, 1649 
Post mortem examination, 1652 
Return of inquisition to, 1660 
Transmission of declaration to, 1648, 
1649 
Death beyond jurisdiction, 1648 
Information re, 1647 
Notice of, l64i 
Disqualification of coroner, 1647 
Of coroner wlren interested in wbrk, 1647 
Wl1en personally interested, 1647 
Of interested parties, 1658 
Of juror, 1653 
Of provincial coroners, 1657 
Domestic animals, investigations re, 1655 
Duties of supen·ising coroner, 1645 
Of coroner where death beyond jurist!ic· 
tion, 1648 
Electric rai!"way, fatal occident, inquest com· 
pulsory, 1649 
Embalmer, when to notify coroner, 1647 
Estreats, fines imposed by eoroner,1659 
Evidence taking, in shorthand, 1658 
Expenses of fire inquest, how payable, 1656 
Of fire inq~rest, responsibility of insurance 
company, 1657 
Responsibility of municipality, 1657 
Of inquest, how payahle, 1654 
Where cause and death in different jur· 
isdictions, 1654 
Expert witnesses, number of, 1652 
Special fee Lo, 1651 
Experts, employment of, 1648 
Explosives, inquiry whe;e damages caused 
by,1655 
Fees for preliminary enquiry, 161') 
For special services, 1651 
Of coroners, 1655 
Of coroners, Schedule A, 1655 
Of expert witnesses, 1652 
Of interpreter, 1659 
Of jurors, 1653 
Order for payment of, 1653 
Of provincial coroner, 1657 
Of stenographer, .1658 
Of witnesses, 1651 
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Fees, cont'd 
Schedule A, 1661 
Special for expert witnesses, 1651 
Fine, estreating of, 1659 
For non-attendance of medical practi-
tioner, 1658 
or witness, 1658 
Fire inquests by pro,·incial coroners, 165:> 
By provincial coroners when, 1656 
Costs of adjournment, 165i 
Expenses of, 1656, 1657 
Holding of without requisition, 1656 
Requisition for, 1656 
Resolution by municipal counci l, 1656 
Undertaking re expenses of, 1656 
Who to be parties. 1657 
With or without jury, 1656 
Form of annual return, 1654 
or claim for penally, 1659 
Fol'ms by Licut.Co"·• 1660 
Goal, death of prisoner in, 1650 
General sessions, estreat of fines, 1659 
Hamilton, associate coroners for, 16M 
Chief coroner of, 16J6 
Special provisions respecting, 1646 
Horses, investigation where maimed, 1655 
House of Correction, dea th of prisoner, 1650 
House of Industrr, death of inmate, 1650 
House of Refuge, death of inmate, 1650 
lnque,t, accommodation for, 1660 
Attorney-General may direct, 1649 
Crown Attorney may attend, 1651 
Direct. 1649 
Crown may direct, 1649 
Disqualification of jurors, 1653 
Evidence in shorthand, 1658 
Expenses of, 1654 
Fees of jurors, 1653 
Fees of medical witnesses, 1652 
Jury, 1653 
Notice to Crown Attorney, 1651 
On death of prisoner, 1651 
Qualifications of jurors, 1653 
Re fires. 1655 
Special counsel at, 1651 
Transferring proceeding re, 1649 
Warrant for burial, 1649 
CORONERS 
For medical attendant at, 1652 
When to issue, 16.ffl 
When compulsorr, 1649 
When death in House of Industry, 1650 
When death in House of Refuge, 1650 
When jurr dispensed with, 1653 
\'i'hen view of bony di-pensed with. 1653 
Witnesses' fees, 1651 
Witnesses' mileage allowance, 1651 
, Inquisition by majority of jurors sworn, 1653 
Return of, to Crown Attorney, 1660 
l nsurance company, fire inquest expenses, 
1651 
L:ndertaking re expenses by, 1656 
I uterested parties disqualified from acting, 
1658 
Interpreter, appointment of, 1659 
Fees of, 1659 
In,·cstigation. damage by explosives. 1655 
Dome~tic ~nimals, 1655 
Jurisdict ion. conferring of extra, 1645 
Of chief coroner, 16-15 
Of coroners, 1645 
or provincial coroners, 1655 
Of supenising coroner, 16-15 
When warrant issued. 16-l.S 
Where death beyond. 16-W 
Jurors. dh•qualification of, 16:>3 
Fees of, 1653 
Order for payment of, 1653 
Penalty for non-attendance, 1659 
Qualifications, 1653 
Jury, disqualification of juror, 16S3 
Fees of jurors, 1653 
Fire inquest. 1656 
Inquisition by majority, 1653 
Number summoned, 1653 
Of householders, 1656 
Qualifications of jurors, 1653 
Viewing wreckage, 1650 
When inquest without, 1653 
When \'iew dispensed with, 1633 
Lieut.·Go,•., appointment of associate cor· 
oners. 16~6 
Appro,·al of form of report, 1652 
Fixes salaries of chief coroners, 1646 




:\lay appoint chic·£ coroner~, 1615 
Coroners, 1615 
llamilton chi<'f coroner, 1616 
' upervising coroner, 1615 
Toronto chief coroner, 1616 
J>re:-cribing of forms hy, 166:> 
Limitation of action fur pt'n:th!. 1659 
Li,·e stock, inve~tiJ(ation where maimed, 1655 
Lock·nJ}, cleat h of pri•oner in, 1650 
~lagi~trate acting os corn ncr, 1616 
~ledical attendance, notice when no, 161-i 
Pract itioner fee• ns \.it ness, 1652 
Fine for non-attendance, 1658 
l'nst rnort<'lll examination hy, 1652 
Report of cxaminatinn, 1652 
Warrant for attendance, 1652 
.\lilenge allowed medical practitioner, 1652 
Allowed witnes-.es, 1651 
or wit· .. .., •• ,.,, lHn\ puit.l,] ():;} 
On prt'liminnry enquiry, 1649 
\lining Act rrferred to, 16-19, 1660 
Motllf \Phiclc·, im<'Sti~ation where death 
in, 1650 
:\[unic ipal Corporation•. accommoclntion for 
inqn<'~t by. 1660 
Expenselo of coroner, 16~i 
Resolution for fire inque.t. 1656 
Responsible for fire inquest elCpenses, 1657 
for ollie<' exp<'nS<'S, 1617 
For travelling elCpenses, 1647 
Lndertaking re expcn;,es by, 1656 
i\'otice of dt'oth by superintenc.ent , 1650 
When to be given, 16 ~7 
Where no medical attendance, 1647 
Oath of s tenographer, 1658 
Orcnpier of house, when to not ify coroner. 
1617 
Office expenses 1>ayablc hy municipal cor· 
potation. 1617 
Part IV, application of, 1658 
Penalty for interfering with '"eckage. 1650 
f orm of claim for, 1659 
For non-attendance of juror, 1659 
Limitation of action for, 1659 
or coroner. 1659 
Reco' cry of. 1660 
Post mortem examination by coroner with· 
out jurisdiction, 1619 
By medical pract itioner, 1652 
By order of coroner, 16:>2 
Consent of Cn.>" n Attorney required. 1652 
Fees allowed for, 1652 
Form of report on, 1652 
Report of medical practitioner, 1652 
Powers of coroners, 16S8 
Of coroners of Wentworth County, 1646 
Of York County, 1646 
or provincial coroner, 1655 
Practitioner, when to notify coroner, 1647 
Preliminary inquiry, duties of coroner, 1649 
Employment of experts, 1648 
Fees of coroner,1649 
Prison, death of prisoner in, 1650 
Prisoner, inquest on death of, 1651 




Property damaged by explosives, 1655 
Provincial coroners, appointment of, 1655 
Damage by cxplosi, es, 1655 
Disqualification for interest,l6:)7 
Fees of, 1657 
Fire inqu~ts by, 1655 
Investigations re domestic animals, 1655 
Jurisdict ion of, 1655 
:\laterial upon which to act, 1656 
Powers of, 1655 
Summoning witn('sses, 1657 
Provisional judicial di~trict magistrate as 
coroner, 1646 
Qualification of juror, 1653 
Railway, fatal accident, 1649 
Powers of coroners re wrt'ckage, 1649 
When coroner disqualified, 1647 
Reformatory, death of prisoner in, 1650 
Report of post mortem examination, 1652 
Requisition for fire inques t by insurance 
agent, 1656 
Return, annual by coroners, 1651 
To Crown Attorney by coroner, 1660 
Salaries of chief coroners, 16-16 
Schedule A, fees of coroners, 1655 
Tariff of fees. 1661 
Seal; not nccesarr, 1660 
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CORPORATION SECURITIES REGISTRATION 
Sheriffs Act, referred to, 1660 
Special constables to take charge of wreck· 
age, 1650 
Counsel, powers of, 1651 
Services, compensation for by corcncr, 
1651 
Statutory declaration by coroner, 16-18 
By medical practitioner, 1653 
For fire inquest, 1656 
Re warrant for burial, 1649 
Stenographer, appointment of. 16.)8 
Crown Attorney's approval , 1658 
Fees of, 1658 
Oath of, 1658 
Street railway, fatal accident in, 1649 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to 1660 
SuperYising coroner, appointment of, 16~5 
Powers and duties of, 1645 
Toronto, appointment of associate coroucrs. 
1646 
Chic£ coroner of. 1646 
Special pro,·isions respect ing. 16-16 
Tra,·elling expenses payable br municipal 
corporation, 164i 
Number of expertd summoned, 1652 
Summoning by provincial coroner. 1657 
Wreckage, penalty for interferring with, 
1650 
Powers of coroner rc, 1650 
Special constable in charge , 1650 
View of by coroner, 1650 
View of by jury, 1650 
York County, powers of coroners of, 16-l6 
CORPORATION SECURITIES REGIS· 
TRATIO:\; see also BILLS or SAL£ 
A:-;0 CHATTEL ~IORTCACE 
Affidavit, contents o£, 3230 
Of bona fides contents of, 3230 
:\lust accompany instrument. 3230 
Who may take, 3230 
Of corporation officer, contents of. 3231 
Application of .\ ct, 3233 
A~signmPnf, P.ntry of, 3232 
Of securitie,, registration not necessary, 
3232 
When to take effec t, 3230 
Assignment of Book Debts Act, referred to. 
3233 Undertaker, when to notify coroner, 16~7 
Undertaking re expenses of fire inquest , 1656 , Assignment of book debts defined. 3228 
Vital Statistics Act, referred to 1648, 1649 Assignor defined, 3228 
Warrant for attendance of m~dical 
tioner, 1652 
Bankruptcy Act (Canada\ . referred to. practi· 
3229 
For burial, 16-19 
For inquest, 16-18 
For possession of body, 1647 
Wentworth County, powers of coroner>. 16.J.6 
Witness fees for experts, 1652 
For special servicee, 1651 
How paid, 1651 
Of medical practitioner, 1652 
Special for experts, 1651 
Witnesses, compensation for special ser-
vices. 1651 
Coroners' power to euforce auendancP., 
1658 
To punish for non-attcndanrc. 1658 
To summons, 1658 
Fees of at inquest, 1651 
Fine for non-attendance, 1658 
Mileage allowance at inquest, 1651 
Bills of Sale and Chattel .llortgage Act, re-
ferred to, 3233 
1 Bond5. regi$tration when containing charge. 
3229 
Book debtF defined. 3228 
Canada Shipping Act, referred to, 3228 
Certificate of filing, prima facie c'·idencr. 
3232 
or registration. prima facie evidence. 
3232 
Charge c reated before Act. 3233 
When to take effect. 3230 
Chattels. defined. 3228 




Mortgage of clrattels by, 3229 
:\[ust comply with Act , 3229 
Tru;t deed by. 3229 
CORPORATION SECURITIES REGISTRATION 
Creditors delined, 3228 
Debenture registration when containing 
charge,3229 
Stock registration of when containing 
charge, 3229 
Defects. efT ect of, 3231 
Discharge, by whom given, 3232 
Entry of, 3232 
Registra tion not necessary, 3232 
When charge on face of securities, 3232 
Documents to be registered, 3229 
Evidence, certificat e of Provincial Secretary 
prima facie, 3232 
Fees, by whom set, 3233 
For certificate, 3232 
Regulat ions re, 3233 
Filing with Provincial Secretary, effect of, 
3230 
Holiday, when time for registration expires 
on,3231 
Innocent purchasers, how affected, 3229 
Instruments filing with Provincial Secre· 
tary not compulsory, 3232 
To bear endorsement of registration, 3231 
To be numbered, 3230 
Registered, 3229 
When to take effect, 3230 
Interpre tations of Act, 3233 
Irregularities, effect of. 3231 
Judge may make order of registration, 3231 
Order of :mnexcd to instrument, 3231 
Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, referred to, 
3228 
~Iinutes of registration by Provincial Sec· 
retary, 3231 
Misstatements, rectifications of, 3231 
!IIortgage, when effective, 3230 
!llortgagee defined, 3229 
~1ortgagor defined, 3229 
Omissions, retilication of, 3231 
Partial discharge, by whom given, 3232 
Discharge, registration not necessary, 
3232 
Provincial Secretary. proof of signature not 
required. 3:233 
Register kept by Pro,·incial Secretary, 3231 
flegistration.nffidavit (of bona jirles. 3230 
Affidavit of particulars, 3230 
By filing affidavit with Provincial Sec· 
rctary, 3230 
Effect of, 3229 
Non·rP.gistration, 3229 
Ins trument effective from time of, 3230 
In what cases necessary, 3229 
Minute of, 3231 
Mode of, 3230 
Of assignments, 3232 
Of discharges, 3232 
Of instruments, 3229 
flectifica tion of error, 3231 
Time for, 3230 
When charge in bond, 3230 
Defect not to invalidat e, 3231 
Where made, 3230 
Search, by whom made, 3233 
Fees for, 3233 
Signature of Provincial Secretary need not 
be proved, 3233 
Suh~equent purchasers or mortgagees, de· 
fined,3229 
Sunday, when time for registration expires 
on,3231 
Supreme Court, correction of errors in state-
ments by, 3231 
Time for filing, when falls on holiday or 
Sunday, 3231 
Winding·U p Act (Canada), referred to, 
3228 
CORI'ORATIO:'>S; see cO)IPA~m:s; COR· 
PORATI0:-1 SF.C(;RITIES RECISTHATION; 
CORPOIIATIO:-IS T.\X; LOAN AND TnUST 
CORPOflATIONS 
CORPORATIOXS TAX; see also EXTRA 
PflOVIXCIAL COIIPORATIOXS; LOAX AND 
TRt:ST COHPORATIONS; PRO\"tXCtAL 
LA-"0 T.~X 
Action, aba tement, 525 
For taxes. 525 
Affidavit, administration, 524 
Verifying return of transfer tax , 523 
Agricultural company, exempt ion, 510 
Regulations. 525 
T ax. 5'2 
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Assessment, additional, 520 
Notice, 519 
Transfer tax, 522 
Attorney-General, consent, 506 
Bank, defined, 497 
Reductions allowed, 500 
Tax on capital, 499 
Tax on offices, 499 
Tax on profits, 499 
Tax on reserve, 499 
Bets, ascertainment, 506 
Tax on, 505 
Unproclaimed statute affecting, 507 
Bonds, exempted, 522 
Tax on transfer, 520 
Books, inspection, 522 
Ordered to keep, 519 
Race tracks to keep, 506 
Ilefusal to produce, penalty for, 522 
Transfer tax, 522 
Broker, tax on orders to, 520 
Capital, of gas and electric companies, de· 
fined, 504 
Paid-up capital. defined. 511 
Regulat ions affecting, 524 
Tax payable by banks on, 499 
G:ts and electric companies on, 504 
Incorporated companies on, 509 
Loan companies on, 501, 502 
Telephone companies on, 504 
Trust companies on, 502 
Car com pan)', tax payable by. 505 
Charitable organization, exemption, 510, 515 
Regulations, 525 
Tax, 512 
City, distribution to, 526 
Commissioner, appointment, 518 
Inquiry, 518 
neport, 518 
Community company, exemption, 510,515 
Tax, 513 
Company, defined, 497 
Returns, 516 
Returns of transfer tax, 523 
Suhject to tax, 499 
Tax on transfer of shares, 520 
Co-operative company, exemption, 510 
CORPORATIONS TAX 
Tax, 513 
Costs, inquiry, 518 
Recovery, 519 
Taxation, 519 
Debentures, exempted, 522 
Tax on transfer, 520 
Deposits, tax parable by loan companies 
on,502 
Distress, for taxes, 525 
Electric company, companies excepted, 504 
Exemption, 515 
Tax on capi ta l, 504 
Tax on revenue, 501 
Electric railway, tax on, 502 
Electric works, of municipal corporation 
exempt, 499, 501 
Exceptions, to application of Act, 499 
Exemptions, companies, 509,516 
Regulations, 525 
Transfertax.522,524 
Express company, tax payable by, 504,505 
Extra-pro\'incial company, additional tax, 
500 
Agent of, 501 
Defined,497 
Penalty, 501 
Fire insurance company, mutual, taxable 
premiums of, 500 
Tax on premiums, 500 
Fraternal organization, exemption, 510,515 
Tax,513 
Cas company, companies excepted, so.~ 
Defined, 50-1 
Tax on capital, 504 
Tax on revenue, 50·~ 
Gas works of municipal corporation ex-
empt, 499, 504 
Head office, defined, 497 
Income. tax payable by trust compan ies un, 
502 
[ncorporated company, defined, 497 
Deductions, 509 
Exemptions, 509 
Liquidation, in, 510,515 
l\linimum tax, 512 
Net revenue of, defined, 513 
1\'ot operating, 510,512 
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CORPORATIONS TAX 
Incorporated company, cont'd 
Paid-up capital of, defined, 511 
Returns, 516 
Tax on capital, 507 
Tax on offices, 511 
:rax on revenue, 513 
Subject to tax, 499 
Without share capital, 510. 512, 515 
Inquiry, commission, 518 
Costs, 518 
Insurance Act, referred to, 498. 50 l 
Insurance company, additional tax, 500 
Defined,498 
Premiums of, what deemed to be, 501 
Tax on premiums, 500 
Investment company, exemption, 510, 515 
Tnvestments. deductions for, 509 
Lien, taxes as, 525 
Lieut.-Gov., commigsion of inquiry, 518 
Oistribntion of railway rP.venuc, S21'i 
Forms, 516 
Reduction of transfer tax, 524 
Regulations, 521, 522, 524 
Remission of tax, 519 
Remission of transfer tax, 524 
Report of commissioner, "ariation of. 518 
Sale of stamps, 524 
Tax on banks may be redured hy, 500 
Tax on insurance comvanies may be in-
creased by, 500 
Tax on race trucks may he increased by. 
505 
Life insurance company, tax on premiums, 
500 
Liq1tor Control Act, referred to, 498 
Liquor export company, defined, 498 
Tax, 507 
Loan and Trust Corporations Act, referred 
to,498 
Loan company, defined. 498 
Tax on capital, 501,502 
Tax on deposits, 502 
Tax on mon ics invested by, 50 I. 502 
Mental Hospi~als Act, referred to, 526 
Mental institutions, contributions toward 
maintenance, 526 
Mineral deeds, tax on transfer, 520 
Mining company, exemptions, 509 
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T11x, 512 
Mining Tax Act, referred to, 509 
Minister of Health, contribution by muni· 
cipalities fixed by, 526 
~1oney invested, tax payable by car com· 
panies on, 505 
Tax payable by loan companies on, 502 
Tax payable by telegraph companies on, 
503 
Municipal corporation, appUcation of Act 
to,499, 504 
;\[unicipalities, contributions to mental in· 
stitutions, 526 
Disuibution of railway revenue among, 
526 
Mutual fire insurance company, taxable 
premium of, 500 
.'let revenue, calculation, 513,515 
Defined,Sl3 
F.xcmption~ ancl clccluctions. 513,515 
Regulations affecting, 524 
Tax, 513 
Notice, assessment, 519 
Offices, number, 516 
Race tracks to maintain, 506 
Tax payable by banks for, 499,500 
By incorporated companies on, 511 
Oil royalties, tax on transfer, 520 
Orders, to brokers, tax on, 520 
J>aid-u p capita!, defined, 511 
Penalties, breach of regulations, 521 
Default in making returns, 517 
Default in payment, 517,519 
Disclosure of information, 527 
Disposit ion, 523, 524 
Entering transfer before payment of tax, 
523 
Failure to make returns of transfer tax, 
523 
False statements, 518 
For failure of extra-provincial company 
to keep records, 501 
For failure to collect tax from winners 
of bets, 507 
For opening race meeting before paying 
tax, 506 
Liability for, 517 
Lien for, 525 
Penal ties, cone' d 
Non-payment of transfer tax, 522, 524 
Recovery, 517.518,523, 52-~ 
Reco,·ery of, against race tracks, 506 
Refusal.to produce books, 522 
Premiums, of cxtra-pro,•incial companies 
records of, 501 
or mutual fire insurance companies, how 
calculated, 500 
Tax payable by insurance companies on, 
500 
What deemed to be, 501 
Profits, calculation, 516 
Tax payable by banks on, 499 
Provincial police, powers of, to stop racing. 
507 
Public Inquiries Act, referred to , 518 
Race meeting, defined, 505 
Penalty for opening before paying tax, 
506 
Taxes payable in respect of, 505 
Race track, access to by officers, 506 
Books to be kept by, 506 
Office to be maintained by, 506 
Penalty on, for opening race meeting be-
fore paying tax, 506 
Police may stop racing at, 507 
Statement to be furnished by, 506 
Tax on winners of bets at, to be collect· 
ed by, 505, 507 
Tax payable by bet winners at, 505 
Tax payable on race meetings at, 505 
Taxes imposed prior to :\[arch 8, 1937,52i 
Unproclaimed statute affecting, 501 
Railwa)·, additional tax payable on uack 
of,503 
Defined,498 
Of municipal corporation, 499 
Owned and operated by different 
panics, 503 
Tax payable on track of, 502 
com· ' 
Railway company, distribution C•f rtvenue 
from, 526 
Exemption, 516 
Heal estate company, exemption, 511 
Reductions, banks. allowed to, 500 
Refund. interest on. 520 
Tax. 520 
CORPORATIONS TAX 
Regulations, subject matte r, 524. 
Transfer tax, 521, 522 
Remission, tax, 519 
Reserve, tax payable by banks on, 499 
Returns, additional, 518 
Annual, 516 
Default, penalty for, 517 
Delivery, 516, 517 
Effect, 519 
Enlargement of time for, 518 
Examination, 518 
Fal>e sta tements in, 518 
Form;. 524 
Information in secret, 52i 
Penalty for failure of race track to furn -
ish. 506 
To be furnished by race tracks, 506 
Transfer tax, 523 
l'ndcrstatement in, 518,519 
\ ' erification. 516, 523 
ne,·enue, calculation, 516 
How calculated, 50:1-
Tax payable by gas and elect ric compan· 
ies on. 504 
Tax payable by incorporated company on, 
513 
Shares, exempted, 522 
Price, 521 
Tax on transfer, 520 
Sheri IT, distre>s for taxes, 525 
Stutcment. penalty for failure of race track 
to furnish, 506 
To be furnbhed by race tracks, 506 
Stock. change of ownership, 520 
Price, 521 
Tax on transfer, 520 
Street railway, defined, 498 
or municipal corporation, 499 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 517, 
518,523.524 
Taxes, accrual. 517 
Additional. after as5es~ment, 519 
Where understa ted, 518, 519 
Agricul tural company, 512 
Chari table organization, 512 
Collection of, 525 
From winners of bets, 505. 507 




Companies subject to, l99 
Compromise of, 525 
Co-operative company, 513 
Default in payment, 517, 519 
Determinatjon, 516 
By treasurer, 519 
Distribution of revenue from railway com-
panies, 526 
Fraternal organilat ion, 513 
lmp'lsed prior to ~larch 8, 1937, 527 
Incorporated compan), 50) 
Liability. continu:llion of.520 
Lien for, 525 
Mining company, 512 
Office, 511 
Payable by banks, 499, 500 
Ret winners, 505 
Car companies, 50S 
Express companies, 50 1,505 
Gas and electric companies, 504 
Insurance companies, 500, 501 
J .oan companies, 501,502 
Race tracks, 505, 506 
Railways, 502,503 
Telegraph companies, 5J3, 50 ~ 
Trust companies, 502 
Payment, 517 
UnJer protest, 526 
Refund, 520, 526 
Remission. 519 
Telephone company, 513 




Telegraph company, tax payable on mone) 
invested by, 503 
Telephone company, exemption, 510 
Tax, 513 
Payale on capital, 504 
Telephone works, of muncipal corporation, 
499 
Town, distribution to, 526 
Township. distribut ion to, 526 
Track, measurement of, 503 
Tax payable by railways on, 502 
Transfer tax, change of ownership defined, 
521 
Exemptions, 522,524 
Imposed prior to :\larch 8, 1937, 527 
Payment, 521 
Penalties, 522, 523, 524 
Persons liable, 521 
Price, how fixed, 521 
Rate, 520, 521 
Records, 522 
Reduction, 524 
Regulations, 52 l 
Returns, 523 
Sales through brokers, 524 
Securities subject to, 520 
Stnmps,5N 
Transportation company, exemption, 510, 
515 
Treasurer, action in name of, 525 
.\dditlonal assessment, 520 
Returns to, 518 
.\ gent of, for collection on bet winners, 
505 
Assessment of transfer tax, 522 
Bo•,ks of race tmck to be open to, 506 
Books ordered by, 519 
Clerks of, to have access to race tracks, 
506 
Compromise, 525 
Costs fixed by, 519 
Defined, 498 
Determination of tax, 519 
Enlargement of time, 513 
Inspection of books, 522 
Price of stock fixed, 521 
Race meetings may be stopped by, 507 
Rebate mar be made to race tracks by, 
505 
Refund of tax, 520 
Return of transfer tax to, 523 
Returns to, 516 
Statement to be furnished to, by race 
tracks, 506 
Taxes payable to, 5 17 
Trotting track, hooks 10 be kept by, 506 
Office to be rnain1ainecl by, 506 
l 4S 
Trotting track, cont' d 
Penalty on, for opening race meeting be-
fore paying tax, 506 
Police may stop racing at , 507 
Statement to Le f urnisbed by, 506 
Tax on winners of bets at, 505, 507 
Tax payable on racing meetings at, 505 
Trust company, defined, 49a 
Tax on income of, 502 
Tax on paid-up capital oi, 502 
Units, tax on transfer, 520 
Village, distribution to , 526 
CORRECTIONAL Ii\STITUTIONS; sec 
l<l"DilEW ~tERCER llEF'O!l)II<TORY; 
INDt.:STI11AL FAR)IS; ll"DUSTRIA L 
SCHOOLS; PUBLIC li"STITUTIONS IN· 
SPECT!ON; REFOR)IATORY; TRAIN!NC 
SCHOOLS 
CORRUPT PRACTICES; see ASSICN)IExTS 
1<:-.'0 PllEF'ERENCES; CONTROVERTED 
ELECTIONS; FllAUDULE:-.'T CONVEY· 
AC'>CES; FRAUDULE1\T DEBTOR$' AR• 
Rf.ST; FINES AC'>O FORFEITUfiES; LECIS· 
LATI\'E .ISS£)JBLY; LIQ UOR CONTROL; 
MUNICIPI<Lj PUBLIC INQUIRIES; STAT· 
UTE OF FRAUDS; \.OTERS1 LISTS 
COSTS OF DISTRESS; see also utvtSJON 
COURTS; E..XECUTION 
Appeal, re taxation, 1542 
Bailiff, furnishing sta tement of costs, 1542 
Statement of demand, 1542 
Chattel mortgage, costs of seizure under, 
1541 
Clerk Division Court, duties on taxation, 
1542 
Taxation by, 15:12 
Conditional sales, costs of seizure under, 
1541 
Costs, taxation of, 1542 
Division Court Clerk, duties on taxation, 
1542 
Taxation by, 1542 
Exempted Goods, costs of seizure re, 1541 
Expenses, taxation of, 1542 
COUNTIES REFORESTATION 
Fee, on taxation, 1542 
Penalty, tariff for distress re, 1541 
Rent, tariff for distress re, 1541 
Right of Action, not affected, 1541 
Schedule 1, tariff of costs, 15·13 
Amount sao or less, 1541 
Schedule 2, tariff of costs, 1543 
Amount exceeds sao, 1541 
Schedule 3, tariff of costs, 1S..I-l 
Re chattel mortgage, 1541 
Seizure for penalty, tariff of costs re, 1541 
Rent, tariff of costs re, 1541 
Statement of Costs, furnishing of, 15-12 
Demand, furnishing of, 1542 
Tariff, no charge unless work done, 1541 
Re seizure for penalty, 1541 
Re seizure for rent, 1541 
Seizure under chattel morlgage, 1541 
\\11ere amount sao or less, 15<!1 
Where amount exceeds $80, 1541 
Where exempted goods, 1541 
Taxation, appeal to county judge re, 1542 
District judge re , 15-12 
By Division Court Oerk, 1542 
Fee on. 1542 
or costs and expenses, 1542 
Of costs and expenses of bailiff, 1542 
COUNTIES; see cou:-:rv COURTS; COUNTY 
COUIIT J t:DCES' CRnii:-.'AL COURTS; 
COU1\TY JUDCES; HALtBURTON; IN· 
TF:RPRETATtON; MUNICirAL; REPRESEI'· 
TATIOl"; S;-iOW ROADS AXO FENCES; 
TERRITORIAL 01\'L'i lOX 
COUNTIES REFORESTATION 
By-law, approved by ?llinister, 4205 
Of County for acquiring land for refor· 
cstation, 4205 
Of municipal council for acquiring land 
for reforestation, 4205 
:O.linister to appro,·e by-law, 4205 
Purchase of iand by township council, 4205 
Reforestation acquiring land for, 4205 
Township council, may acquire land for re· 
foresta tion, 4205 
Power to levy special rate , 4205 
Powers of, 4205 
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COUNTY COUHT JUDGES' CRIMINAL COURTS 
I 
COUNTY COUHT JUDGES' CRDIINAL I Judgment on rehearing, 1271 
COURTS; see also ADMI:'IISmATJON OF 
J I'S1'ICE I:XI' E:O.SES; rOli'\Tl' COUnTS j 
COl '\TY J l ' llCES; I:STIIEATS; CENEil AL 
~E~SIO'\!'; J I'S1'1CES OF TilE PEACE 
Appeal under Criminal Code. 1277 
Under Summary Convictions Act, 1277 
Court, style of, 1277 
Criminal Code, referred to, 1277 
J uclges of County Court consti tuted a <;ourt 
for 1rial, 1277 
Comtitutcd a Court of record, 127i 
Powers and duties of, 1277 
Offences, triable in Court, 1277 
Summary Convictious Act, referred to, 1277 
Trials out of sessions without jury on <'On· 
~cnt. 1277 
Rehearing, 1271 
Report on reference, 1270 
None where decision interlocutory, 1272 
Not final, 1272 
Judge persona designata, 1272 
Setting down of, 1272 
To Court of Appeal, 12i0, 1271 
Enumerated, 1272 
Procedure and practice on, 1270 
To judge on taxation, 1262 
Trial judgments, 1271 
\\'hen not applicable, 1272 
Where judge persona designata, 1272 
Where right or claim disposed, 1272 
A pplicalion, transfer action to Supreme 
Court,1266 
To judge to stay proceedings, 1272 
COUNT\' COURTS; see a l~;o cou;o;ry .\ppointment of clerk for court,1261 
J UDGES ; COU:<TY CO UnT J UDGES; 
Clli)IJNA L COURTS; E\' IDENCE; CE:'(-
ERAL SESSIO:'(S; J UDICATURE; PUB· 
LIC OFFI<;EUS; Pl ' ULIC OFfiCEilS' FEES j 
SIIERIFFS; S f )! ~lAilY CO'\I'ICTIONS 
Action. consequences of transfer of, 1267 
Costs where no jurisdiclion. 1269 
Further proceedings ~tayed on rehearing. 
1271 
Rehear ing of on judge's death, 1270 
Sea le of costs when transferred, ] 261 
Transfer of toot her court. 1267 
Transfer to Supre:nr Court, 1266 
On terms. 1267 
T ransfer where counterclaim beyond jur-
isrlirt ion.l21i7 
Set-off beyond jurisdicti•m. 121\7 
\Yhen prohib:tion not to lie. 1258 
.\ c tions, venue of certain. 1268 
When transferabl e to Supreme Court, 1268 
Adjournment of sitt ings by S'heriff, 1264 
Report to Attorney General. 1264 
When judge absent, 126-1· 
Appeals, applicatiou for sta~ on. 127:2 
As to costs, 1272 
Duties of county clerks on. 1272 
Evidence to be certified, 1272 
From county judge,l270 
Decision or order of judge. 1272 
:\ ltorney General may reques t judges to 
pres ide. 1261 
To be notified of adjournment, 1264 
Carleton County, two s ittings in, 1263 
Charges, j urisdic ti"n re, 1265 
Claim, abandonment of excess, 1268 
Clerk, appl>intment of court, 1261 
County Essex office of, 1261 
Tenure of office, 1261 
Clerks. certified decision to, 1273 
Duties of on rehearing, 1271 
Dnt ies to transmit JX!p~rs, 1272 
Fees a t s:uings, 1264 
;\l ay act as special examiners, 1262 
Not to ad,•ise on documents, 1262 
Not to draw documents, 1262 
Of court to g i1•c security, 1261 
Office hours of, 1262 
In court house, 1261 
References directed to. 1269 
Shall tax costs. 1262 
Taxation by. 1262 
To transmit papers to Supreme Court, 
1266 
Vacancy in office of, procedure, 1262 
\\'hen clerks of peace ex officio, 1262 
Clerks of the Peace, when ex officio cler ks, 
1262 
FiO 
Clerks of t he peace, cont'd 
\'\lten ex officio deputy clerk, 1262 
\'\l1en registrar surrogate court, 1262 
Contempt, punishment by courts for 1269 
Contracts, jurisdiction to $800 re, 1265 
Costs, appeals as to, 1272 
Of reference, 12i0 
Of rehearing, 1271 
Taxed h) cleric 1262 
Where want of jurisdiction, 1261) 
Counterclaim, abandonment of exce,s. 1268 
Jurisdict ion established when, 1267 
When prohibition not to lie. 1268 
Where beyond jurisdiction. 1267 
Countr, court in each,1261 
County Judges A.ct, referred to 1261. 1262 
Court of Appeal, appeal to from ordt>r. clt>· 
cision or judj!ment. 1270 
From report, 1270 
After acquired e'•idencc, 1273 
Appeals to, 1271 
Decision of to be certified, 1273 
Further e,·idence on special gwund, h~. 
1273 
)fay direct new trinl, 1273 
Other judgment, 1273 
)fake order as to co~ts, 1273 
Set aside judgment, 1273 
Powers on appeal of, 1273 
To amend of, 1273 
To receive further evidence. 1273 
Subsequent evidence, 12i3 
Court House, office of clerks in. 1261 
Court~. appointment of clerk of, 1261 
For each county and district . 1261 
Have no power to appoint new trustee. 
1268 
Remove trustee,1 268 
Hour of sittings in, 126 ~ 
Jurisdiction of, 1265 
In in<ohent e;;tat~. 1266 
Jury and non·jury concurrent, 126~ 
Separate. 1261 
P ractice and procedure applicahle, 1269 
Presided over hy judges, 1261 
Power to award Supreme Court enol>. 
1266 
COUNTY COURTS 
Punish for contempt, 1269 
Powers of enforcing judgment~. 1269 
Of enforcing orders,1269 
Same as Supreme Court re reference;, 
1270 
Relief granted by, 1268 
Trial sitting;; of, 1262 
Within jurisdiction same power. as Su-
preme Court , 1268 
Crown, consent requirr<l when part~. 1270 
Fees bv Lieut.·Go,·., 1273 
E:'i~ting to remain in force, 1273 
Dates. changing of in di-tricts, 126l 
Of ~ittings in districts, 1263, 126l 
Death of judge, 12i0 
Defendant may abanclon e'l.cess of counter· 
claim, 1268 
Set·off. 1268 
Oispute of jurisdiction by defendant, 1266 
Effect of failure to, 1266 
Grounds of to be stated, 1:.1(){) 
In appearance or defence, 1266 
Transmission of papers on, 1266 
District, court in each, 1261 
Courts siuings may be changed, 1264-
Sittings of, dates, 1263, 126-J. 
Documents, clerks not to ad1·ise on, 1262 
Clerks not to draw, 1262 
Duties, during vacancy in clerk's office.1262 
Easements, jurisdiction in, 1265 
\" enue, where land situate. 1268 
Equitable relief, jurisdiction, 1265 
Essex CounlY Clerk, office in \'\'indoor, 1261 
Evidenr.e, hearing of further by Court of 
.\ ppeal, 1273 
On re hearing. 1270 
To be certified for appeal. 1272 
Excess beyond jurisdicti'on, abandonment 
of by plain tilT, 1268 
Effe~t of abandonment of, 1268 
1n counterclaim. 1268 
In ~et·off, 1268 
Fee•. none if reference to jud!!e. 1270 
Of clerks at sittings, 126-l 
Fine, by courts for contempt, 1269 
forms, by Lieut.·Go,· .. 1273 
Existing to remain in force, 1273 
or court clerks security, 1261 
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COUNTY COURTS 
Hours of si ttings of courts, 1264 
lmprisonmont by courts for contempt, 1269 
Insolvent estates, jurisdiction to $500, 1266 
Judge absent, adjournment of sittings, 1264 
Actions against venue, 1269 
Appeal to, 1262 
Application to, for stay of proceedings. 
1272 
Includes junior, acting or deputy, 1261 
llfay direct additional sittings, 1264 
Transfer action on terms, 1267 
Powers to direct references, 1270 
Procedure on death of, 1270 
When ill or absent, 1261 
References to if local master, 1270 
To preside over courts, 1261 
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act, referred 
to, 1272 
Judgment, on rehearing, 1271 
Power to enforce, 1269 
Judicature Act, referred to, 1269 
Jurisdiction, contracts, 1265 
Costs of action on fail urc of, 1269 
Criminal conversation excepted, 1265 
Dispute of by defendant, 1266 
Easements, 1265 
Equitable relief, 1265 
Excess of, abandonment of, 1268 
For recovery of property, 1265 
lnj ury to land, 1265 
Insoh•ent, estates, 1266 
Legacies, 1265 
Libel expected, 1265 
Mortgages, charges and ljens, 1265 
OI courts, 1265 
Partnership actions, 1265 
Personal actions, 1265 
Tort, 1265 
Where title re easement involved, 1265 
To land involved, 1265 
Land injury, venue of action, 1269 
Jurisdiction re, 1265 
Legacies, jurisdiction re, 1265 
Venue of actions, re, 1269 
Liens, jurisdiction re, 1265 
Lieut.-Gov. appointment of court clerk, 1261 
Directions of as to security, 1261 
May direct change in sittings, 1261 
Fix Crown fees, 1273 
J\Iake rules of practice, 1273 
Prescribe fees, 1273 
Forms, 1273 
Powers of, 1273 
~liddlesex County, two sittings in, 1263 
Mortgages, jurisdiction, re,1265 
New trial, motion to Court of Appeal, 1271 
Judge for, 1271 
Notice, for postponement of sittings, 1263 
or rellearing to be 6.Ied, 1271 
To be served, 1271 
Posted in clerk's office, 1263 
Office.hours, 1262 
In court house, 1261 
Of clerk during pleasure, 1261 
Order, power to enforce, 1269 
Transferring action on terms, 1267 
Partnership actions, jurisdiction in, 1265 
Venue in, 1268 
Persona designata, appeals where judge is, 
1272 
Personal actions, criminal conversation and 
libel excepted, 1265 
Jurisdiction in, 1265 
Plaintiff may abandon excess of claim, 1268 
Postponement notice of, 1263 
0£ trial sittings, 1262 
Powers of Court of Appeal of amendment, 
1273 
Of court re contempt, 1269 
Of judges to direct references, 1270 
Of Lieut.-Gov., 1273 
or special examiners, 1262 
Re evidence, 1273 
To enforce judgments and orders, 1269 
Practice and procedure applicable to courts, 
1269 
Procedure in transferring of action, 1266 
On rehearing, 1271 
When judge dies, 1270 
Where counterclaim beyond jurisdiction, 
1267 
Set-off beyond jurisdiction. 1267 
Prohibition, no t to lie if case transferrable, 
1268 
Property recovery of, jurisdiction, 1265 
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Real properly, venue in action re, 1269 
References, appeal from report, 1270 
Consent of His ~lajesty, 1270 
Fees of judge, 1270 
Fees on, 12i0 
Generali)• to whom directed, 1269 
Scale of costs on, 1270 
To county clerk, 1269 
J udge i£ local master, 1270 
Officers of Supreme Court, 1269 
Rehearing, appeal for judgment on, 1271 
At weekly court, 1271 
By designated judge, 1270 
By Supreme Court judge, ]270 
Costs fixed on by judge, 1271 
Further e1·idence, 1270 
Judgment on, 1271 
~olice, filing of, 1271 
Senice of, 1271 
Procedure on, 1271 
Proceedings stayed on, 1271 
To be set down, 1271 
Transfer of papers, 1271 
Where delay in judgment, 1270 
Where judge dies, 1270 
Relief, granted by courts, 1268 
lkpJe,·in, jurisdiction re, 1265 
Rules, by Licut.·Gov., 1273 
To remain in force, 1273 
Scale of costs, where action transferred, 1267 
Security of court clerks, 1261 
Form of, 1261 
Set·ofT, abandonment of excess, 1268 
Jurisdiction established when, 1267 
Where beyond jurisdiction, 1267 
Sheriff, adjournment of sitting;, by, 126-+ 
To notify Attorney General, 1261-
Sittings for trial, adjournment by sheriiL 
1264-
Concurrent or ~eparate, 1261 
Four in \l'entworth County, 1263 
Four in York County, 1263 
Held semi-annually, 1262 
In district courts, change of, 1264 
Dates, 1263, 1264 
Judges may direct additional, 126~ 
1\oticc required of postponNnent, 1263 
COUNTY JUDGES 
Potitponemcnt of, 1262 
Two in Carleton County, 1263 
Two in ~Iiddlesex County, 1263 
When to be held, 1262 
Sittings without jury, two at least yearly, 
1263 
Solicitors and counsel fees, 1273 
Special examiners, clerks mar act as, 1262 
Of Supreme Court officers, 1262 
Powers of, 1262 
Stay of proceedings when appeal regular, 
1272 
Supreme Court, procedure to transfer ac-
tion to, 1266 
Surrogate registrar, when clerk of peace 
ex officio, 1262 
Tariff of fees, by Lieut.-Gov., 1273 
Existing to remain in force, 1273 
On references, 1270 
Taxation of costs, 1262 
Tori, jurisdiction in, 1265 
Transmission of papers, application by de-
fendnnt, 1266 
Br plaintiff, 1266 
To Supreme Court, 1266 
Trustee Act, referred to, 1268 
Trustees, no power to appoint new, 1268 
Remove, 1268 
\'ncancy, duties during, 1262 
In office of clerks, 1262 
\ 'cnue, of net ions again~l judges, 1269 
Re casements, 1268 
Re lnnd injurr, 1268 
Re legacies, 1268 
Re partnerships, 1268 
Of certain actions, 1268 
ne renl property' 1269 
Wentworth Count)', four sittings in, 1263 
York County, four sittings in, 1263 
C.OUl'\TY JUDGES; see also cou:>TY counT 
Jt;OCES' CltDII:->AL COURTS; COU;o;TY 
COt.:RTS; DII'IS!O;>( COt;IlTS j CE:SERAL 
SESSIO."Sj St.:RROCATE COURTS 
,\llowances, fixed in lieu of fees. 1255 
To Judges and Junior Judges, 1255 
.\nnual meeting, to n~~ign dutie~. 1259 
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COUNTY JUDGES 
Appointment , none made unle~~ warranted. 
1260 
Of Deputy Judges, 1256 
or Junior Judges, 1254 
Of official interpreters, 12SB 
Of shorthand writers, 1258 
Arbitration Act, referred to, 1255 
Arbitrator, Judge entitled to fees as, 1255 
Asst'.<sment Act, referred to, 1259 
Carleton, Junior Judge mar be appointee! 
in, 1254 
City, contribution to .county, I 258 
City Council. appointment of Judge's s teno· 
grapbers, 1260 
Conditions, respecting interpreters, 1258 
Consolidated Rev<'nue Funtl, payments out 
of, 1255 
To Junior J udges, 1255 
Contribution re shorthand writer~. 1258 
Re stPnographer~· <>alaricg, 1260 
County, contribution hy city to, 1258 
Contribution br town to, 1258 
County Court Districts annual meeting, 1259 
Convening af meetings, 1259 
Formation of. 1258 
Holding of Courts in, 1259 
]uri ~rliction throughou t. 1260 
Proclamation. 1259 
Rearrangement , 1259 
Deputy Judges, appointmt•nt. 12;)6 
Powers. 1256 
Qualification~. 1256 
Right to practice. 1256 
Tenure of office. 1256 
When to act. 1256 
Dutic~. a~si:mmcnt to] ud(:r~. 12.19 
Performance by J uclp:e•, 12i9 
Duties of sl1orthand writers. J25R 
E ... ~cs, two Junior 1 udges, 125 I 
Extra judicial duties. allowance for. 1255 
Fees. as arbitrator. 1255 
As referee. 1255 
Xot to be paid generall). 1255 
or shorthand writer~. 1258 
Payable in law stamps, 1255 
Forfeiture, of office, 1255 
Form of oath of office, 1256 
Inability, cause for removal, 1254 
Incapacity, cause for rcmo,-al, 1254-
fntcrpretcrs, appointment of official, 1258 
J udges, absence or illness, 1260 
Allowance for extra judicial du ties, 1255 
Annual meet ing, 1259 
Appointment of stenographers for, 1260 
Assignment of duties to, 1259 
Authorization by Licut.-Go,·.; 1257 
Barrister, seven years standing, 1254 
Division of duties of, 1259 
Excusing from duties when, 1259 
Fees as arhitrator, 1255 
Fees as referee, 1255 
Jurisdiction in districts, 1260 
Not ~o practise, 1255 
Not to receive fees, 1255 
Pennlt)• for practising, 1255 
Power of out~ ide county,l257 
Power to preside together or separately, 
1257 
Procedure on illness or absence, 1260 
Qu:.lification of, 1251-
Re:;ulation of duties of shorthand writers. 
1258 
fiegulat ion of £ceq of shorthand writers, 
1258 
Removal' of for inabili ty, 1254 
nemovnl of for misbehaviour, 1254 
Requc;.t to act by, 1257 
Residence of. 1255 
Shorthand writcrq unrlcr rlircction <>f, 1258 
Tenure of office. 1251-
To include Junior Jud::es, 1257 
To perform a~~i::ncd duties, 1259 
Travcllin~ expcn•es, 1256 
Vacancy. 1260 
Junior Judge~. allowuncc for extra judicial 
duties, 1255 
Appointment, 1254 
Carleton. 125 ~ 
Countie'- where appointed, 1254 
Essex, 125~ 
:'lliddl ese~. 125~ 
Powers,l254 
Powers of enumerated, 1251-
Thunder Bay, 1251-
To have same powers as 1 udges, 1254 
Wentworth. 1254 
154 
J unior judges, cant' d 
York, 1254 
Lieut.·G!)v., authorization by, 1257 
Fees and duties of shorthand "Titers, 1258 
;\{ay remove Judges for inabHity, 1254 
Incapacity, 125-l 
~fisbehaviour, 125-1 
Order re formation of districts, 1258 
Rearrangement of districts, 1259 
Shorthand writers, appointment, 1258 
Shorthand writers, remuneration, 1258 
~[eet in gs, convened by Senior Judge. 1259 
~[iddlesex. appointment of J unior Judge. 
1254 
;\fisbeh:tviour, c.:~ use for removal, 1254 
Municipal Act. referred to, 1255 
Municipal Arbitrations Act, referred to, 1255 
Oath of office by J udges generally, 1256 
Form of, 1256 
Office, forfeiture if Judge pract ices. 1255 
Oath of-form, 1256 
Of Deputy Judge during plea>ure, 1256 
Of Judges during good beha1·iour, 1254 
Official interpreters, appointment, 1258 
Ontario Gazette, rearrangement of districts. 
1259 
Penalty for practicing, 1255 
Power to act outside county, 1257 
To hold sittings separately, 1257 
Together, 1257 
Powers of Deputy Judge, 1256 
or Junior Judge, 1254 
Pract ise by Judges-penalty, 1255 
Deputy Judges have right to, 1256 
Judges not to, 1255 
Proclamation re formation of districts. 1259 
Re rearrangement of districts, 1259 
Provincial Secretary. report to where Judge 
ill or absent, 1260 
Public Works Act, referred to, 1255 
Qualification of Deputy Judge, 1256 
Of Judge, 1254 
Railz~·ay Act, referred to, 1255 
Referee, entitled to fees as, 1255 
Removal for inability, 1254 
For incapacity, 1254 
For misbehaviour, 1254 
Remuneration of shorthand writers, 1258 
COUNTY PUBLICITY 
Residence in county or di.trict, 1255 
Retired Judges. order of Go,·ernor General 
to act, 1257 
Salary, stenographers, 1260 
Shorthand writers, appointment, 1258 




When applied on salary, 1258 
Remuneration, 1258 
Linder direction of Judges, 1258 
\~·hen paid on salary, 1258 
Sittings in County of York. 1257 
ln districts, 1259 
· ~fay be together or separately, 1257 
Solicitors, consent of. 1258 
Stengraphers, appointment, 1260 
Contribution re salaries of, 1260 
Salary, 1260 
Stenographic reporters, appointment, 1258 
Style of Judges. 125-1 
Surrogate court. fees as judge of, 1255 
Thunder Bay. appointment of Junior Judge, 
125.1 
Town, contribution to county by, 1258 
Travelling expens<"S, 1256 
\ 'acancy. where no appointment warranted. 
1260 
Voters' Lists Act, referred to, 1259 
Wentworth. Junior Judge may be appointed 
in, 1254 
York, Junior Judges in.l25-l 
Sittings in, 1257 
COC\ TY PuBLICITY 
Advertising,lll2 
Pro,·incial grant, affida,;t to accompany ap· 
plication, 1112 
Application for. lll2 
Contents of affidavit, 1112 
~[aximum amount. 1112 
Publicity Associa tion, ad1·erti6ement by, 
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1112 
Assistance of agents of Ontario. 1112 
Formation of, 1112 
Objects of, 1112 
Provincial grants, 1112 
COUNTY PUBLICITY 
Regulations, by whom made, lll2 
For better carrying out of Act, l 112 
nc-ources, publication of, 1112 
COUNTY ROADS; see lltCHWAY IMPROVE-
~tEl\T 
COl"RT; see AttBtTR \Tto;..; CO'iTROVERTED 
ELECT!O;\S; COUl\TY COURTS j COU'iTY 
COURT Jl DCES' CRI\It'i~L COURTS; 
COC:'\TY JLDCESj DI\ISI0:-1 COURTS; 
DO,II:'IION COUnTS j CE;\ERAL SESSIOl\S j 
1:-/TEJII'RETATIO;\ j Jt OJC\TI REj JUR· 
ORSj JU\'I::'llLE Al\D F.lMlLY COURTS; 
LAW STAm'Sj liACISTlATESj MACIS· 
TRATES' JURISDICTION j I'HIVY COUNCIL 
AI'I'E,\LS j PUilUC AliTIIOJliTIES PRO· 
TECTIOX; PUOLIC SF.RVICE j llEPLEVI:'I j 
SUliMARY CON\ICTIO<'Sj SURROCATE 
COLRTS; V£XATI0l'S PROCt:EUI'iCS 
COl ItT CRIERS; see AD\II'IISTR\TI0:-1 OF 
Jt;STICE EXl'E'iSESj Sllf.RIFFS 
corRT HOUSES; see ASSESSMENT; DIS-
TRICT COURT HOUSES; Ill VISION 
COURTS; JIALtnURl'ON i JUDICATURE j 
llACISTRATES; ~ll;>il'iCj MU"<ICII'AL; 
MUNICIPAL DRAil\ACEj ONTARIO MU· 
!IOICII'AL BOARD; PUBLIC 1:'\STITU-
TIOXS l'iSPECTIO:'\ i PVBLIC LA 'iDS; 
\'OTERS' LISTS 
lOt RT OF APPE \L; see INTERPRETA-
TtOx i JUDICATt;llE 
<..OL'IlT OF REVISIO)I; see ASSESS~tENT 
COVENANTS; see CO:'IVEYANCJNC AND 
L.\W OF PROPERTY j LANDLOilD AND 
TENANT; LIQUOR CONTROL; MERCAI"· 
TILE LAW AliEXDliE'\Tj MORTCACES; 
SHORT FORMS OF CONVEYANCES; 
SHORT FOR\IS OF LEASES; SIIORT 
FOR~lS OF ~IORTC .\CES 
CHE,\MERY; see DAIRIES 
CREDITORS RELIEF; see also ABSCOND· 
I:'IC DI::DTORSj DIVISION COURTS ; 
SIIERIFFSj WACES j WOODliEN'S LIEN 
FOR \VACES 
Absco~tding Debtors Act, referred to, 1564, 
1566, 1573 
Affidavit, contestation of claim by creditor, 
1569 
Contestation, to contain address for ser-
\'ice, 1570 
Debtor's, sen ice to claimant, 1569 
E:~.tension of time for scning, 1569 
Filing of, 1567, 1568 
Of service, filing of, 1568 
Form of, 1568 
Order for substitutional service, 1568 
Service of, 1567, 1568 
On contestation of claim, 1569 
Out of Ontario, 1567 
Pursu:mt to notice, 1567 
When debt not due, 1567 
.\ppeal, practice, 1579 
To Court of Appeal, 1579 
Appointment, hearing of dispute,1577 
Service of, 1577 
Attaching order, application for, 1579 
Au achment·, effect of, 1563 
Payment of cosl of, 1565 
Bailiff, dutie5 of, 1574 
Payment to sheriff Lly, 1574 
Bank account, title of sheriff's, 1579 
Certificate, address for service on, 1568 
Compelling payment by sheriff, 1576 
Conclusi\e after contestation, 1572 
Contestation of claim, 1569 
Cost on renewal of, 1575 
Duration of, 1569 
Effec t, 1572 
In interple:~dcr, 1568 
Of expiry, 1569 
or filing, in another county, 1572 
With sheriff, 1568 
Endorsement of, amount paid, 1576 
Failure to contain address, 1568 
Fee for, 1572 
Filing, of division court judgment, 1571 
Form of, 1568 
Further le''Y in lil ing,1569 
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Certificate, cont'd 
Proof of claim, 1568 
Renewal of, 1569 
Chauels, failing to satisfy execution, 1566 
Claim, abandonment of, 1570 
,\fter sale , 1567 
Ccrt ifica te <>f contestat ion, 1569 
or proof, 1568 
Contestation of, 1569 
After certificate filed, 1570 
Br debtor, 1569 
Creditor's, 1565 
OverS lOO.OO, 1570 
Costs on contestation of, 1570 
Disputed, sheriff to retain money, 1578 
Effect of expiry of execution, 1572 
or part payment, 1573 
or payment of plaintiff's, 1572 
Establishing, in another county, 1572 
E:-.tension of, time to file, 1565 
Fil ing, 1565 
Affida,·it of, 1568 
:'\ot ice of, 1568 
Further proceedings in another cot.nty, 
1572 
Jnterl'cntion by creditor, 1570 
Levy to COI'er disputed, 1578 
Notice of contestation, 1569 
Order for substitutional serl'ice, 1568 
Procedure after contestation, 15i0 
On trial of contestation, 1571 
\\ben par: disputed, 1568 
Proceedings on contestation by credi tor, 
1569 
On establishment of, 1568 
~'hen dehtor pays in full, 1572 
Scrl'icc of affidavit of, 1568 
Of affidavit on contestation of, 1569 
Of notice of, 1568 
or contestat ion to, 1569 
or filing, 1567 
Trial of contc;tation of, 1570 
Claimant, abandonment of claim by, 1570 
Co~t of, 1573 
Election to abandon. 1568 
Further proceedings by, 1571 
Procedure after contestat ion, 1S70 
Service of affidavit by, 1567 
Senice on, 1568 
Collusion, effect of, on deci~ion>, 1579 
Contestation, abandonment of, 1Si7 
Adjudication upon, 1577 
Costs of, 1578 
Judge to gil'e directions, ISiS 
Costs, bailiffs, 1575 
Creditor's hal'ing carriage of action, 1S65 
Determining claimants, 1573 
Endorsement on certificate, 1573 
Levy for solic itor'~, ISiS 
On contestation, 1S70, 1578 
Priority f<'r, in recei ,.cr.hip proceedings, 
157-l 
Of attaching creditor, 1573 
Of first attaching creditor, 1573 
Scale of, 1573 
Taxat ion of, 1Si4 
Bailiffs, 1575 
When first charg.:, 1S65 
County defined, 1563 
Court defined.l563 
Clerk, record book of, 1571 
Creditor, affidal'it on conte<:tation, 1569 
Affida,·it when deb t not due, 1567 
Attaching, right to share, 156l 
\\l1en to file certificate, 1564 
Execution, 1561. 
Contestation of claim by, 1569 
Disput ing of further proceedings, 1572 
Division court execution, to sh:~re, 1575 
Effect of filing certificate, 1568 
or sharing interpleader costs, 1565 
Extension of time to file claims, 1565 
Execution, no priority, 1563 
Facilitation of sheriff by, 1576 
Filing claim by, 1565 
Jnten·ention by, 1570 
Limiting share in additional distribution, 
1566 
Payment to, of co~ts of attachment, 1565 
Ri~hts of. after sale, 1567 
Taking furthe r proceeding~, 1566 
When entitled to share, 1566 
When holding judgment from Dh·i~ion 
Court. 1571 
Cr,1wn, schedule of fee~ of, 1579 
Debt, affi da\'it , when not due, 1567 
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CREDITORS RELIEF 
Debt, cont' d 
Attachment for benefit of creditors, 1563 
Payment of attached, 1563,1564 
Debtor, appointment of solicitor, 1567 
Contestation of claim by, 1569 
Proceedings upon payment of claims, 
1572 
When execution unsatisfied, 1566 
Service off affidavit on contestation, 1569 
Dispute, mode of determining, 1577 
Distribution, creditors entitled to share in, 
1566 
Creditor's share in further, 1566 
Effect of contestation of claim, 1570 
Of mortgages, 157S 
Of objection to, 1577 
Mode of, 1575 
On deficiency, 1575 
When mortgage on property, 1578 
Monies held pending dispute, 1577 
Notice of objection on, 1577 
Separate scheme, when property encum· 
bercd, 1578 
Time for, after mailing list, 1577 
Division coun, certificate of judgment, 1571 
Monies pnid into, 1564 
Payment to creditor by, 1564 
Entry in record book, 1571 
Evidence on proceedings, 1579 
When copies to be, 1571 
Examination, parties at trial of issue, 1571 
Execution, debtor failing to satisfy, 1566 
Defined, 1563 
Delivery by bail iff to sheriff, 1574 
Expiry not to effect proceedings, 1572 
Within month of distribution, 1569 
J n lieu of certificate, 1572 
Sheriff to endorse amount pa!d on, 1576 
Executions, equality of, 1566 
Forms, affidavit of claim, 1581 
Affidavit of sen ice of claim, 1582 
Certificate of proof of claim, 1583 
Notice o£ contestation of scheme, 1584 
Notice sened with claim, 1581 
Sheriff's entry, 1580 
Statement of executions, 1583 
Fraud, effect on decisions, 1579 
Garnishee, payment by when no execution, 
1564 
Payment of attached debt, 2156 
Index, clerk to keep, 1571 
Interest, le\'Y for, 1575 
Interpleader, creditors entitled to share, 
1565 
Creditors share costs pro rata, 1565 
EIT ect of certificate in, 1568 
One creditor may have carriage, 1565 
Judge, defined, 1563 
EITect of disqualificat ion of, 1563 
General powers of, 1579 
Land, debtor failing to satisfy execution, 
1566 
Levy, additional, 1566 
Disputed claim, 1578 
Notice of additional, 1566 
Proceeds of additional, 1565 
List of creditors, 1577 
:i\'loney, appl ication of, paid in by receiver, 
1574 
Rateable distribution of, 1564 
Realized under Absconding Debtors Act, 
1566 
SheriiT to deposit in bank, 1579 
Mortgage, subsequent to execution, 1578 
Notice, additional levy, after one month, 
1566 
Entry of debtors, 1567 
Form of on filing claim, 1567 
Revocation of debtor's, 1567 
Service of on contestation, 1569 
Out of Ontario, 1567 
Objection, registering of, 1577 
Order substitutional service of affidavi t,1568 
Substitutional senice of claim, 1568 
Penalty, bailiff's default, 1575 
Proceedings, execution expiring, 1572 
Nature of evidence on, 1580 
Heceiver, payment into Court by, 1574 
Record book, 1571 
Sheriff, application for anaching order, 1579 
Defined, 1563 
Endorsement on certificate of payment, 
1576 
Entry of levy, 1564 
Of levy, form of, 1564 
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Sheriff, cont' d 
Of notice by debtor, 1567 
Fees of, on distribution, 1564 
Further levy by, 1569 
Levy for disbursements, 1575 
For interest, 1575 
For solicitor's costs, 1575 
J\Iailing list of creditors, 1511 
i\!oney in hands of another, 156~ 
Notice to claimant by, 1569 
Poundage of, 1575 
Preparation of list of creditor>. 1576 
Recovery of money paid to creditor by, 
1564 
Return of certificate, 1576 
or execution, 1576 
Solicitor, appointment of , 1567 
Service on Toronto agent, 1570 
Statement, contents of, 1576 
Sheriff to keep. pending distribution. 1576 
Trial of issue, procedure on, 1571 
Of is~ue. upon cloim, 1571 
Place of, 1570 
CRDIATORIA; see cE~IETERtES 
CRIER; see AD~IIXISTRATIOX or J l"STICE 
EXPEXSES; SHERIFFS 
CRDIE; see IXTFRPRETATIOX 
CRDI~AL CONVERSATIO.'i; see JrDt· 
CATURE 
CnOPS; see LANDLORD AXD TEXAXT 
CROW.'\; see INTERPRETATION 
CROWN AD:IIINISTRA TION OF ES· 
TATES 
CROWN ATIORNEYS 
Consolidated Revenue Fund, unclaimed 
money paid into, 1483 
Conveyance by Public Trustee, 1482 
Court inquiry re rights of Crown, 1482 
Crown, no claims against, 1484 
Escheat, when takes place, 1483 
Escheats Act, referred to, 1484 
Inquiry, applica tion for by Puhlic Trus tee, 
1482 
Order directing, 1482 
Interest, when allowed, 1483 
Intestate, administration when, 1481 
Sale of real estate, 1482 
When adult next of kin, 1481 
.\Ioney, dispo~ition of, 1483 
Distribution of money, 1483 
How kept invested, 1483 
Incurred for inquiry, deduction of, 1483 
Payment to person proving right, 1483 . 
Unclaimed, when paid, 1483 
Public Trustee administration by, witltin 30 
days. 1481 
Compelling administrator to account, 1483 
Conveyance by, 1482 
Distribution of assets by, 1483 
Issue of letters to, 1481 
Liability of, 1481 
Notice to, 1481 
Right to disbursements, 1483 
To security from claimant, 1483 
Security not required from, 1481 
Real estate, power of Public Trustee to sell 
1482 
Recovery by Public Trustee, 1482 
Registrar to notify Public Trustee, H81 
Relations, rights of after grant, 1482 
Security, Public Trustee, need not gi\'e, 1481 
Trustee Act, re ferred to, 1483 
CROWN A TIORNEYS; see AD~IIXIS· 
Administ ration grant to Public Trustee. 1481 TRATION or JUSTICE EXPENSES; COR-
Within 30 days , 1481 O!'<ERS; ELECTIONS; CEXERAl. SES· 
Revocation of grant, 1481 SIONS; HICH\\"AY TRAFFIC; LIQUOR 
Substitution of Public Trustee,l481 COXTROL; MUNICIPAL; PUBLIC OF-
Claimant, what must prO\'e, 1482 FICERS' FEES; RECISTRY; SHERIFFS 
When to give security, 1483 Absence from office, temporary appointment 
Claim> interest on, when allowed, 1483 to fill, 1639 
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CROWN ATTORNEYS 
Appointment of, 1636 
Bail duty, to attend on application for, 
1638 
Coroner, duty as to advising, 1639 
Counsel, when not to act as, 1636 
Criminal Code, referred to, 1639 
Deserted Wives' and Children's Mainten· 
ance Act, referred to, 1643 
Duties generally, 1636 
Regulations re, 1641 
Special, 1637, 1638, 1639 
Fees, collect ions and payment over, of, 164{) 
Commutation of, 164{) 
For services in local criminal courts, 1639 
How payable, 1640 
On appeals from :Magistrates, 1639 
Payable by defendant, application of, 1641 
Percentage of money received, 1640 
Regulations as to, 1640 
Return to inspector of legal offices, 1640 
Information. duty as to examining, 1637 
Justice of Peace, duty to advise, 1638 
Duty to supply forms to, 1638 
To deliver informations to Crown attor-
ney, 1639 
Liquor Control Act, referred to, 1643 
Oaths, form of, 1636 
Of office, 1636 
Office expen~es, provisions lor when com-
muting fees, 1640 
Qualification of, 1636 
Security given by, 1636 
Sl)lici tor, when not to act as, 1636 
Summary Con~·ictions Act, referred to, 1641 
Temporary appointment in case of absence 
or illucss, 1639 
Toronto and York, appointment for, 1641 
Assistants, 1641 
Duties of appointee, 1612 
Of assistants, 1641 
Not to practice profession, 1641 
Not to take fees. 1643 
Office accommodation, 1643 
Powers of, J 642 
To be paid salaries, 1644 
Witnesses, to secure auendance of, 1637 
CROWN LANDS; see BEACHES AND RIVER 
BEDS; CROWN TnmER; LIM ITATIONS; 
MINING; PROVli'OCIAL PARKS; PUBLIC 
LANDS; PUBLIC WORKS; RAILWAYS; 
SURVEYS 
CROWN TI~IBER; see also cuLLERS; FOR· 
EST llF.SOUilCES REGULATION; FOREST• 
RY; LAND TlTI.ES; PROVINCIA L FOR· 
ESTS; PROVINCIAL LAND TAX; PRO· 
VINCIAL PARKS; PULPWOOD CONSERVA· 
TIO'i; WOOD~! EN'S EMPLOYMENT 
Agreement, duration of, 584 
Extent to which Crown bound, 584 
By-laws, not to affect licensee, 579 
Consolidated Statutes o/ Canada, referred 
to, 581 
Crown dues, lien for, 581 
Notice of sale, 581 
Proceecb of sale, 581 
Sale of timber for, 581 
Seizure for, 581 
Timber, liable for. 581 
Of defaulter liable for, 581 
Crown Timber Regulations, referred to, 578 
Department, defined, 575 
Error, immunity of Crown for, 575 
Fire, suspension of license to cut, where 
danger from, 584, 585 
Forfeiture, bond to be given by claimant, 583 
Default by claimant, 583 
For fraud, 584 
In discretion of 1\Iinister, 585 
Non.payment Crown dues, 583 
Procedure in relief from, 583 
Relief from , 583 
Sale of timber seized, 583 
Time of notice of sale. 583 
Time within which effective, 583 
Government Road allowance, compensation, 
579 
:\Iunicipul by-law covering timber, 579 
Procedure to obtain payment, 580 
Ungranted public land, 579 
Grants, validity of prior, 577 
Hardwood, subject to conditions, 577 
Highways, timber on, 579 
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Land Titles, effect o£ registration o£ land 
upon licenses, 1961 
License, confers exclush·e po~session, 575 
Contains description of land, SiS 
Duration of, 575 
Effect of prior grant, 575 
Error in, 575 
Expiry of, 576 
Fire hazard. suspension of, 584 
Grant of, 575 
or soft wood, condit ions, 577 
Renewal , changes to be noted on, 576 
How effected, 576 
Rights conferred, 575 
Subject to conditions, 575 
Vests property rights, 576 
When renewable, 576 
Licensee, liability for timber cut, 585 
Not affected by by-law, 579 
Rights o£, 576 
Road allowance rights, 579 
To keep record books. 580 
Lien, Crown to ha,·e priority, 585 
Of Crown for dues, 585 
froperty subject to, 585 
Timber in custody of third party, 585 
Seized, procedure by Crown, 585 
Lieut.·Gov. , powers of, 577 
;\!anu!acturin!! condition, suspension of, 578 
Manufacturing conditions, translated, 576 
;\lining l:!nds, reservation of pine trees, 684 
)linister, authority to extend to prior licens-
es, 579 
Dcfined , 575 
) fu y prescribe record books, 580 
Powers. 578 
Stipulate time £or cutting, 578 
Tn rrflulatc cutting of timber. 578 
)lunicipal corporations, percentage to bP. 
expended by, 580 
~otice of claim to lien, 585 
Order-in-Council, publication of, 575 
P<-n:slty, culling durin!! suspension, 585 
For breach, 579 
For pre,·enting seizure, 582 
II ow recoverable, 586 
Onus of proof, 582 
Percentages to councils, 579, 580 
CROWN WITNESSES 
Personal property, subject to lien notice. 
585 
Persons, cutting by unauthorized, 581 
Pine timber, conditions auached to, 576 
Procedure, onus defined, 582 
Proceedings, right to continue, 5i6 
Province of Quebec, timber from, 581 
Provincial Forests Act, referred to, 586 
Public interest , ;\linister to decide, 578 
Public Lands Act, referred to, 576, 578, 580 
Public lands, defined, 575 
Pulpwood, manufacturing conditions may 
be suspended. 577 
Road allowance, rights of licensee, 579 
Record books, delivery to Depar tment, 580 
\';l1en to be made, 580 
Open to inspection, 580 
Verification of. 580 
Regulations, application, 577 
Lieut.-Gov. may make, 577 
Lieut.·Gov. mar prescribe penalties, 585 
See Schedule "A," "B'' and "C," 577 
Returns, by licensees, 580 
Failure to make, 580 
\' erified on oath, 580 
Rights for pulpwood, manufacturing condi-
tion, 577 
Gr.1nt of. to cut pulpwood, 577 
Seizure by officer of the Crown, 582 
Effect when dccl:1red forfeited, 583 
Judge may determine legality of, 583 
Timber, made impo>sible of seizure, 582 
License to cut, 575 
l;nlawfully cut, 582 
~lixed with that lawfully cut, 582 
CROW:'{ Win\ ESSES 
Administration of Justice Expenses Act, 
referred to, 1705 
Allowance, special ser\'iccs by judge, f•) r, 
1704 
\t1o rne~· General, fiat £or special fee, 17(H 
Cert ificnte o£ cmwn coun5el re fees, 1705 
When unnecessary, 1705 
Compensation, after determi~ation of ca~e. 
1706 
Time for payment o£, li06 
\l.itness for crown, of, 170~ 
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CROWN WITNESSES 
Consolidated Revenue Fund, pa}ment of 
fees from, 1706 
Reimbursement of fees, frDm,1705 
Heimbursement of 1-3 crown attorney's 
fee, 1706 
Countr Board· of Audit, approval of ffcs 
by, 1705 
Court officer order re fec.:s by. l705 
Crown actions, fees same as subject, 17.06 
Crown Attorney certificate re fees by, 1705 
F ee for cenificate, 1706 
Defendant, repayment of fee• reco,·ered 
from, 1706 
Expert witnes~es. ~pecial f<'e to. 170 I 
Fees, additional for special services, 1704 
.\ftc r determination of case, 1706 
Cert ificate for, 1705 
Crown .\ttorney for certificate, 1706 
Crnwn Attorney"~ rdmloureement re. 
1706 
llo" payable. 1 :-o5 
In unorganized districts, 1706 
Judge may grant witness, 170 ~ 
Limitations re, 170-1 
No indictment preferred, 1701 
~o tri al, 170-l 
Order for payment of, 170:i 
Paid by Province, 1706 
Payable in cro'' n action·. 1706 
Payment of, 1705 
Recovered from defendant 1706 
Recovered from prosecutor, 1706 
Special for experts, 1701 
Fiat of .\ttorney General, special fee, for. 
1704 
Indictment, none preferred, fees. 1701 
Judge, allowan~e for special st>rviccs, 170 l 
Defined, 1704 
:\lay grant witnt!'s fees, 1 iO ~ 
Limitation, re fees, 170-l 
~lunicipality, pa}ment of fee" by, 1705 
Reimburse~ent of, 170:; 
Repayment of reco,ered fees to, 1706 
Order, directed to whom, 1705 
How prepared, 1705 
Payment of fees, for, 1705 
Proper officer of court, by, 1705 
Payment o f compensation, time for, 1706 
Of fees certificate for, 1705 
Consolidated Revenue Fund, from, 1706 
.:\lunic ipality, by, 1705 
Order for, 1705 
Treasurer by, when directed, 1705 
Treasurer by, when not directed, 1705 
Tr!al in unorganize~ distridts, 1706 
Prosecutor, repayment of fees recovered 
from, 1706 
Province, payment of fees in unorganized 
dis tricts by, 1706 
Reimbursement by, 1705 
Reimbursement of fees, consolidated rev· 
cnue fund, from, 1705 
Province, by, 1705 
Hepayment of fees to municipality, recov-
ered from defendant, 1706 
Rcco ' erc<l f1 om j.IIU~ecutor, 1706 
Special services, add',itional fee for, 1704 
Treasurer, o rder for payment directed to, 
1705 
Payment of fees directed, 1705 
Trial, defined, 170~ 
Fee for atlendance at, 1704 
Fee in anothl'r county, 1705 
Fee, not proceeded with, 1704 
In anothe r count}', 1705 
Unorganized districts, fees when trial in, 
1706 
Payment of fees by province, 1705 
Witnesses for crown, compensat ion of, 1704 
CULLE RS 
Applicant, examining, 258·~ 
Failing to comply, 2585 
Oath of, 2586 
Application, not complying with, 2585 
Board, duties o f, 2581, 2585 
Quorum of, 258 ~ 
Remuneration of, 2585 
To examine, 2585 
Boards, appointment of, 2584 
X umber on, 258~ 
or examiners, 2584 
Book of record, 2586 
162 
Books, inspection of, 2586 
Candidate, address of, 2585 
Examination of, 2585 
Success£ ul, 2585 
Contents of logs, 2586 
Crown, property of, 2584 
Timber agent, 2586 
Ranger, 2586 
Crou;n Timber Act, r eferred to, 2587 
"Cull," driven to mill, 2586 
Culler, acting as, 2586 
Books of, 2586 
Duty of, 2586 
Fraud of, 2587 
License as, 2585 
Licensed only to act, 2586 
Offence of, 2587 
Of pulp,tooJ, 2585 
Of sawlogs, 2585 
Returns of, 2587 
Statement of, 2587 
To give information, 2586 
"Culls", how marked, 2586 
Observing, 2586 
Defec~s, deduction for, 2586 
Department, defined, 2584 
Officer of., 2586 
Ret urns to, 2586 
Duties, assigned to board, 2584 
Examination, application for, 2585 
As culler, 2585 
Fee,2585 
Standard of, 2584 
Examiner, oath of, 2584 
Remuneration of, 2585 
Fees of examination, 2585 
Time for payment, 2585 
form of license, 2585 
Of oath, 2586 
Forms of department, 2587 
Licen3e, cancellation of, 2587 
Effect of, 2586 
Form of, 2585 
Of culler, 2585 
Privileges of, 2586 
Re,·oking, 2587 
To cull, 2584 
Licensed culler not procurable, 2586 
CURTESY 
Lieut.·Gov., appoint ing boards of examin· 
ers, 2584 
::\larking, exception as to, 2586 
i\Ieasuring, logs, 2586 
:\linister, defined, 2584 
Satisfaction of, 2586 
To fix standard, 258~ 
Transmitting names to, 2585 
Oath, form of, 2584 
Of applicant, 2586 
Of examiner, 2584 
To be taken, 2586 
Transmission of, 2586 
Transmitting, 2585 
PenAlty, amount of, 2587 
For fraud, 2587 
For offence, 2587 
How recovered, 2587 
Permit, length of, 2586 
Special, 2586 
Public lands, 2586 
Defined, 2584 





Regulations, disobeying, 2587 
Under Crou;n Timber Act, 2587 
Remuneration, amount of, 2585 
Requirements, meeting, 2585 
Returns, particulars of, 2587 
What to contain, 2587 
Saw logs, accepted, 2587 
Defined. 258~ 
Rejected, 2587 
Where situate, 2587 
Statements, cullers to prepar'e, 2587 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 2587 
CURRE~CY; see COLD CLAUSES 
CURTESY; see CONVEYAXCt:'\C A:'\D LAW 
OF PROPERTY; DE\'OLUTIOX OF ES· 
TATES; DOWER; LAXD TITLES; QUIET· 
IXC TITLES; SETTLED ESTATES 
163 
CUSTODY OF DOCUMENTS 
CUSTODY OF DOCUMENTS; see also 
LAND TITLES; REGISTRY 
Alphabetical index, 1947 
Application, costs of, 1949 
For delivery of deposit, 19~9 
Notice of, 1949 
Birth, proof of, 1946 
Burial, proof of, 1946 
Costs, on application, 1949 
Death, proof of, 1946 
_Deposit, acknowledgment of notice, 1947 
Effect of, 1948 
From another division, notation, 1947 
Index, 1951 
Entry in, 1946 
Notation in abstract index, 1947 
In registry books, 1947 
Received from another division, 1947 
Registrar's fees, 1948 
Requisition, 1946 
Form of, 1950 
Transmission of notice, 1947 
Divorce, proof of, 1946 
Document. copying extracts from, 1948 
Deflned, 1946 
Delivery of, pursuant to order, 1949 
Deposit of, 1946 
Effect of depositing, 1948 
Entry in deposit index, 1946 
Filing on deposit, 1946 
:'If ode of depositing, 1946 
Notation in registry books, 1947 
Procedure to obtain, 1949 
Recording in alphabetical index. 1946 
Recording on deposit, 1946 
Registrar's fee on delivery, 1950 
On producing, 1948 
Requistion to deposit, 1946 
Executor, expenses on depositing, 1949 
Fees, for deposit, 1947 
For entries, 1947 
On delivery of document, 1949 
On producing documents, 1948 
Forms, deposit index, 1951 
Notice of deposit, 1951 
Requisition, 1950 
Happening, proof of, 1946 
Instrument, defined, 1946 
1\'larriage, proof of, 1946 
Muniment of title, deposit of, 1946 
Notice, filing of, 1948 
Filing of acknowledgments, 1947 
Form of, 1951 
Forwarding, deposit to another division 
1947 
Repetition in cases of default, 19,17 
Transmission of, 1947 
Order, filing of, 1950 
For delivery of document, 1950 
Notation of, 1950 
Pedigree, proof of, 1946 
Procedure, delivery of deposits, 1949 
Receipts, deposit of, 1948 
Fee on deposit of, 1948 
Notation of, 1948 
Recording, 1948 
Registry Ace, referred to, 1944, 1948, 1949 
Requistion, particulars of deposit in, 1946 
DAIRIES; see DAIRY PRODUCTS; MILK AND 
CREA31; MILK, CHEESE Al'\0 BUTTER; 
MILK CONTROL; PUBLIC HEALTH 
DA IRniEN'S ASSOCIATION; see ACRt· 
CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS 
DAIRY PRODUCTS; see also MILK AND 
CREAM; 311LK, CIIF.ESE AND BUTTLR; 
MILK CONTROL 
Babcock test, usc of, 4130 
Board,defined,4128 
Certificate holder, to grade cream, 4130 
To test milk, 4130 
Of board, requirements for, 4128 
Statement of necessity in, 4128 
To whom given, 4128 
When given, 4128 
Of qualification, annual grant, 4131 
By Mi11ister on director's recommenda· 
tion,4131 
Cancellation or suspension by Minis· 
ter, 4131 
For handling dairy products, 4130 
Grades of, 4131 
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